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SaraL Corporation Enjoys
Sweet SuccessWithFast -Tax

we needed a comprehensive software solution ... and
we got it with System 5 from Fast -Tax. We compared
and tested the product thoroughly. System 5 has
proven to be the right solution for Sara Lee now,
and it has the power to grow with us in the future."
Sara Lee Corporation is one of over 1,800 companies
using Fast -Tax. To have your cake and eat it too, call
1 -800 FAST -TAX, ext. 7332.
L& Z j w e R e s e n R C h
In Texas, 214/250 -7332.

GILR M- ST•7M.
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"Some people are surprised at how diversified we are at Sara Lee," says Jim Hahn, _
Senior Tax Manager. "In addition to bakery products, we also own Hanes hosiery,
Kiwi shoe care, Jimmy Dean meats and
much more. Such diversification means
our tax challenges are enormous. With
about 100 domestic and 400 foreign entities,
and a centralized 35- person tax department,

Consumer Products Companies
In Automated Tax Systems.
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One Of America's Leading
Chooses The Leader
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Temloraries Prektrained
For Your Data Entry Formats.
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Another First From Kelly.
If you ha ve frequent, mu ltiple or longterm requ irem ents for da ta entry temporaries, our new Kelly® Customizer is ideal
for meeting you r needs.
By encrypting samples of you r data
entry screen a nd da ta entry forms on ou r
proprieta ry Kelly Cu stomizer tra ining

softwa re, we ca n now a ssign you Kelly
tempora rie s pretra i ned to ha ndle you r
specific da ta entry forma ts.
You r Kelly data entry tempora ries
arrive on the job ready to work , not just
rea dy to lea rn.

Call your local Kelly office for details.

KELL`/
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Ser ves ry

The�Kelly�Girl"�People�—The�First�and�The�Best'
Circle No. 6
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ACCOUNTINGE
FOR CORPORATE FINANCIAL DECISION MAKERS

20
ACTIVITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT

Cover. ABM— Activity -Based Man agement—is the flip side of activity based costing (ABC). ABM is the key
to the success of ABC. See page 20.
Cover by Mandel & Wagreich, Inc.,
New York.

MANAGEMENfACCl7UNTfNG4 (ISSN
0025 -1690) is published monthly by
the Institute of Management Accountants, formerly the National Association of Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr.,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760, (201)5739000, Price $10.00 per copy. Subscription rates, per year. $20 (included in
dues, nondeductible); nonmembers,
$120.00. Second class postage paid at
Montvale, NJ., and additional mailing
offices. To ensure uninterrupted mail
service, send present address label
and new address including ZIP number to Membership Records Dept,
IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow
six weeks for change. IMA's telex
number is 9102509487; facsimile number is 201. 573.0639, POSTMASTERSend address changes to MANAGEMENTACCOUNTINGS,Montvale, NJ
07645.1760.

BY PETER B.B. TURNEY
Activity-based costing can
supply useful information,
but what a company does
with that information is
what counts. If it is used efficiently, the company can
improve its operations and
the quality of its products
and thus meet its customers' needs. Managing activity -based costing is the key.
26

STATISTICALPROCESS
CONTROL:WHAT
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
SHOULDKNOW
BY DAVID E. KEYS AND
KURT F. REDING
The more management accountants understand SPC,
the more they will be able to
help their companies use it
to improve quality and decrease costs. Described
here are the general nature
of SPC and four rules of
thumb used in implementing it

34
COST-OF-QUALITY
REPORTING: HOW
WESEEIT

31
MONEYLAUNDERING
BY JOHN MILLS AND
THOMAS DOYLE
The Money Laundering Act
makes concealing or disguising cash transactions a
costly business. Casino internal auditors are not gambling on avoiding the penal ities of violating this law:
They are implementing
safeguards and systems to
protect against such frauds,
pioneering the way for accountants in similar industries.

BY RICHARD K YOUDE,
CMA
Sola Optical had determined to implement world
class manufacturing concepts. At the same time, to
obtain a better understanding of the costs of quality
and service, its managers
researched and developed a
new and successful approach to cost-of-quality reporting.
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EasyABCPlus
Mainframe

100% UPWARDCOMPATIBILITY
WITH EaSYABCPLUS-!
When you're ready, EasyABC Plus will give you the additional power and features
you'll need to do larger ABC projects. With EasyABC Plus, there's no need for
manual data entry. You con import data from many sources: MRP systems,
General ledger, management information systems, Lotus and Excel databases, and
even ASCII text.
In addition to these powerful data import capabilities, EasyABC Plus, at $2495,
offers unlimited model capacity and Model Merge. Everything you need to handle
large, complex models.

Dies Inc.
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52
STUDENTCASE
COMPETITION
The Committee on Academic Relations is challenging
students to solve this typical
business problem. Four regional teams will compete
in the competition at the Annual Conference, Atlanta,
Ga., June 1992.

39
HOWMONSANTO
JUSTIFIED
AUTOMATION
BY RAYMOND C. COLE,
JR., AND H. LEE HALES

In 1985, Monsanto's Pensacola facility embarked on a
major productivity improvement program. As a result
of its efforts in computer integrated manufacturing, total quality management,
and self directed work teams, it realized a 50%, increase in productivity. The
IMA, Coopers & Lybrand,
and Monsanto worked together to document a case
study on the justification of
automation. Here is a summary of their findings.

56
DONONPROFITSUSE
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PROPERLY?
BY KENNETH L. PAIGE
Based on the perceptions of
some managers, nonprofit
organizations are not using
management accounting
practices to the extent they
should. By identifying the
perceived deficiencies in
the use of these practices,
accountants can better fulfill management's information needs.
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packages of interest to management accountants.
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CMA PROFILES IN SUCCESS

L. Gayle Rayburn, CMA, CPA
Professor of Accounting
Memphis State University

The Gayle Rayburn success story ...
This is one professor whose knowledge of her subject is not based on theory or
simulation, but actual on-the-job experience. Gayle's early career was spent in
management accounting, with Humble Oil and Refining Company in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, followed by a short stint with a public accounting firm. Tway she is a
professor of accounting at Memphis State University. She has authored more than 125
articles for leading accounting journals, and her cost accounting textbook is going into its
fifth edition.

Why she has made the Certified Management
Accountant (CMA) designation part of it ...
"1felt it was important to earn the CMA to obtain evidence of my competence in the
Feld. When 1 discuss the CMA certification program with my students, l have more
credibility, because they Iisten to a professor more seriously when discussing the CMA
exam if the professor has also passed the test."

If you're after a management title ...
Make sure you have the CMA after your name. For more information call or write to the
address below ...
yri
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CMA: Three Letters That Spell Success
1 -800 -638 -4427
Institute of Management Accountants
formerly
Na tio n a l A s so c ia t io n o f A c co u nt a nt s
CM A Pr o gr am 10 P a ra go n D rive, M on t va le , N J 07645 -1759
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A MID -YEAR REVIEW

(LISPS 327 -160)
VOL L)OMI NO, 7 JANUARY 1992

In our profession, mid -year reviews are common. I think
the concept applies to the activities of your leaders as
well. In this Perspectives column, I want to briefly review
our progress in taking BOLD STEPS TOWARD THE
FUTURE so far this IMA year.
I'm sure you have a question regarding the progress
of the name change implementation. In my opinion, this
effort is going forward in a most propitious manner. Everywhere I go, I hear positive comments about the name
change —from members as well as nonmembers. Indeed, this was a great BOLD STEP initiated by Stan's Stars. Congratulations
once again to them.
Already this year we have initiated BOLD STEP activity on the global scene
by meeting with our counterparts in Canada. As a result; we also will meet
jointly with our counterparts in Great Britain to explore opportunities to be
more proactive in establishing management accounting as an influential profession in the international arena.
Most significantly, we have increased the recognition of IMA in Washington, D.C. As this BOLD STEP activity was covered in detail in the December
issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®, I won't add to that coverage in this
mid -year report.
Just as significant, we are designing BOLD STEPS that could place the
CMA as one of the most sought after professional certifications in the business
and financial community before the end of this decade. The development of
a Structured Continuing Education program is progressing in a deliberate
manner to be sure we do the "right thing at the right time." Likewise, our
BOLD STEP research program continues to identify subjects for research to
improve the management accounting profession.
We recently attended a summit meeting with our counterparts in the FEI,
AAA, IIA, and AICPA. The meeting's purpose was to provide a forum for exchange of information about the activities of each organization. It is hoped
such meetings will ensure appropriate cooperation among the organizations.
Finally, the Vice President team and I have been visiting chapters and councils and attending committee meetings. Such activity provides adequate communication to minimize the possibility of "stepping on ourselves" as we aggressively take BOLD STEPS.
I'm quite pleased with the first half of the IMA year. I hope you are. During
the next six months, we must continue to identify those many, many individuals in the profession who are not IMA members and bring them aboard.
Their professional careers can only be enhanced by becoming IMA members.
You are the ones who can make this happen better than any other individuals.
I'm counting on your continued support. THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

0"4t,� vlu,_
DONALD W. BAKER, CMA
President, 1991 -92
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After all you
go through to
deliver the

t he
e

reports...
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What will it take
to deliver the answers?
t isn't enough anymore to deliver
concise, complete, consolidated
financial reports.
Even if you could deliver them
early, it still isn't enough. Because
now, managers want to analyze,
scrutinize and theorize over your
numbers in ways you probably
didn't think possible when you
originally designed those reports.
You know the struggle you go
through just to pull the regular
reports together, what will you do
when your boss wants a detailed
analysis by product lines you
don't normally track? Or wants a
c o s t -of -sales summary broken out
by operating unit and line of business that you don't normally report
separately? What will you do when
a reorganization has the executive

I

brass hungry to see new reports and
analyses — that afternoon?
To cope with demands like these,
you need more than just a good consolidation system. You need answers
you can only get with a system that
can meet the needs of consolidation
managers, business analysts, budget
directors and the executive staff. A
system that lets you access, integrate
and analyze data enterprise -wide.
That handles currency translations
and intercompany eliminations
automatically. That increases your
people's productivity, not their pro-

gramming skills. That runs right on
your LAN or cooperatively with
your host computer.
That's the power of the intelligent financial and management
reporting solutions available from
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Comshare.
A family of
solutions, proven in
more than 2,000 installations
worldwide, that are helping people
deliver the answers everyone seems
to need. Right now.
If you're looking for help in
delivering
Comshare'sthe
software L
answers, ask us about
inkancialment
and
co of this
solutions.
Forwhite
a fre e
pY

g

tegic

paper and seminar
information, contact
Chris Kelly:

1 -500- 922 -7979
(in Canada. 1 -8)0 -541 -1780)

C :)M
3001 S. State St., Ann Arbor. MI 48108 313- 994 -4800
0 Copyright 1991, Comshare Inc. CF DC05
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

EDUCATION&
PROFESSIONALISM
he survey on mandatory continuing education (November 1991)
contains some very interesting
data for those of us who believe continuing education (CE) is a critical aspect of professionalism. Does the response rate of 37.7% suggest that
62.3% of the membership don't even
care about CE to answer the survey?
Should we be alarmed that 23.3% of
the members who responded have
"no activity" in IRA? Does the statistic
that 46.2% of the members who responded attend only "zero or one
meeting" a year reveal perhaps too
much about the membership?
While the article warns about loss
of membership from imposition of a
mandatory continuing education requirement, I would suggest that the
IMA should be concerned about loss
of membership from those who wish
to be associated with a "truly professional" organization. I concur with
Grover L. Porter's remarks in the Utters to the Editor section (November
1991) where he advocates merging
professional organizations to form an
enhanced organization such as the Institute of Information Management
Executives (IIME). We could then
form another organization for those
who don't want to continue their education, or attend professional meetings, or respond to professional surveys. Perhaps the Society of
Technically Obsolete People would be
an appropriate name, as the acronym
would represent the apparent professional growth philosophy of the members--STOP.
John D. Tongren, CMA
Tongren & Associates
Muskegon, Mich.

AICPAANDCONTINUING
EDUCATION
In "Should the IMA Require Mandatory Continuing Education ?" (Nov.
1991), the author traced the history of
continuing education for CPAs and followed the activities of the AICPA as
that organization led a movement toward mandatory continuing education.
Several articles were quoted.
The authors state "Current literature, however, presents very little information on whether or not a mandatory continuing education
requirement has been or should be imposed on the voluntary membership of
an organization. The imposition of a
mandatory continuing education requirement on the membership of a voluntary organization may have a significant impact on that membership."
Perhaps your authors should again
review the history of mandatory continuing education for CPAs, the related
activities of the AICPA, and read the
footnoted articles. As many of us
know, the AICPA always has been a
voluntary organization open to CPAs licensed by the various jurisdictions.
Patricia B. Casey, CMA
Carolina Beach, N. C.

ABCISNOTALWAYS
THEANSWER
In the October 1991 issue, Robert W.
Koehler repeats most of the usual arguments in support of conventional
management accounting techniques
in his article, "triple- Threat Strategy:
Firms Need Direct Costing and Contribution Approaches as Well as ABC."
Unfortunately, he also attempts to
steer the debate toward situations in
which ABC is unneeded or inappropriate.
I agree that many proponents of
ABC go too far; some seem to suggest
ABC can remedy all of management's
problems and mistakes. Unfortunately, Mr. Koehler goes too far in the opposite direction, rejecting claims that
ABC proponents have never made and
making claims in support of conventional techniques in spite of mounting
evidence against them. As an example,
on the topic of product pricing he
writes "...companies usually do market studies to determine the elasticity
of demand or what the market will
bear." With some companies now manufacturing 5,000 or 6,000 distinct products, this is quite a claim. It seems to

be an attempt to make the whole issue
of product pricing strategy a moot
question by suggesting that if manufacturers don't know the right price to
charge, they'll simply find it somehow.
Today, apparently the way some of
them are finding it is by using ABC,
not by doing hundreds or thousands of
market studies.
Two pages later is the statement "If
the product is custom made, a precise
market price may not be available.
Customers usually can find another
company, however, to custom make
the product." This tells us that if we
overprice a product, we'll know it because we'll lose customers; that is generally true, but it is not the lesson to be
learned from ABC studies. The bigger
lesson of ABC is that when a diverse
product line is priced based on conventional product costs, some products
may be drastically underpriced, and if
they are, then neither customers nor
competitors will call it to our attention?
Also troublesome are factual errors
in the article which suggest that Mr.
Koehler has studied ABC enough to
feel threatened by it but not enough to
understand it As one example, he
states "ABC allocates fixed factory
overhead to products ... according to
the activity that drives the cost." Those
who have studied the ABC literature
and actual applications know that ABC
assigns all indirect costs (which conventional systems classify as fixed and
variable) according to activities.
Curiously, I am in agreement with
many of Mr. Koehler's conclusions but
at the same time I find his arguments
miss the mark.
William K Carter
Associate Professor of Accounting
McIntire School of Commerce
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Va.

BREAKINGCORPORATE
STEREOTYPES
I was appalled when I read "Training
Your Boss" in the September issue. Although some of the tips were intuitive
and helpful, the distinctive male orientation of the article was enough to turn
my stomach. Look it over. Although
the "bosses" were referred to as "him"
or "her," in the article occasionally, the
reference was predominantly to
"he /him." Even the pictures of male
stereotype bosses and men around the
boardroom table are not so subtle
ways of proliferating the myth that onMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

ly men are bosses.
Get out of the dark ages, Management Accounting magazine. I have
been a boss for more than 15 years and
am not a male. In fact, so is my boss
female and she's also an attorney.
Shame on Mr. William Blais!
Shame on the editors of Management
Accounting and the people who chose
the photographs for the article! I'm disappointed in all of you.
Deborah M. Sjogren
Corporate Director of Finance
St. Cloud, Minn.
Your letter reminded us that not only
must we check what the textsays,we also
must be cognizant of what message is being transmitted by the photographs we
use. Our oversight in running photos of
males to illustrate the article, "Training
Your Boss," wasn't intentional. Ed.

CONCEPTOFRELEVANT
COSTS
I applaud Mr. Sharp and Mr. Christensen for writing the most insightful article ( "A New View of Activity-Based
Costing," Sept. 1991) on cost accounting that I have read since the advent of
activity-based costing (ABC). I have
watched with grave concern the almost religious zeal with which ABC's
proponents have thrust their dogma
on American business, wondering
what ever happened to the concept of
"relevant costs." Sharp and Christensen have shown that it never left, but
has only been temporarily drowned
out by the clamor over the supposed
"new age" of management accounting.
Ironically, the author in the same issue has one of the chief investigators
of ABC, Robert Kaplan, quoted as saying, "At first we thought that the cost
of excess capacity was a side issue to
ABC ...(but) we now realize that excess capacity is not a side issue —it's a
central issue." Why has such a rudimentary truth eluded Mr. Kaplan for
so long? When I first learned about
ABC at a seminar, I realized immediately that a firm operating a single facility with excess capacity could easily
make disastrous decisions using ABC.
Allocating "sunk" costs to products
could cause a manager to discontinue
products with positive contributions
and actually reduce profits.
In the case of fully utilized capacity,
a linear programming model would be
more useful in determining the most
profitable product or customer mix.
One can still use the idea of "cost drivMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1992

ers" without getting tangled up in
needless allocations. Also, the issue of

whether to add or decrease "fixed" resources such as equipment and salaried personnel, while important to consider over the long run, would
probably be best handled through special studies rather than waste accounting resources making irrelevant allocations on an ongoing basis.
lire reason existing cost account-

ing systems have been vulnerable to
criticism is that costs which used to be
relevant continued to be used even after they had become irrelevant. The
answer is not to allocate additional ir-

relevant costs to products, but rather
focus on attributable, relevant costs.
Kevin Hamler- Dupras, CMA

Dallas, Ore.

KUDOS TO LIBRARY
I called the IMA library to request ABC
reference material with emphasis on service organizations and within days I roceived exactly what I was looking for.
Thomas J. Durkin, CMA
Bronx, New York.

Take Control
of Your Payroll
Now you've got a real choice in how you process payroll. It's called AbraPay"I
and it's the first PC -based payroll system to bring you all the power and
sophistication of a payroll service bureau with the flexibility, control, and cost savings of an in -house system. Plus it integrates with Abra 2000, the nation's
leading human resource management system.

A Powerful
That Also Very
Payroll doesn't have to be complicated.
With AbraPay, you get everything the
payroll service bureaus and mainframe
systems offer, in one simple package.
Direct deposit with up
to six different bank
accounts per
employee. General
ledger interface.
Labor distribution. Piecework
calculations. Overtime and shift
differential pay. Unlimited earnings and
voluntary deduction categories. 401K
and cafeteria -style deductions.
Electronic tax filing. And much, much
more. It's all yours, right on your PC,
for a fraction of what you've been
paying.

Finally, The Flexibility You Need
With AbraPay, you're in charge. Add a
new employee at the last minute. Fix an
error without incurring extra fees. Run
the reports you need, when you need
them. Process your payroll when it suits
your schedule.
Circle No. 5

The Best Combination Of Payroll
And Human Resource Systems
AbraPay offers you something no other
payroll system can: seamless integration
with Abra 2000, the powerful human
resource management system used by
more than 5,000 companies with
with as few as 15
employees or as many as
15,000. They've made
Abra 2000 the leading HR
system available today.

We'll Prove It To You, Risk-Free!
See for yourself how powerful a simple
program can be. Just give us a call and
we'll send you an AbraPay demonstration
diskette, absolutely free of charge.

A !W i g �
Abra Cadabra Software, Inc.
5565 Ninth Street North,
St. Petersburg, FL 33703
800- 847 -ABRA or 813 -525 -4400
MAP9201

WASHINGTONREPORT
STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR
lion would only get behind a stimulus
package if the economy was still "sputtering" when Congress reconvened in
January. But Kevin Fitzpatrick, a
spokesman for the House Republican
Research Committee, says House
GOP'ers do not need the White House
to show them the way. Fitzpatrick says
the Zeliff ITC will undoubtedly be part
of any Republican "growth package"
that goes to the House floor. Some
business groups such as the Chemical
Manufacturers Association say an 1TC
is fine, but that it needs to be coupled
with other measures, such as a provision that says it can be used when a
company figures its alternative minimum tax.

C ongre s s ma n Bill Zeliff

INVESTMENT TAX
CREDIT GAINS
ADHERENTS
epublican congressmen are positioning an investment tax
credit so that it will be part of
any economy stimulus package considered by Congress. Whenever the
tax cut sweepstakes get under way,
they will include H.R. 2359 sponsored
by Rep. Bill Zeliff (R.- N.H.). Zeliff s bill,
which has 70 Republican cosponsors,
calls for a 5% investment tax credit
(ITC). A 10% ITC was eliminated by
Congress in 1986. Exactly one Democratic House member supports Zeliff,
although New York Governor Mario
Cuomo backs a circumscribed ITC.
The White House has refrained from
endorsing the Zeliff bill, which also includes a capital gains tax cut, or any
other stimulus package. Richard Darman, the director of the Office of Management and Budget, was saying in
November that the Bush administra10

RELIEF FOR
RETIREE HEALTH
BENEFIT COSTS?
Proposals to drop the age of Medicare
eligibility from 65 to 60 are being positioned as a means of reducing pressure on corporate balance sheets. That
pressure has risen dramatically as a result of Financial Accounting Standard
No. 106, which requires recognition of
future retiree health liabilities, as they
are accrued, on current balance
sheets. SFAS 106 goes into effect for
corporate years beginning after December 15, 1992. "While the consequences of the new FASB accounting
rules have yet to be revealed, we are
already beginning to see an erosion of
employer - provided retiree health
benefits," says Rep. Dan Rostenkowski
(D.-M.), chairman of the House Ways
& Means Committee. Rostenkowski
has introduced H.R. 3205, which,
among other things, reduces Medicare eligibility to age 60. Rep. Pete
Stark (D.- Cal.), chairman of the Ways
& Means health subcommittee, has introduced H.R. 1444 which starts Medicare eligibility at age 62. Sharon Can-

ner, vice president with the National
Association of Manufacturers (NAM),
says her group opposes lowering
Medicare eligibility. "There are fewer
new entrants into the work force, so
we want people to keep working," she
explains. "Also, if the federal government expands Medicare eligibility,
Congress will increase the payroll tax
paid by business to pay for the increased costs."

GROUPS COMPLAIN
ABOUT CHANGES
IN FED RULES
When the Cost Accounting Standards
Board (CASB) was resurrected in 1990
many of the issues surrounding accounting on government contracts
were expected to be removed from the
purview of the Federal Acquisition
Regulations (FARs). But that is not
what happened to the chagrin of
groups such as the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) and National
Security
Industrial Association
(NSIA). They are objecting to both an
interim and a final FAR, both of which
deal with the cost treatment for post
retirement benefits other than pensions. The interim rule deals with what
accounting periods costs must be recognized in, and not their allowability,
and is therefore within the domain of
the CASB, according to Paul Cienki,
director of financial administration of
the AIA. The final rule requires that
contractor accruals of post retirement
benefits costs must be funded to be allowable. The AIA maintains that this
rule has "severe defects and violates
good accounting practice." Richard
Loeb, executive secretary of the
CASB, disagrees. He says there is no
conflict between the cost principles
section of the FARs and the CAS. `"Tile
CAS do not deal with the issues in the
rules," Loeb says. But he says the
CASB "may" take a look at the issue if
it can find the time in its already crowded schedule. In any case, Loeb explains the FARs do allow accrual accounting for PRBs, and over a period
of 10 years, a position he maintains is
an "accommodation" to industry. Loeb
says the Federal Acquisition Regulations could have established a 20 -year
period if the feds had wanted to be
hard headed.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 13 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.C.
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TAXES
ISRAELBLUMENFRUCHT,EDITOR

1991 TAX CHANGES
(Ed. Note: This is the second part of a
two-part series. 71re first part appeared
in last month's issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING®.)

s noted in last
month's article, although Congress did
not enact any new
major tax legislation
in 1991, many provisions enacted in the
Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990
and other prior tax bills are effective
beginning with the 1991 tax year.
Social Security Number for One-

Year -Old Dependents —For 1990, taxpayers were required to furnish the social security number of all dependents
who were at least two years old on December 31, 1990. For 1991, the requirement is for all dependents who
are at least one year old on December
31, 1991. Failure to furnish the social
security number can result in a $50
penalty unless you can show that the
failure was due to reasonable cause
and not willful neglect Taxpayers are
therefore advised to contact their nearest social security office and immediately file for a social security number
for any one - year -old child or dependent who does not yet have his or her
own social security number.
New Medicare Tax—For 1991, the
maximum amount of wages and self employment income subject to the social security tax is $53,400. Beginning
in 1991, there is a new medicare tax of
2.996 on all wages and self - employment
income between $53,400 and $125,000.
As is true for the basic social security
tax, employers and employees will
share the cost of the tax. Thus, employees are subject to a 1.45% withholding tax on all wages between
$53,400 and $125,000 paid in 1991. Self12

employed taxpayers will have to bear
the full burden and pay the entire 2.9%
tax. Just as self - employed taxpayers,
however, can deduct one -half of the
self - employment tax paid on wages of
$53,400, so, too, can such taxpayers
deduct one -half of the medicare tax
paid. Unlike state and local income taxes, this deduction is claimed as an
"above- the -line" deduction in arriving
at adjusted gross income and, therefore, can be claimed even if the taxpayer does not itemize his or her deductions.
Director's Fees—Prior to 1991, fees
earned by a taxpayer in his or her capacity as a corporate director were required to be included in computing the
taxpayer's liability for the self- employment (i.e., social security) tax even if
the fees were not actually received in
the current year. Beginning in 1991,
this rule is repealed. Corporate directors now can defer receiving fees until
some time in the future and need not
include the income either in determining the self - employment tax or the regular income tax until the fees actually
are received.
Note also that this rule is repealed
with respect to the self -employment tax
only. For purposes of computing a taxpayer's net earnings with respect to the
social security earnings test, the old rule
remains in effect Corporate fees are
treated as wage and self - employment income for purposes of determining
whether social security recipients can
keep all of the social security payments
they are entitled to receive. For 1991, social security recipients under age 65 can
earn up to a maximum of $7,080 ($7,440
for 1992) without any reduction in the
amount of social security benefits received. For social security recipients 65
years of age but under 70, the maximum
is $9,720 ($10200 for 1992). Thus, even
if the taxpayer elects to defer receiving
the director's fees, he or she must include the income when determining the
maximum earnings allowed without reduction of social security benefits.
Cosmetic Surgery --Prior to 1991,
cosmetic surgery, such as face lifts and
hair transplants, generally were deductible as medical expenses even if
the procedure was not recommended
by a doctor and merely was performed
to improve the taxpayer's appearance.
Beginning in 1991, cosmetic surgery is
not a medical expense unless it is required to ameliorate a deformity arising from (1) a congenital abnormality,
(2) personal injury from an accident,
or (3) disfiguring disease.
Accordingly, not only is the expense

for the cosmetic surgery not deductible,
but the insurance premiums paid for the
treatment also are not deductible as medical insurance. Furthermore, any reimbursement received by an employee under a health plan provided by the
employer must be included in the taxpayer's gross income.
Phaseout Rules Expire —The Tax
Reform Act of 1986 provided for three
categories of special deductions to be
phased out over a four -year period beginning in 1987. The first category is
personal interest paid by a taxpayer
such as interest on a credit card, automobile loan, or educational loan. Beginning in 1991, all personal interest
expense is no longer deductible.
The next category is investment interest Investment interest, such as
margin interest on the purchase of securities, is deductible even under current law. However, the deduction is
limited to the taxpayer's net investment income for the year. Prior to
1991, a taxpayer was allowed to deduct
a portion of the excess investment interest expense. Beginning in 1991, all
excess investment interest can be carried over to future years and deducted
to the extent that the taxpayer has net
investment income.
The last category relates to passive investments. Any activity categorized as a
passive activity and acquired prior to the
date of enactment of the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 — October 23, 1986 —was subject
to special phaseout rules. That is, although passive activity losses in excess
of passive activity income generally are
not deductible at present, a portion of the
losses generated from activities acquired
prior to October 23, 1986, were deductible. Beginning in 1991, all passive activity losses are treated in the same manner, regardless of when the activity was
acquired.
Earned Income Credit —The rules
relating to the earned income credit
geared to benefit low - income taxpayers has been modified and expanded
significantly. Taxpayers with more
than one qualifying child receive an increased credit The maximum credit
for 1991 for a taxpayer with one child
is $1,192, and for two or more children
it is $1,235. Furthermore, there is an
additional credit of up to $357 for any
child born in 1991 and a separate additional credit of up to $428 for health
insurance premiums paid in 1991 by
taxpayers eligible for the basic earned
income credit
■
Israel Blumenfrucht is associate professor of accounting at Queens College.
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FINANCIALMANAGER
T.CARTER HAGAMAN,EDITOR

A NEW (OLD) IDEA
FOR SMALL
BUSINESS LENDING
nippets from a March 1,
1990, Wall Street Journal
article: "After lending to
everyone who wanted to
borrow, banks now are
being forced to make
better loans. Small business borrowers are paying an average
of three to five percentage points
above the prime rate, more than twice
the differential they were paying.
Greater documentation, greater collateral, more restrictive loan covenants
and higher interest rates ... a wider
two-tiered loan structure is becoming
the norm."
Six months later, the September 30
Journal headlined: "Credit Crunch Appears Likely to Linger On For Years,
Some Say." Cycles of excess and correction are an old story in business and
financial markets. Why is this one
turning out to be so severe?
1. It has been a long time in coming.
Pressure on banking margins started when high inflation induced a
high cost of funds, beginning with
the oil shocks of the 1970s. Fixed
returns on assets and a rising cost
of funds led to deteriorating capital.
In an effort to earn their way out of
the problem, many banks sought
high -rate loan growth and fees,
funding this growth with insured
deposits.
2. Bank supervisors generally failed to
react decisively to falling capital ratios by restraining growth. Instead,
political pressures persuaded regulators to permit expansion, hoping
that time and declining interest
rates would restore asset values
and generate enough earnings to
improve capital ratios.
3. Credit problems were the inevitable
consequence of this approach.
They hit on several fronts, from
LDCs to HLTs to real estate, all exacerbated by recession.
14

4. The severity of banking problems
and mounting public losses from
failures triggered a severe reaction
in Washington. A new era of conservatism was suddenly ushered in
with bank examiners as the shock
troops. Bankers everywhere have
been scrambling to respond. The
result: a major concern by bankers
to avoid more losses and to increase
earnings as a matter of survival.
This reaction is reminiscent of the
1930s for its mindset.
The credit crunch is real, and no
Washington rhetoric will change that.
Further, relaxation of sound standards
for credit judgment or capital ratios
would simply be to repeat the approach that has failed so dramatically.
The simple but painful truth is that the
piper must be paid.
Bankers and financial markets alike
alternate for their primary motivation
between fear and greed. Until recently,
greed was in the ascendancy. Now,
clearly, fear dominates. This fear is not
simply of making bad loans, but of the
regulators and their increased vigilance. Perhaps there is a rational way
to continue to do business while countering that fear in some substantive
ways. Banks do have money for small
business loans, and some banks are
developing marketing plans to build
this business. But borrowers must adjust to the fact that money will cost
more and come with more conditions.
Our suggestion is greater compensation for greater risk and stiffer terms
which require continuing consultation
between lender and borrower.
It may be time to propose once
again an idea that for years has been
wandering around the circumference
of financial circles— namely, contingent interest Contingent interest is a

Cyclesofexcessand
correction are an old
story in business.

form of incentive compensation to a
lender —that is, it provides the lender
with an added inducement to take
what may be a somewhat higher risk
in a credit. Incentive compensation is
not foreign to banking but generally is
associated with bull markets and speculative excesses. The classic notion is
that credits for which a simple interest
rate is insufficient shouldn't be granted. Recent years have seen bankers accepting warrants on a borrower's
stock, conversion rights, options, and
direct equity participations in a borrower. These instruments were most
common in LBOs and in real estate development If the venture is successful,
the banker can participate in the upside market potential of the borrower.
Contingent interest is a more modest incentive and one with a valid business purpose. Here is an example: Aretailer with a proven track record
wants to expand. Early in the expansion, margins and cash will be tight,
but the banker's risk is reasonable.
The banker decides that a loan rate
sufficient to compensate for the risk
would be 13.5 %, or 500 points over a
7.5% prime rate. This puts a strain on
cash flow and could actually hurt the
credit. Instead, the banker offers a
loan with a base rate of 7.5% and a contingent interest of an additional 9%,
which is payable only to the extent that
total interest paid does not exceed,
say, 25% of earnings before interest
and taxes. If the borrower prospers,
the bank receives something extra for
sharing the risk. If not, the bank still
gets 7.5 %. Such credits are written with
a loan agreement that requires regular
consultation between banker and borrower, thereby reinforcing the partnership dimension of the relationship.
Most forms of incentive compensation depend for successful reward to
the lender not only on the superior performance of the borrower, but on the
translation of that performance into an
equity marketplace. Contingent interest does not It has always seemed to
this writer that the risks entailed in
contingent interest are less than those
inherent in the other forms of incentive compensation. Perhaps that is why
in ebullient times contingent interest
has found little favor. But for the same
reason, contingent interest may be just
the ticket today to make some worthwhile lending happen.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is a consultant with

Oxxford Information Technology, Ltd,
New York, N. Y.
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Doyouhavew takes
to'mplementAdmvityBasedCosting?
Do you understand your business?
Sapling'sapproachtoActivityBasedCostingbuildsonthestrength
ofyourbusinessknowledge.

Do you have a practical method to implement Activity Based Costing?
Sapling'sprocessmodellingtechniquehasbeenappliedsuccessfullyinbuilding
ActivityBasedCostingsystemsinmanufacturingandserviceindustriesforseveralyears.

Do you have the skills for implementation?
Sapling'sworkshopsinActivityBasedCostingareconductedbyexperienced
practitionerswhohavealreadysuccessfullytrainedhundredsofprofessionals.

Do you know what software you need?
Sapling'ssoftwaretool,NetProphet"!,hasalargeexistinguserbase
satisfyingtheirActivityBasedCostingneeds.

Our Clients Include:
Arthur Andersen&Co.,Dupont,InterstateFoods,Kennametal,Parke-Davis,Peterborough(ivicHospital

Wehovel.
IMA and Sapling Present

Implementing Activity Based Costing
"The Model Approach"
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•ATwo-DayPracticalSoftwareBasedTrainingWorkshop
•AHands-OnTrainingFormat/ConceptsandSoftware
• ParticipantsBuildanActivityBasedCostingSystem intheWorkshop
• StructuredApproachtoImplement aPilot Project
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MANAGINGYOURCAREER
'HOW DO I REALISTICALLY EVALUATE MY
CHANCES ?'

ROBERTHALF.EDITOR
After almost five months of my searching for anew job in management accounting
(my former employer went through a restructuring and let many of us go), a friend
recommended me for a wonderful position with a dynamic and successful company.
1 was called in for three interviews, each with successively higher ranking management. My third interview was in the morning, and 1 was taken to lunch by the firm's
executive vice president at his private club. Frankly, I came to believe 1 was a shoo -in
for the job. You can imagine my disappointment when 1 received a letter informing
me that they had decided to offer the job to someone else. 1 can't shake my negative
feelings about the whole experience, nor can 1 muster up any positive feelings for the
people who led me on that way. 1 don't want to suffer this kind ofletdown again. Are
there any tips you can give on how to evaluate your chances more realistically when,
on the surface, the company and its executives seem so interested in you?
certainly sympathize with the
dejection you must have felt
when receiving that letter. What
happened to you, of course, is
not uncommon. Companies
looking to fill an important position, and that take the hiring
process seriously, will often put a number of finalists through a prolonged
and intense series of interviews. Only
one will be chosen, which means others like you receive bad news.
I think your instincts were good.
You had every reason to think that you
were seriously in the running —because you were. They would not have
wasted their time nor yours if they
hadn't considered you highly qualified.
Your letter does, however, raise another thought with me. You missed a
potentially golden opportunity.
The first was to do everything in your power to
shake your negative feelings about the individuals and the company. As
I'm sure you're aware,
choosing the candidate
they felt would best accomplish their goals was
nothing more than good
business. They obviously
liked you and were impressed with your credentials and knowledge.
Chances are some or all
of those individuals regretted having to turn
16

you down and wished they could have
hired all the serious finalists.
If you could have accomplished
that — shedding negative feelings and
realizing these people could be potential allies —you could then have set into motion a series of contacts with
them that might have paid dividends.
The first step would have been to
send a carefully drafted letter to each
person with whom you interviewed.
Such a letter doesn't have to be long,
but should get across the following
points:
■ That you appreciated being seriously considered for the position.
■ That you respected the professional
manner in which you were treated.
■ That you continue to be interested
in working for the company, or, failing that, exploring other opportuni-

ties of which they might be aware.
■ And that you would welcome the
chance to keep in touch.
The first point gets across that you
are as professional and businesslike as
they are. You're not a sore loser, and
you understand the difficult process
they went through to choose the person they thought was best for the job.
The second point indicates that despite your rejection you think highly of
them as individuals and of the company.
The third point tells them you'd still
be interested in working for that company. This is very important because it
sometimes happens that the person
chosen for a job declines to take it at
the last minute. When this occurs,
there's a hesitancy on the part of some
management to again contact runnersup in order to ascertain their availability and continuing interest in the job.
Or the person chosen might have
started the job and realized early -on
that it wasn't right. Or a third possibility is that once that person began
working there, management saw that
it had made a mistake and dismissed
the individual before the problem became too entrenched.
The fourth point tells them that
they will hear from you again. This is
usually an easy call to make, certainly
easier than cold calls on executives
with whom you've had no contact. I
would venture to say that these executives would have welcomed your call.
None of this is theory. I've seen
good things come out of rejection on
a number of occasions. I've seen candidates hired for the very job for which
they were rejected. I've seen management go out of its way to help a rejected but excellent candidate find employment with other companies.
One final bit of advice. There is a
lesson to be learned in misreading
your chances while going through the long,
multiple interview process. It's important to be
realistic, as well as positive and hopeful.
■
Mr. Half isfounder ofRobert Half International,
Inc., a financial and data
processing recruiting firm
with 150 offices on three
continents. His latest book
is How to Get a Better
Job in This Crazy World
(Crown Publishers).
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INNOVATIVE TEACHING METHODS
IN MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
March 20 - 2191992 tr J.W. Marriott Hotel • Houston, Texas
A Conference sponsored by the
Management Accounting Section of the American Accounting Association
and the Institute of Management Accountants (formerly NAA)

INCREASING TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
Management accounting educators are using a variety of non - traditional techniques to help their
students develop communications, interpersonal, technical, integrative, and analytical and problem solving skills. Electronic presentation techniques, computerized factory simulation exercises, role - playing
exercises, and other techniques are being used to create highly interactive and interesting classroom
environments. Join us as we endeavor to increase teaching effectiveness through innovative approaches
already proving successful at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

SPEAKERS WILL INCLUDE THESE DISTINGUISHED EDUCATORS:
P. Thomas Albright and James Reeve — " Using Factory Sim ulation Software to Teach
Cost Management Principles"

► Philip Cottell Jr.— "Cooperative Learning Structures for the Instruction of Mngt. Acctg. Students"
► Robert Jensen — " New Electronic Technology for Management Accounting Professors"
► Joseph Lowman— "Mastering the Techniques of Teaching"
► William Roteh— "Management Accounting's Role in Strategy Implementation"
► Eldon Schafer — "The Development and Use of Manufacturing Video Tapes"

► Paul Schlaehter— " Role Plays in Management Accounting Education"
Hotel Accommodations (special group rate of $89) - call J.W. Marriott - Houston at 713/961 -1500 by February 27,1992
Airfare discounts (45% off coach or 5% off lowest fare) - call Delta at 800/241-66760 File #POO16 or American at 800 /433 -1790 File #SO3Z2GT.

ENROLL NOW! SPACE IS LIMITED!
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1992 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING CONFERENCE - REGISTRATION FORM
Nd rn e

Nickname for Badge

College /University Name or Affiliation
Street Address
City

Business Telephone (

State

Zip Code

)

I have enclosed my check /money order payable to AAA for:

$250 /MAS member

$265 /non -MAS member (incl. MAS membership)

Signature of Doctoral Chairperson

$175 /doctoral student

( s t ud e nt s o nly)

Mail check with this registration form to: Management Accounting Conference, c/o Ms. Linda Sydenstricker, American Accounting Association,
5717 Bessie Drive, Sarasota, Ft, 34233,
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CMANEWS
EBNIE HUBAND,
CMA

CATHERINEREILLY,EDITOR

„

rnie Huband obviously has been
well recognized for his professional expertise.
He is a former president and
chairman of the Institute of Management Accountants, a retired senior
vice president of Signet Banking Corporation, an accounting professor at
Virginia Commonwealth University,
an MBA graduate, a CPA, a Chartered
Bank Auditor, and 57 years young.
Given all these achievements, why
on earth would Ernie willingly subject
himself to grueling hours of study just
to obtain the Certified Management
Accountant (CMA) designation?
"You're never too old to learn," said
Earnest A Huband, who passed the
rigorous five -part, 2 -1/2 day CMA exam after hundreds of hours of study.
"When you stop learning, you stop
growing
During his term (198889) as IMA
President, Ernie travelled to 40 different states, four foreign countries, and
spoke before more than 100 chapters,
20 councils, and 10 colleges. "I always
promoted the organization, always had
a keen interest in professionalism, and
the CMA,” said Ernie. "I sat for the
CMA exam to show my commitment
to the program."
'When I was president, I made a
commitment before the IMA Board of
Directors that I would sit for the
CMA," Ernie said. No one would ever
doubt that Ernie is a man of his word.
Last October at the Executive Committee meeting in Ponte Vedra Beach,
Fla., IMA President Donald W. Baker,
CMA, presented Ernie with the CMA
certificate.
"I am extremely pleased to extend
my heartiest congratulations to Ernie
for his successful completion of the
CMA examination," said IMA President Baker. "Ernie wasn't required to
become a CMA His career has been
a success."
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President Don Baker (r.) presents CMA certificate to Ernie Huband.

"Ernie has taken a `bold step' for
this great professional organization,"
Baker said. "His effort will be remembered for years to come. He has set a
standard for every member of IMA."
"Among Don's 'bold steps' is the
goal of establishing the CMA as the
standard certification for accounting
and controllership positions in industry," said Ernie. "I encourage all members and particularly those in leadership roles to seriously consider taking
the CMA exam.
The CMA designation is the recognition of expertise in our profession of
management accounting," said Ernie.
"The CMA exam tests the skills you
need in management accounting. It is
also an outstanding refresher for many
of the techniques we learned in college
and have laid aside."
The CMA examination covers subjects found in many business degree
programs. The examination is offered
in four parts:
Part 1: Economics, Finance and
Management
Part 2: Financial Accounting and
Reporting
Part 3: Management Reporting,
Analysis and Behavioral
Issues
Part 4: Decision Analysis and
Information Systems
Ernie joins 10,651 other individuals
who have passed the exam and become CMAs. Passing the exam is just

the beginning. CMAs must meet specific continuing education requirements, and these requirements ensure
that CMAs' knowledge of the field of
management accounting will remain
up-to-date. By becoming Certified
Management Accountants, individuals
are making a commitment to constant
professional improvement.
In this day and age, this is an important point. Things change extremely
rapidly in the business world, and it is
vital that a management accountant be
well informed about all trends and
changes in the field. It is easy to say
that we are too busy to do so. The
CMA continuing education requirement is the incentive some people
need.
Many would -be CMAs fear that
they will not be up to the task of passing the exam. This is hardly a valid reason for not attempting the challenge.
Ernie didn't think about the possibility
of failure when he attempted the CMA
exam. It's true, he didn't pass the entire exam in one sitting. But he persevered and his determination paid off.
Ernie Huband is truly an example of
someone who lives by the adage,
"Don't worry about failure. Worry
about the chances you miss when you
don't even try."
■
Catherine Reilly is marketing manager,
IAWCMA programs. For information
on the CMA Program, call 1. 800 -6384427.
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NEWS
KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

SALARIES LEVEL OUT IN 1991
or the first time in years, salaries
of professionals in accounting, finance, banking, and data processing remained near the previous year's
levels or declined, according to the results of the annual salary survey conducted by Romac and Associates, Inc„
placement firm. "This is the first time
in the five years that we have published the salary survey that we have
seen declines in so many areas," Ralph
Struzziero, Romac president, said.
"Some salaries increased, but they
were in certain high -demand specialties and only in a few of the seven regions surveyed."
Salaries of chief financial officers in
industry, at a median of $90,000 nationwide, declined when measured against
inflation in New England, the Mid -Atlantic states, the Southeast, the East
Central states, and the West Central
states. They rose, however, 12% in the
Southwest and 7% in the Pacific states.
Salaries of the tax accountant declined
in general. Struzziero emphasized that
employees did not take pay cuts at
their current jobs —the figures reflected what employers responding to the
survey paid or were willing to pay for
a certain job title.
Another phenomenon is a regional
smoothing of salaries instead of the
sharp differences of previous years.
Take controllers /treasurers. Those in
New England made an average of
$65,400; in the Mid - Atlantic states,
$67,700; in the Southeast, $65,300; in
the East Central states, $67,300; in the
West Central states, $63,700; in the
Southwest, $63,700; and in the Pacific
states, $71,400. What makes this trend
unusual is that the cost of living differs
significantly among the 140 cities studied. The average city against which all
others are measured has the cost -ofliving figure of 100.0. Boston's is 164.1;
Washington, D.C.'s is 114.3; Atlanta's
is 99.7; Cleveland's is 115. 1, but Akron's is 96.3; Kansas City's is 97.6; Dallas's is 105.1; San Diego's is 131.4,
while Pho enix's is 101.6. Bowling
MANAG EMM ' AC C O U" N G /JANUA R Y 1992

Green, Ky., had the lowest cost- of -living index with 89.3, while Boston's was
the highest (New York City was not included).
The one thing accounting /finance
people must learn, Struzziero said, is
that specificity counts. Accountants
with solid general backgrounds are
facing layoffs, while those with indepth technical expertise in particular
fields such as internal auditing, gross
margin analysis, international tax issues, mainframe computer systems
and local area network systems, and
cost acco unting are still getting good
jobs.

For further information or copies of

the complete survey, contact Chris
Hyde at (207) 865 -9681, Romac and Associates, Inc., 183 Middle Street, 3rd
Floor, Portland, ME 04112.

FASB ISSUES STATEMENT107
he Financial Accounting Standards Board has released Statement 107, which requires all entities to disclose the fair value of
financial instruments in the footnotes
to financial statements. The Statement
applies to financial instruments that
are either assets or liabilities.
■
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ACTIVITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT
ABM puts ABC information towork.

decisions. These decisions include pricing,
RAP ID
CONT INUOUS IMPR OVEM ENT
product sourcing, product design decisions,
and setting priorities
for improvement efforts.
The second part of
the ABC model is the
process view. It reflects
BYPETERB.B.
the need for a new catTURNEY
egory of information
about activity perforo achieve continmance. This informauous improvetion shows what causes
ment, you must
work (cost drivers) and
be informed. You
how well it is done (perneed accurate and timeformance measures). It
ly information about
helps identify improvethe work done (the acment opportunities and
tivities) and the objects
ways to improve.
of that work (the prodCost drivers are facucts and the customtors that determine the
ers). That is what activwork load and effort reity-based costing
quired to perform an ac(ABC) is all about.'
tivity. They tell you why
But gaining good Peter B.B. Tumey (standing, second from left) with the National Semiconan
activity is performed
quality information is
ABM
ductor
project team.
and how much effort
only half the battle. The
must be expended to
real key to success is
(ABM). It guides efforts to adapt busicarry out the work. For example, the
putting ABC information to work to
occurrence of a large number of deness strategies to meet competitive
identify appropriate strategies, imfects is a cost driver that can increase
pressures as well as to improve busiprove product design, and remove
the effort needed to carry out an activwaste from operating activities.
ness operations.
ity.
Take the case of Stockham Valve
Performance measures describe
and Fittings. Stockham used ABC to:
THE LINK TOABC
the work done and the results
achieved in an activity. They tell how
BM and ABC are made for each
• Match parts to the lowest -cost prowell an activity is performed.
other.
ABC
supplies
the
informacesses,
ABC information enables ABM to
tion, and ABM uses this informa• Pick new parts patterns to reduce
guide the continuous improvement
tion in various analyses designed to
subsequent manufacturing cost,
process. It helps direct resources to acyield continuous improvement (see
• Initiate equipment modifications to
tivities that yield the greatest profitFigure 1).
reduce cost,
The ABC model in Figure 1 has two
ability and helps improve the way the
• Increase the price of products that
work is carried out.
parts, each of which plays a critical
were priced below ABC cost, and
role in ABM. The first part is the cost
• Drop unprofitable products from
assignment view. It reflects the need to
marketing's price sheet and the
ACTIVITY-BASED MANAGEMENT
assign the cost of resources to activiproduction schedule.
ties and the cost of activities to cost obBM aims at two goals, both common to any company. The first is
jects (such as customers and prodUsing ABC to improve a business is
to improve the value received by
ucts) in order to analyze critical
called activity -based management
Thu article is adapted
with permission from Peter B.B. Turney, Common Cents: The ABC
Performance Breakthrough, Cost Technology, Portland, Ore.,
1992.
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ly the operation was unprofitable, and
the existing cost system provided few
insights as to why.
ABC showed that Armistead customers differed in cost and profitability. Small customers were found to be
unprofitable because of the high cost
of acquiring and installing a new system for each of them. The result—Armistead raised prices for small franchisers and started a program to
reduce the cost of acquiring new customers.'
Improving Strategic Capability. The
key to implementing any strategy successfully is to improve what matters to
your customer. This idea is not new,
but it has never been more important
than now.
What does matter to your customer? That's going to vary from business
to business and from activity to activity
within the business.
For example, Ford Motor Company
says "Quality Is Job One." What Ford
means is that good quality is the most
important consideration for its customers, but what does "quality" mean to its
customers? Ford needs to analyze information about quality. Is it low faults
on delivery or doors closing with a satisfying clunk? If it is faults on delivery,
what is the defect rate? What has been
the trend on this key performance
measure? Which activities were responsible for the defects? How much
cost is associated with this "poor quality"?
ABC can supply much of this information. It points out the cost of poor
quality by revealing activity centers

filled with detection and correction activities. Information on cost drivers
and performance measures reveals opportunities for improvement and helps
monitor progress. The impact of poor
quality on product cost is revealed in
each product's bill of activities. ('This
last piece of information is important
because quality can vary significantly
from product to product,)
Dayton Extruded Plastics is a case
in point. It was widely believed at Dayton that scrap was "free." For one
thing, very little material was lost.
Scrapped extrusions were ground into
powder and fed back to the extruders
as raw material. For another, the existing cost system "confirmed" that scrap
cost nothing —only good extrusions
carried cost.
Implementing an ABC system
brought Dayton Extruded Plastics face
to face with the reality of scrap. Dayton
managers found it was expensive to
run extruders just to produce scrap
(including the cost of extra capacity).
Many costly activities (such as inspecting, checking line work, and handling
returns from customers) also were associated with detecting and correcting
quality problems. And grinding up reject extrusions required additional
equipment and resources.
Improving activity performance has
three steps:
• Analyze activities to identify opportunities for improvement.
• Dig for drivers —look for factors
that cause waste (the cost drivers).
• Measure the things an activity

FIGURE 1 /HOW ABM USES ABC INFORMATION
Cost Assignment View
Resources

Continuous

customers. The second is to improve
profits by providing this value. These
goals are reached by focusing on managing activities.
Meeting these goals starts with a
simple realization -- customers have
very simple wants. They want products and services that fit a specific
need. They want quality. They want
service. They want an affordable price.
They want to be delighted. And they
want it now!
Meeting customer wants is one
thing. Meeting them profitably is quite
another. It's not enough to tell stockholders that your products have the
highest quality in the industry or that
customers consistently rate you highest in customer satisfaction. You also
must provide an adequate return on
stockholder investment. There's really
no conflict here. In the long run, your
profitability is important to your customers because they want you around
for the long haul (which you won't be
if you're unprofitable).
It's important to realize, too, that
managing activities is not a custodial
task. Rather, it's a process of relentless
and continuous improvement of all aspects of your businessr —it involves an
ongoing search for opportunities to improve. That search, in turn, involves a
careful and methodical study of activities. Which activities should be performed? And how should those activities be carried out?
Let's address these questions by
looking at some examples of improving strategic position and capability.
Improving Strategic Position. Activities are determined by strategic choices. A successful business deploys resources to those activities that yield
the highest strategic benefit.
For example, a hospital makes a
strategic decision to be a certified trauma center. This deliberate choice determines the activities and resources
needed. A trauma center requires a different set of medical activities and resources than do other types of medical
services.
To find out what is needed, the hospital must analyze ABC information
about the link between its strategy and
the activities and resources needed to
put the strategy into place. These analyses can guide strategic decisions prior to implementation as well as help
evaluate their ongoing effectiveness.
As another example, Armistead Insurance Company used ABC to refine
the strategy of a computer data services unit that performed data analysis
for fast -food franchisers. Unfortunate-
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should be doing well if it is contributing to the organization's success
and the profitable servicing of its
customers.

ANALYZEACTIVITIES
nderstanding why work is done,
and how well it's done, is the key
to eliminating waste and also can
strengthen strategic position, as many
organizations can testify. Here are
some analysis guidelines to follow:
1. Identify nonessential activities.If an
activity is not essential, it's reasonable to ask, "Why do we do it ?" If we
ask why, it's an easy step to the next
question, "How do we get rid of it ?"
Activities with value fall into one of
two categories. In the first, an activity
has value if it's essential to the customer. Polishing a precision optic, for example, has value because the customer wants outstanding optical
performance.
In the second, an activity has value
if it's essential to the functioning of the
organization. Preparing financial statements is not of immediate concern to
customers, but it does satisfy an organizational need: Financial statements
must be prepared to satisfy stockholders, bankers, and regulators.
All other activities are nonvalue
added. They are activities that are
judged nonessential, and they are candidates for elimination. Expediting
products is an example of a nonvalueadded activity. Customers don't care if
products are expedited or not. They
just want to receive the product by a
certain time. Therefore, expediting
really doesn't add any value for the
customer. It can be eliminated without
customers even noticing, if order and
manufacturing lead times are reduced.
Reducing lead times, in turn, permits
reduced batch sizes and increased
flexibility.
2. Analyze significant activities. Atypical business can have 200 to 300 activities. There simply isn't the time
(or resources) to analyze all of them
at once.
The key, then, is to focus on significant activities —the ones important to
customers or operating the business.
Moreover, these are the activities that
provide the greatest opportunities for
improvement. In fact, I've yet to visit a
business that didn't fit Pareto's rule:
80% of what you care about is deter22

WHATISCUSTOMERVALUE?
Customer value is about what customers get (the realization) and what they
give up to get it (the sacrifice). Subtract sacrifice from realization and you
have customer value.
Realization comes in a bundle. Ini.cluded in the bundle are the features
of the product or service, For a car, features include interior space, engine
size, type of transmission, front, rear,
or all -wheel drive, and so on. For a
Checking account, features include
electronic bill paying, access to automatic teller machines, and 24 -hour verification of your account balance.
But realization goes well beyond
features. Whether buying cars or
checking services, customers value
good quality and service. In some cases, quality is the primary purchase
consideration. In all cases, quality af-

fects the cost of using the product or
service.
Customers also buy future costs
when they buy a product or service.
Future costs are incurred to use and
service a car. Fees are incurred for services associated with a checking account. Some products (such as nuclear
fuel) also have disposal costs.
There's no realization without sacrifice. Many products and services require time and effort, both in initial
purchase and in learning how to use
them. It takes time, for example, to
master a new software program.'
'This discussion of customer value is based on def
initions found in M. Stahl and G. Bound, editors,
Competing Globally Through Customer Value: The
Management ofStrategic Suprasystems, Greenwood
Publishing Group, Inc., Westport, Conn., 1991.

Parts for vinyl wUdow systems emerge from an extruder at the Springboro, Ohio, plant of
Dayton Extruded Plastics.

mined by 20% of what you do.
You can test this easily for yourself.
Pick a department in your company.
Then rank its activities in descending
order of cost. You'll likely find that 20%
of the activities cause 80% of the
cost—and those activities are the ones
worth analyzing.
3. Compare activities to the best practices. An activity should bear comparison to a similar activity in another company or another part of the
organization. Just because an activ-

ity is value added doesn't mean it's
efficient or that its work is of good
quality.
Comparing an activity to a benchmark of good practice helps determine
the scope for improvement. Xerox, for
example, has an extensive benchmarking program. Activities are rated on
such factors as quality, lead time, flexibility, cost, and customer satisfaction.
Each activity is rated against an identified best practice. In the case of distribution, for example, the best pracMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

tice was the mail -order distributor, LL
Bean!
As another example, you may determine that taking customer orders is an
essential activity. You find that it is being done manually. The best practice,
however, uses electronic data interchange, costs less per transaction, has
a lower error rate, and provides faster
service. Clearly there's room for improvement over manual order taking.
4. Examine the links between activities.

Activities work together in a chain
to meet common goals. The links of
this chain must be constructed so
as to minimize time and duplication
of work.
The product design process illustrates what can be accomplished. In
the traditional approach, design activities are performed serially. Product
designers prepare the product specifications without consulting production.
When the design is finished, production tries to manufacture the product
(often with difficulty). Not surprisingly, this approach is repetitive, time consuming, and costly.
Concurrent engineering is a better
way to go. In this approach, activities
are performed in parallel. Product design, manufacturing, marketing, and
procurement work together toward a
common goal. There's less repetition
and duplication, and better quality
products get to the customer faster.
Studying product or transaction
flows also can reveal delay and repetition. Ideally, work should proceed in
an uninterrupted, continuous flow.
Each activity should process a transaction only once.
For example, a study in Pacific
Bell's customer payment center found
that 25% of the center's work was devoted to processing 0.1% of the payments. More than one -third of all payments were processed twice and, in
some cases, several times.
To improve this situation, a new
work flow was proposed to change the
way payments were processed. Individual work cells would process each
type of payment. The emphasis was on
processing each payment only once, in
a continuous flow. It was estimated
that these changes would reduce resource requirements by 25%.'

to look for things that require you to
perform nonessential activities or to
perform below par. These things are
the cost drivers.
For example, let's say you identified
moving the product as nonessential.
The customer doesn't care if the product is moved from one process to another because that activity doesn't affect what's received. So moving the
product is a nonvalue -added activity.
But how do you eliminate the activity? You can't, not while there is distance between the two processes. Failure to move the product would result
in piles of inventory at the end of the
first process and no work for the second process.
The distance between the two processes—the plant layout —is the moving activity's cost driver. If you reorganize the plant to place the two
processes next to each other, the cost
driver is eliminated. It's no longer necessary to move the products over a distance.
Understanding and managing cost
drivers is crucial to improvement. Simply understanding that waste exists
doesn't result in automatic removal of
that waste. Only when the causes of
waste are addressed (the cost drivers)
can the waste be removed.

MEASUREWHATMATTERS
ctivity and cost driver analysis is
periodic. But activity performance goes on day in and day
out How do you ensure that ongoing
efforts will focus successfully (and col-

lectively) on what matters to the organization?
The answer is to develop a performance measurement system that fosters improvement in the right areas.
Such a measurement system has three
elements:'
1. Determine the mission. The first

step is to determine what matters to
the company. Generally this step
results in a statement of mission —the key objectives considered important to profitably meeting customer needs.
Zytec Corporation, for example,
wrote a mission statement that focused on six objectives directed toward meeting customer needs:
■ Improve total quality commitment.
■ Reduce total cycle time.
■ Improve Zytec's service to customers.
■ Improve profitability and financial
stability.
■ Improve housekeeping and safety.
■ Increase employee involvement.
These objectives defined what was
important to the success of the company as a whole. They articulated a vision
of how the company should focus its
improvement efforts.'
Partly as a result of this approach to
performance measurement, Zytec's
improvement program was extremely
successful. Major improvements were
seen in all areas of the mission statement.

FIGURE 2/NUMBER OF MODIFICATIONS COST DRIVE
Number of
Modifications

Cost
TZ

DIGFORDRIVERS
dentifying nonessential and poor
performing activities is the first step
to improvement The second step is
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2. Communicate the objectives. After
specifying what matters, the next
step is communicating it to the people in the organization. Everybody
should understand the importance
of the company's mission and how
each objective relates to his or her
activity. With this understanding
comes the possibility of a collective
focus on a common goal.
3. Develop the measures.The final step
is to develop performance measures for each activity. These measures should signify how each activity contributes to the overall
mission. They also coordinate and
motivate the efforts of the activity,
and they provide facts about activity
performance that direct improvement efforts.
Zytec accomplished this step by
identifying improvement targets for
the coming year for all activities associated with each of the six objectives.
For example, the automatic insertion
activity identified its total quality commitment as "improve yields by 2%." It
set its cycle time target as "reduce average cycle times by 5%. "'
As another example, the Oscilloscope Group at Tektronix found ABC
a fertile source of performance measures. Cost drivers were plotted
against the cost of related activities
over time. The intent was to prepare
large charts of these graphs and to display them in the activity area. The idea
was to draw people's attention to the
relationship between the cost driver's
quantity and the resources dedicated
to the activities.
Figure 2 shows such a chart for a
cost driver — number of modifications.
The number of modifications was a
count of engineering changes made to
products. It was believed that this cost
driver affected several activities, including engineering and bill-of- materials maintenance.
Before any resources could be redeployed, a number of questions had
to be addressed. Should a new product
introduction have "surge capacity"?
(Usually many modifications were associated with a new product.) What
was the impact of the engineers' learning to handle modifications with less
time and fewer resources? How should
the company deal with the concern of
some engineers that the analysis
might result in layoffs?
Despite these questions, the measurement exercise was believed
worthwhile. The graphs stimulated a
24

lot of discussion about managing activities and about use of resources, which
resulted in positive changes —the goal
of ABM.

ACTIVITY-BASEDCOSTREDUCTION
he best way to reduce cost —one
of several focal points of ABM —is
to change the way activities are
used or performed (managing the activities first), then to redeploy the resources freed by the improvement.
In contrast, conventional approaches to cost cutting favor across-theboard solutions. Such efforts work in
the short run but usually fail in the
long run because resources —often
staff —are eliminated without regard to
the underlying work.
The following five guidelines show
how to reduce cost by managing activities:
1. Reduce time and effort. A key element of improvement is reducing
the time and effort needed to perform an activity. This reduction
comes from process or product improvementFor example, the time to set up a
machine can be reduced by improving
training, eliminating conflicts in employee assignments, and placing tools
and dies in convenient locations. Practicing the setup routine can create the
manufacturing version of a "Grand
Prix pit stop team." Reductions of 90%
in setup time are not unusual.
Setup time also can be reduced by
changing the product design. Engineers at Dayton Extruded Plastics, for
example, changed the specifications

for the vinyl weatherizing material
used in extruded window frames. This
change eliminated the need to add a
weather - resistant coating to the frame.
As a result, setup time was reduced because a simpler die could be used and
a second extruder wasn't required.
Reductions in time and effort may
come not from the activity in question
but from the preceding activity. For example, the defect rate of parts received
by a machining activity is a cost driver
for that activity. Improving quality in
the preceding activity reduces the
quantity of this cost driver and the effort required by machining.
2. Eliminate unnecessary activities.
Some activities are candidates for
elimination because they aren't valued by customers or aren't essential to running the organization. It is
possible, for example, to eliminate
material handling activities through
changes to the processes or products. Steps can be taken to ensure
that all incoming materials and
parts are fit for use. The parts can
be delivered directly to the shop
floor as needed. Changes can be requested in the vendor's production
process to improve quality and increase responsiveness. And parts
that cause quality problems can be
redesigned to eliminate those problems.
Once these changes have been
made, it is no longer necessary to inspect parts when they are delivered or
to place the parts on the shelf in the
stockroom. Eliminating these activities reduces overall cost and the cost
of products that no longer use those

DOESIMPROVEDQUALITYREDUCECOST?
It used to be a common belief that improved quality meant higher cost. This
seemed reasonable. Doesn't improved
quality mean more inspectors, more
rework, more costly warranties, and
the like?
How wrong we were. It's poor quality that costs money (and loses customers). Poor quality is doing the job
more than once. It's wasting materials.
It's having costly systems to keep
track of defective parts. It's paying salaries for hordes of inspectors. It's incurring the cost of warranties and customer returns. And it's suffering the
anger of disgruntled customers.
Improving quality is a sure way to
reduce cost. Do it right the first time.

Work on reducing cost drivers that
cause errors (such as frequent scheffl
ule changes, excessive process variability, or poor product design).
Paradoxically, reducing cost the activity-based way almost always improves quality. Eliminating unnecessary work, for example, reduces
opportunities to "get it wrong" and
tightens the linkages between activities.
ABM fits well with any quality improvement program. It encourages the
actions that improve quality and directs attention to quality improvements with the greatest cost reduction
potential.
MANAGEMENTACCOMING /JANUARY 1992

activities.
Stockham Valve and Fittings, for
example, used ABC to identify process
changes that would eliminate scrap,
rework, and other activities associated
with poor quality. Stockham also used
ABC to identify a group of products
that had potential for cost reduction.
Among the changes was an improvement to the tooling on one product,
This single change eliminated several
manufacturing operations and related
setup, moving, and scheduling activities. Prior to this change, the product's
ABC cost exceeded its selling price.
Now it is competitive again.
3. Select low -cost activities. Designers
of products and processes often
have choices among competing activities. They can reduce cost by
picking the lowest -cost activity.
A designer of an electronics product, for instance, may be able to specify
the type of activity required for inserting components into circuit boards.
Components such as resistors, diodes,
and integrated circuits (ICs) may be
inserted either manually or automatically. There also may be an option to
place the components on the boards
using surface mount equipment.
Each of these activities is associated with a different set of resources.
Manual insertion is predominantly a
direct -labor activity. Automatic insertion, however, requires equipment,
software, setup for each batch of circuit boards that receives components,
and additional process engineering
and training. Each type of automatic insertion or placement also differs in resources required.
Because each of these activities has
a different cost, the designer's selection has an important impact on costs.
At Hewlett-Packard's Roseville Network Division, for example, the ABC
system showed that manual insertion
cost about three times more than automatic insertion."
Process designers face similar
choices. For example, a part designed
for machine insertion also might be inserted manually. A process designer
may choose to have the part inserted
manually because a drop in the batch
size makes it uneconomical to program and set up an insertion machine.
National Semiconductor Corporation used ABC to identify a lower -cost
way of documenting product specifications. The current approach was to
prepare the specifications manually,
which cost in excess of $320,000 per
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

year, it took about 12 weeks to complete the documentation for a single
product.
The solution was to acquire a personal computer and to automate data
analysis and reporting functions. This
change reduced activity cycle time to
three weeks, improved productivity by
75 %, and eliminated order backlogs.
4. Share activities whenever possible. If
a customer has unique needs, it's
necessary to perform activities specific to that customer. If customers
have common needs, it's wasteful
not to service those needs with the
same activities.
For instance, product designers can
use common parts in new product designs. A common part is one that is
used in several products to perform
the same function (such as a gasket
used in several car models). The only
parts that need to be unique are those
that add product differentiating functions valued by customers.
The activities associated with common parts —such as part number
maintenance, scheduling, and vendor
relations —are shared by all products
that use them. This sharing increases
the volume of parts served each time
an activity is carried out, thus reducing
the cost per part.
This insight was recognized by the
Oscilloscope Group of Tektronix. The
Group introduced an ABC system that
used the number of different parts as
an activity driver.' This driver then assigned the cost of procurement activities to the parts.
The result was an increase in the reported cost of unique (and therefore
low volume) parts and a reduction in
the cost of common parts. The engineers responded over a three -year period by redesigning portable oscilloscopes to reduce part counts in these
products from 3,500 to 2,500.10
Process designers also can cut
costs by combining products into work
cells. Products can be combined when
they have similar designs (members of
a product family) and when the manufacturing process is sufficiently flexible to handle any differences. Cost is
reduced because the products in the
cell share activities such as supervision, testing, training, scheduling, material handling, storage, and documentation.
5. Redeploy unused resources. In the final analysis, cost can be reduced
only if resources are redeployed.

Reducing the work load of an activity does not by itself, reduce the
equipment or number of people
dedicated to that activity. Management must make a conscious decision to deal with the freed resources—by growing the business
to take up the slack, redeploying
the resources to other activities, or
removing them from the company.
ABC can be used to calculate the
type and amount of unused or under used resources. Resource plans based
on this information then become the
basis for redeployment.
The efforts described in this article
are as likely to improve quality as they
are to reduce cost. Remember, activity
and quality management go hand -inhand in any improvement program a
company sets up.
■
Peter B.B. Turneyis Tektronix professor

ofcost management at Portland State
University and chief executive officerof
Cost Technology, Portland, Ore. He can
be reached at (503) 292-5690.
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What Management
Accountants
Need To Know
It's complex, but your company may need itfor TQM.
Motor

BY DAVID E. KEYS,CMA, AND
KURT F.REDING,CMA
S. companies are adopting a
number of strategies including J1T, TQM, and automation to gain competitive advantage in an increasingly competitive
global environment. One such strategy is statistical process control (SPC),
a technique designed to improve quality and to control costs. SPC is the
mechanism that drives total quality
management (TQM) in Japan.'
Management accountants need to
understand SPC so that they can help
companies make valid decisions about
whether to adopt SPC and so that they
can participate in using SPC to increase quality and decrease costs. We
describe here the general nature of
SPC, rules of thumb used in SPC, the
long -term nature of SPC, and how it relates to JIT, TQM, and Theory Z.
Even after you have gained a general knowledge of SPC you should be
aware that SPC is very complex. Someone with a high level of statistical
knowledge, usually an advanced degree in statistics, will be needed to
help implement the strategy.

SPCTHEORY
PC theory is based on the postulate that process performance is
dynamic —that natural up-anddown variation is the rule rather than
the exception. Accordingly, performance measurements fluctuate over
time, and a single measurement by itself is not meaningful. Proper assessments of process performance require
26

An employee at Ford Motor Company's Wayne (Mich.) Integral Stamping and Assembly
Plant programs the controllers that govern one of the plant's welding Imes.

correct interpretations of performance
variation over time.
SPC relies on the use of graphic
aids or control charts to understand
and reduce fluctuations in processes
until they are in a state of control (stable) . A stable process is subject only to
common fluctuations, which result
from causes of variation natural to the
process. An unstable process is sub-

ject to uncommon fluctuations as well
as common fluctuations. Uncommon
fluctuations result from special causes
of variation.
The performance of a stable production process can be improved only
by making fundamental changes in the
process itself. An unstable production
process can be stabilized by locating
and eliminating the special causes of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

TABLE 11THE STEPS INVOLVED IN THE
APPLICATION OF SPC

Which chart?
A. Identify the process of interest.
i
B. Define the relevant measure of performance.
C. Select the proper control chart(s) for tracking the performance
measure over time.
II. Building the chart.
A. Collect consecutive measurements over time.
B. Plot the observations on the chart.
C. Calculate and plot the center line and control limits, after an
appropriate number of data points have been recorded.
III. Interpreting the chart.
A. Make a decision about process performance (i.e., Does the control
chart signal unstable performance or stable performance ?).
B. If the process is unstable, identify and eliminate the special causes of
variation. If the process is stable, change the process itself to improve
it.
-

ed as a Poisson random variable. If lot
sizes vary, then the c chart normally
would be replaced with a u chart. The
statistical theory justifying these
choices is beyond our purpose?

BUILDINGTHECHART
nce the process, performance
measure, and control chart
have been selected, the control
chart must be constructed. First, process performance must be measured
and recorded over time. Measurement
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of performance must be accurate and
clearly understood by all personnel
who will use the SPC results. If suitable data have not already been recorded, analysis will have to wait until
a minimum number of observations
are recorded.
After an appropriate number of data
points have been plotted, a center line
and control limits are calculated. The
center line is a measure of central tendency within the process. The control
limits define the amount of variation to
be expected in a stable process. These

FIGURE 1/C CHART ILLUSTRATING NUMBER OF
UNSCHEDULED INTERRUPTIONS PER PRODUCTION
LOT
(UNSTABLE PERFORMANCE EXAMPLE)

ADOLLNAMEDEARL
or example, one of the Franklin
Company's primary products is
a toy doll called "Earl," which is
manufactured in lot sizes of 1,000.
Franklin has experienced what its
management accountant considers to
be a high level of unscheduled line
stops, which significantly increase
costs, decrease quality, and increase
the cycle time of Earl production.
Therefore, unscheduled interruption
in the production process is selected
as the performance measure to be
studied.
A c chart is selected to track the
number of unscheduled interruptions
of the production process. Each observation will be the number of unscheduled line stops during the manufacture
of one lot of Earls. The c chart is the
correct chart to monitor this variable
because unscheduled line stops with
equal lot sizes can be assumed to be
distributed as a Poisson random variable, and the c chart is appropriate for
analyzing the stability of data distribut-

'

1.

c

-

uncommon fluctuations. Once the
causes of uncommon fluctuations are
eliminated, the overall performance of
the process can be improved.
The proper implementation of control charts requires a thorough understanding of the process of interest- The
management accountant, or whoever
is implementing SPC, must select and
define one or more measures of performance. Then the appropriate control
chart(s) must be selected. Is the c
chart, p chart, or x chart most appropriate? Maybe the X -bar and R charts
would be better.
Different charts are based on different statistical distribution theories. For
example, the decision to use an x chart
is based on the assumption that the data points collected are distributed as a
normal random variable. The p chart
and c chart are based on binomial distribution theory and Poisson distribution theory, respectively.
The performance measure and the
appropriate control chart are interdependent. The performance measure
selected must be distributed in a manner consistent with the assumptions of
a particular statistical distribution. Selection of the proper chart(s) depends
on accurate judgments about process
performance, that is, about the expected behavior of the performance measure over time. The steps involved in
the application of SPC are outlined in
Table 1.

statistical calculations are based on
equations appropriate for the selected
control chart and performance measure.
At the Franklin Company the management accountant plotted 20 consecutive (time-ordered) counts of unscheduled interruptions per
production lot on the c chart shown in
Figure 1. For this example, only the
center line (c) and upper control limit
(UCL) need to be calculated. There is
no lower control limit because observations less than zero are not possible.
The c and the UCL are calculated as
shown in the lower part of Figure 1.
The center line (c - 2.6) is the average number of unscheduled interruptions per production lot. The upper
control limit (UCL - 7.44) is three standard deviations above the center line.
(Note that the variance of a Poisson
distribution is equal to the mean.)

tral tendency or by decreasing the variability of the process.
An incorrect decision that a process
is operating in an unstable manner will
result in costs of searching for special
causes of process variation that do not
exist. An incorrect decision that a process is operating in a stable manner
will result in failure to search for special causes of variation that do exist.
'Ibis means that the costs associated
with operating in a unstable state will
continue.
The c chart presented in Figure 1
signals an unstable process —that is,
the process is subject, at times, to excessive uncommon fluctuations resulting from special causes of variation, in
addition to common fluctuations.
There were 10 unscheduled interruptions during the production of lot 15.
This data point is above the upper control limit (UCL - 7.44) that defines the

INTERPRETINGTHECHART

amount of variation to be expected if
the process were stable. This signal
should prompt management to locate
and eliminate the special cause of vary
ation reflected in this observation.
Once the causes of uncommon fluctuations are eliminated, attention can be
directed at improving the overall performance of the process.
The c chart presented in Figure 2
signals a stable process, which means
that the process is subject only to common fluctuations resulting from causes of variation natural to the process.
Even if the process is stable, there is
room for improvement in performance. Reductions in (or, ideally, elimination of) the number of unscheduled
interruptions during the production
process would enhance productivity

he completed chart becomes
the basis for many decisions
about process performance.
Correct interpretation requires an understanding of the underlying statistical theory and of numerous rules of
thumb developed by SPC experts over
the years. Does the chart signal stability or instability? What is the risk of an
incorrect signal? What are the costs of
an incorrect decision? What course of
action should be taken? If the chart signals instability, the special cause (s) of
variation needs to be identified and
eliminated. If the chart signals stability, the process still can be improved.
The process needs to be changed fundamentally by altering the level of cen28

significantly. Also, reducing the variability of the number of unscheduled
interruptions would make the process
more predictable. Such reductions can
occur, however, only after fundamental changes are made in the production
process itself.

RULESOFTHUMB
anagement accountants
seeking to understand SPC
should realize that while SPC
is based on statistical theory, the purpose of this applied methodology is to
help organizations improve continuously.' Therefore, SPC relies heavily
on rules of thumb that have not been
proved scientifically. Rather than take
the time to prove scientifically which
rule should be used, experts develop
and use rules of thumb to solve problems. This practical experience then is
used to evaluate how well the rule of
thumb works. Four of these rules of
thumb developed from years of experience in many organizations are discussed below.
1. Control limits are established at
three standard deviations (sigmas)
from the mean of the variable being
monitored. If an observation falls outside these control limits, the process
being monitored is presumed to be unstable.
In most situations not enough data
will be available to statistically justify
the use of three standard deviations
rather than some other number of
standard deviations. W. A. Shewhart,
father of SPC, established this rule because he felt three standard deviations
was the point at which the total economic loss from both Type 1 and Type
2 mistakes was minimized. A Type 1
mistake is ascribing an observation to
a special cause (process is unstable)
when it is the result of a common
cause (process is stable). A Type 2
mistake is ascribing an observation to
a common cause when in fact it is the
result of a special cause.
The use of three standard deviations is not based on hundreds of scientific studies that would be necessary
to determine the optimal number of
standard deviations scientifically. The
use of three standard deviations is
based on expert judgments in a wide
range of circumstances. If you use SPC
you need to decide if you are willing to
trust these judgments. In fact, there is
some controversy about how many
standard deviations to use. For example, Horngren and Foster use two standard deviations.' The use of three stanMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

dard deviations rather than two decreases the probability of Type 1 errors and increases the probability of
Type 2 errors. It is justified if the economic loss associated with Type 2 errors exceeds the economic loss associated with Type 1 errors.
Also, the use of three standard deviations implies that a large majority of
fluctuations are due to common causes. Because only management can remove common causes, most actions to
improve process performance will involve management decisions. 'Iberefore, management personnel rather
than nonmanagement personnel are
held responsible for a large percentage of problems. This idea is in direct
conflict with many managers' and accountants' beliefs that most problems
are the result of nonmanagement personnel behavior. The use of three standard deviations is based on the belief
that blaming nonmanagement personnel for most problems is not only a
waste of time but will lead to negative
motivation.
In addition, the use of probabilities
associated with the control limits normally is not justified. Most of the time
there will not be enough data from an
unchanged process to support the assumptions necessary to determine
probabilities. Also, the probabilities of
Type 1 and Type 2 errors normally are
not subject to determination. The philosophy of SPC is to go ahead and
make a judgment about these probabilities and improve performance rather
than wait for statistical elegance.
2. Observations inside the control
limits should be investigated under certain conditions.The second rule of
thumb is really three separate rules
that aid in the investigation of observations. These rules prescribe situations
in which you should investigate observations that are not outside the control
limits. They are exceptions to the general rule that only observations outside
the control limits should be investigated.
The first exception occurs if an excessive number of observations are
close to the control limit. The second
occurs if an excessive number of consecutive observations are higher (or
lower) than the previous observation,
and the third, if an excessive number
of consecutive observations are above
(or below) the center line. Opinions
vary among experts as to what number
is excessive in each of these three exceptions. The decisions to establish
these rules and to determine what is
an excessive number and what is close
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

Production at Ford Motor Company's Integral Stamping and Assembly Plant is highly
automated. Shown Is a door welding line.

to the control limit are judgments.
These judgments are consistent with
common sense even though they violate the general rule. For example, it is
intuitive to feel that investigation is
warranted after a certain number of
consecutive increases (or decreases),
even if the observations are not outside the control limits.
3. Seldom is 100% inspection more
than 80% effective. Even multiple inspection of all units will not catch all
defects. This rule illustrates the need
for defects to be prevented rather than
identified, a basic tenet of JIT and
TQM. Because inspection has limited
effectiveness, more effort should be
expended in preventing defects before
they occur than in trying to identify
them after they occur.
4. Only a few processes will account
for a disproportionate share of all problems.These processes should be identified, and efforts at improvement
should be concentrated on them. This
practical recommendation is especially appropriate when organizations first
start to use SPC.
These rules of thumb allow SPC to
be used in a broader number of situa-

tions, allow problems to be solved earlier, help users develop their judgment, and enable the rules to be refined. Until you understand these rules
of thumb, you do not understand SPC.

SPCISPARTOFTHEWNOLE
any organizations are implementing SPC in isolation
from TQM, JIT, and their organizational management style. Management accountants should realize
that SPC, by itself, will provide limited
potential benefits. SPC not only should
be a part of a quality management program, such as TQM, but part of a general style of doing business, such as
Deming's philosophy or Theory Z, as
well as part of JIT. If SPC is integrated
with the way the organization does
business, its potential is unlimited.
For example, a goal of TQM is to
stop defects before they occur. A naive
user of SPC may think this goal is inconsistent with SPC. After all, SPC
waits until data are available to identify
problems. However, other methods
are used to stop defects before they occur: machine maintenance, operator
29

training, operator responsibility for defects. SPC is used by operators of the
process to spot problems that "slip
through" as early as possible so that future defects can be prevented. Using
SPC will help the operator to understand the process so that he or she can
prevent problems before they occur.
In SPC and TQM, management's
role is to facilitate the work of the people operating the processes. Nonmanagement personnel will be responsible
for observing the process, charting
performance, and identifying special
causes of variation. These operators
have in -depth understanding of the
processes, and ideas for improvement
will come from them.
It is particularly important for management accountants to understand
this approach. Some accountants have
an unrealistically high opinion of the
accounting system's ability to identify
problems. Some even have a Theory X
approach to doing business —for example, they use variances to "beat people over the head." In SPC and TQM,
ideas from process operators are encouraged and actively solicited. Under
Theory Z, these accountants will have

Only afew processes
willaccountfor a
disproportionate
share ofall
problems.
to listen to people whom they have
been "beating on." Traditional attitudes and approaches have to be
changed before SPC and TQM can
achieve full impact.
Many U.S. companies are adopting
JIT while they are using SPC. Adopters of JIT and SPC need to realize that
JIT can't be fully successful without a
general approach to quality. Japanese
companies use JIT along with TQM.
They view JIT and TQM as integral
parts of a holistic system. This system
not only includes JIT and TQM but also Theory Z. Accountants, as information experts, are in a unique position to
point this fact out to companies that attempt to implement JIT and SPC in isolation.

SPCISALONG-TERMAPPROACH
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PC is a complex and long -term
strategy. When it is adopted initially, the short -term results will
not be impressive to accountants and
managers who are used to emphasizing the short run. Therefore, not only
management but also accountants and
nonmanagement personnel need to
understand SPC and how it relates to
the overall strategic interests of the organization, a goal that will require extensive training.
A couple of requirements need to
be met. First, an expert with at least a
master's degree in statistics should be
Placed in charge of the organization's
SPC efforts. At the same time, the people in the organization with the least
amount of statistical training— operators of the process —will have to understand SPC well enough to use it. To
be effective, people at all levels of the
organization need to have a working
knowledge of SPC. Therefore, the
startup costs for SPC will be high.
Second, the cost of quality report
(CQR) has to be used consistently
with SPC, as an aggregate "after the
fact" indicator for some of the costs associated with quality. The CQR is not
at a detailed level, its information is not
timely, and it does not attempt to cal-

culate all of the costs and benefits associated with quality. If managers and
accountants understand these limitations, the CQR can be useful. If not
there is a danger they will use it to cut
costs (e.g., training and identification
costs) rather than to improve quality.
If the CQR is used correctly, it can help
improve quality, and the improvements in quality will lead to decreased
costs.
Organizations with a long -term perspective, without excessive emphasis
on the short run, will have a better
chance of educating their people to
use the CQR and SPC appropriately as
an integrated part of the whole. As organizations adapt to SPC, as well as
other changes, they will encounter the
natural resistance to change of management and nonmanagement personnel. Organizations with a long -term
perspective will have a better chance
of overcoming this resistance.
■
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MONEY
L
UNDERING
for
New challenges

casino and other corporate internal auditors.

Gambling Isn't all fun and games: Casino internal auditors in Nevada must monitor money laundering activities.

BYJOHN MILLS AND
THOMAS DOYLE
any management accountants may be familiar with
the Money Laundering Act
of 1986' because of the
publicity associated with the Bank of
Boston's guilty plea or the large civil
money penalties assessed against 19
other banks. Bank of America was assessed $4.75 million for failure to report cash transactions over $10,000.'
Banks have been the most visible industry affected, but the regulations apply to substantially more industries.
Any person doing business in one or
more of six defined capacities is covered. One is "A casino or gambling casino licensed by a state or local government and having gross annual gaming
revenue in excess of $1 million.",
The costly penalties associated with
the Act have forced many industries to
develop and implement procedures
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

that flag specific transactions falling
under the Act. These transactions require the filing of currency transaction
reports (CTRs). Costly penalties also
justify special efforts by the internal
audit department to test these procedures and controls for compliance.
Special laws applying to specific industries even have been passed requiring
internal and external auditors to test
for compliance. Nevada, for example,
issued regulations requiring casino internal auditors to test for compliance
with the Act.
What is the role of the internal auditor in testing money laundering controls? We use the gaming industry as
the context for reviewing the type of
controls that must be tested by the internal auditor, but the basic procedures of the gaming industry can be
applied to other cash type businesses.
For example, almost every state has
some form of gaming that results in
large cash transactions that fall under

the Money Laundering Act. These
range from bingo to casinos, greyhounds, horse racing, lotteries, sports
betting, off -track betting, slot machines, and charity gaming.'
The high risk of financial penalties
associated with the Money Laundering Act and the corresponding Regulation 6A has required casino management to establish internal controls
designed to oversee, monitor, and review all money laundering type trans.
actions. The internal auditor is a major
element in overseeing the achievement of that goal.

REPORTINGREQUIREMENTS
he Nevada regulations do not differ significantly from federal regulations applying to other industries, with the exception of two areas:
reporting requirements dealing with
credit transactions and reporting of
players who cash out with gaming

wins.
The Money Laundering Regulations, commonly referred to as Regulation 6A in Nevada, are designed to
prevent outright or subtle laundering
of money. The regulation therefore
prohibits the casino licensee from directly exchanging cash for cash on the
behalf of a patron for amounts greater
than $2,500. The casino may accept
cash as front money or as a deposit for
wagering in the casino or for other expenditures.
According to the Act, any cash
transaction over $10,000 requires the
preparation of a Currency Transaction
Report (CTR). Generally, this means
either total cash in or total cash out exceeds $10,000.
The major differences between Nevada and Treasury rules are in the reporting of credit transactions and winnings by customers. Treasury
regulations require a report for all
credit extensions of $2,500 or more.
Nevada is allowed credit "wash" transactions and reports only net transactions over $2,500. A "wash" occurs
when the casino extends credit and
keeps the original credit marker at the
table and then has the player pay off
the marker with chips from winnings.
If the marker is paid off, no reporting
requirements are necessary.
The other significant difference between Nevada and the Treasury is the
handling of gaming wins. The Treasury requires the filing of a CTR for all
payouts over $10,000. Nevada does not
require the filing of a CTR as long as
the payout represents winnings from
bets under $10,000. For example, a
blackjack player sits down at the table
with $1,000 and manages to win
$11,000. New Jersey casinos, because
they fall under Treasury jurisdiction,
would file a CTR, but no CTR need be
filed in Nevada.
Nevada does require reports of
payout winnings but not identification of the winner. The important
stipulation is that there must be evidence that the chips being cashed in
result from gaming activity. Thus, it
requires the recording of evidence
of gaming. Without such evidence, a
CTR is required.

AGGREGATIONOfTRANSACTIONS
asinos are required to take reasonable steps to prevent the circumvention of the regulation by
patrons using multiple transactions.
Casinos must aggregate, by patron, all
transactions over $2,500 that occur
32

Compliance means
each casino must
develop internal and
external tests.
within a 24 -hour period. The logging of
transactions affects all gaming departments including the gaming pit, sports
book, and cashier cage.
These departments, therefore,
must keep a log of all transactions over
$2,500 with descriptions of the individuals and then aggregate these transactions so that when they reach the
$10,000 threshold, a CTR is filed.
The key word for defining multiple
currency transactions is knowledge.If
the casino has knowledge that a series
of transactions totals more than
$10,000 during any gaming day,a CTR
must be filed.' Knowledge may be acquired in any manner. Thus, for example, if a casino supervisor is told by an
employee that a player has purchased
$6,000 in chips for cash and later the
same gaming day the supervisor per-

'THEMONEY
LAUNDERINGACT
The Money Laundering Act of 1986 requires all covered institutions to prepare and submit to the IRS a currency
transaction report (CTR) within 15
days of any cash transaction of more
than $10,000 made by an individual or
depositor in a single day. While this
may sound like a simple rule, the government also expects institutions to be
aware of attempts to circumvent this
requirement and will prosecute companies which are not cognizant of such
attempts. For example, financial institutions and cash businesses can be
held criminally liable for not reporting
repeat transactions for amounts between $8,000 and $9,999. The logic is
that repeat transactions of this size
should alert an entity to possible attempts to avoid the CTR reporting requirements. Penalties for individuals
or corporations who knowingly try to
conceal, disguise, or avoid a reporting
requirement under this Act can be substantial. The Act provides for the levying of fines of not more than $500,000
or twice the value of the property involved in the transaction or imprisonment for not more than 20 years.

sonally observes the same player purchase another $6,000 in chips for cash,
the supervisor, and thus the casino,
would have the requisite knowledge
that the two currency transactions are
(a) by the same person and (b) result
in cash totalling more than $10,000
and (c) in one gaming day.

EMPLOYEETRAINING
s a result of the complex money
laundering regulations, almost
all casinos have developed and
implemented employee training programs geared toward compliance with
these regulations. The training sessions also discuss methods of handling customers and approaches that
can be used for advising casino patrons about the regulations. The emphasis is on providing knowledge of
the regulations while retaining customer patronage, as well as ensuring
that employees do not disclose ways
around these regulations.
The Nevada Gaming Control Board
has mandated (1988) that a separate
internal audit department be maintained by licensees with gross revenues exceeding $10 million a year. The
internal audit department's primary
function is to assure that proper documentation and controls exist within
the casino.
Nevada regulations call for quarterly compliance audits by each casino's
internal audit department. Control
testing by the internal auditor in the
casino industry is substantially different from that of other cash -based industries such as banking because of
the lack of paper audit trails. For example, where banks record and provide a
document for every exchange of cash
or checks, casinos record only the sum
of transactions at the end of specified
time periods. The availability of documents or audit trails differs substantially between departments. The internal
auditor, therefore, must develop distinct tests for departments within the
casino.
The result is three separate approaches for control testing at the casino cage, the sports book, and gaming
department. Techniques used in each
department may differ, but control
testing objectives are the same:
1. Do supervisors have proper knowledge about prospective multiple
transaction players?
2. Are all cash transactions over
$2,500 recorded in a multiple transaction log?
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3. When a series of transactions aggregates to more than $10,000, is
proper information obtained from
the player?
4. When multiple transactions aggregate to more than $10,000, is the
proper report filed ?

CASINOCAGECONTROLTESTING
he casino cage is the location
where all credit is initially extended, checks cashed, deposits and
front money received, and chips exchanged.
The internal auditor's function is to
verify that the cage personnel pick up
on the aggregation of a series of transactions, within a 24 -hour period, which
exceed the $10,000 threshold and that
the cage personnel file the proper CTR
with the proper identification or social
security number. All transactions other than cash exchanges under $2,500
are recorded either in the customer
file, bank deposit slips, or cage multiple transaction logs. As a result, the
documentation provides a foundation
for some assurance that all transactions requiring a CTR are reported
properly.

SPORTSBOOKCONTROLTESTING
he sports book employee receives funds from the patron and
provides him with a document
identifying the dollar amount bet and
the odds associated with the event that
the patron bet on. The bets are mainly
cash or chip transactions. Normally
checks are not accepted for wagers. Also, there is no identification of the patron on the specific betting slips. Any
transactions over $2,500 require an entry in the multiple log with a description of the patron. Any amounts over
$10,000 require a CTR report and a social security number.
It should be obvious that patrons
can still exceed the $10,000 threshold
by placing bets which fall under the
$2,500 multiple log transactions. One
of the roles of the auditor is to observe
sports book employees to ascertain
whether they knowingly are taking
bets which when aggregated exceed
the prescribed limits. Customers making substantial bets always should be
monitored carefully. If the employee
knows that the customer has reached
the prescribed limits of either $2,500
or $10,000, then the employee must
file proper documentation. The auditor
is required to report any activities that
result in noncompliance.
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The quick action within the pit
leaves little in the way of audit trails to
test for compliance. The only true documented information is the pit multiple transaction log. Because this log
does not require that any entries be recorded until the $2,500 threshold is
met, the internal auditor's most effective tool is observation and testing of
employees' knowledge of the regulations. Such testing can range from actual observation on the casino floor to
reviewing surveillance tapes for specific days.
Testing includes watching whether
the incoming shift pit boss questions
the outgoing pit boss about current
players making large bets. It includes
discussing what information has been
logged on each player as well as what
each player has accumulated toward a
potential log of a transaction. The pit
boss must have knowledge about the
amount of cash exchanges that have
been made when he takes over in order to log transactions exceeding
$2,500 or to write up CTRS when the
player goes over the $10,000 amount.
Testing also includes observing dealers to determine whether they notify
the pit boss when high -level players
are at the table to track the players.
The U.S. Treasury Department has
suggested that auditors could test for
compliance in the pit by using a casino's player tracking system. Casinos
argue, on the other hand, that player
tracking systems are a marketing tool
for issuing complimentaries to their
high rollers and do not involve accu-

rate verifiable data.
The problem with pit player tracking in Nevada casinos involves the
large amount of players and the multitude of pits located in different parts
of the casino. Many casinos do not
have centralized pit areas. They have
many individual pits, which might consist of just blackjack tables or just
craps tables or a combination of different types of games. Often they are
spread around 100,000 square feet of
casino among slot machines. As a result, trying to track the activity of a patron who is moving around in a busy
casino is not always possible. The internal auditor, therefore, must use
player tracking systems with caution.

CASINOSSHOWTHEWAY
he implementation of procedures to
comply with the Money Laundering Control Act has placed a substantial amount of the policing of money
laundering on private industry. Implementation of controls has fallen on the
accounting department, specifically the
internal auditors. In a profession where
proper documentation usually provides
the basis for control testing, casino internal auditors have had to develop alternative means because of the lack of audit
trails associated with cash transactions in
the gaining industry. Their experience in
complying with the Money Laundering
Act of 1986 offers some insights for accountants in similar industries who will
have to cope with this legislation.
■
John Mills is an associate professor at
the University of Nevada, Reno.
Thomas Doyle is vice president of the
Peppermill, Inc., casino and formerly
worked for the Nevada Gaming Control
Board. Both are members of the Reno
Chapter, through which this article was
submitted.
' U.S. Congress, "Anti -Drug Abuse Act," P199 -570,
October 27, 1986. The Money Laundering Control
Act is actually a subsection of the Anti -Drug Abuse
Act.
'U.S. Congress, Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs, Report 99 -746, August 5, 1986,
P.15.
'A more detailed description of the type of companies falling under this Act can be found in the Treasury Department's "Financial Record Keeping and
Reporting of Currency and Foreign Transactions,"
31 CRF.103.
'Ibid.
'The definition of knowledge provided here is described in a special undated memorandum issued by
the Treasury Dep artment.
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Cost-of-Quali*ty Reporting:

How We See It
At Sola Optical, wefocusonfailuresinCOQ reporting because we
want to improve activities that lead tofailures.
BY RICHARD K. YOUDE, CMA

TQM /JIT IMPLEMENTATION

ince its founding in 1979, Sola
Optical, a manufacturer of ophthalmic spectacle lenses in
Petaluna, Calif., has enjoyed
rapid and continued growth. While
management always had focused on
maintaining high levels of product
quality and customer service, it had no
real understanding of the costs of
achieving these goals nor of the opportunities for improvement. Instead,
management relied on and gave credibility to traditional financial reporting
and cost accounting systems because
sales and profits continued to grow.
Three years ago, Sola Optical was
given responsibility for the spectacle
lens division of a newly acquired business. The integration of additional
product lines and three geographically
diverse manufacturing plants, along
with the doubling of sales volume and
the number of employees, added new
complexity to the running of the business. Management's attention was focused on the integration process and
the bottom line pressures brought
with it.
Through this period, management
and employees began to think about
the application of world -class manufacturing (WCM) concepts such as total
quality management (TQM), just -intime (JIT) manufacturing, quality function deployment, and activity-based
costing. While the company had little
direct experience with the WCM concepts, many employees had been exposed to them through trade journals
and seminars.
The company had no previous exposure to cost of (poor) quality reporting, but through the process of implementing WCM it developed a powerful
new approach to cost -of- quality reporting that had a positive impact.

anagenlent's interest in
world -class manufacturing
concepts led to the hiring of
a consultant to help establish an approach for its implementation. The
work included development of a
TQM /JIT execution plan and the calculation of cost of quality (COQ) for
the divisional headquarters site, which
included the division's largest factory
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and all marketing, administrative, and
engineering support. Sola Optical's financial results, shown in Figure 1, are
typical of U.S. manufacturing companies before implementing TQM, showing 20% of sales dollars being consumed by poor quality.
Management accepted the consultant's proposal for implementing Total
Quality Management and Just -in -Time
techniques including:

Above: Technician Inspects glass moulds for defects. The cost of inspecting products for
defects is very important for developing COQ reports.
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■ Establishment of a TQM steering
committee to oversee the implementation,
IN Creation of a dedicated cross -functional TQM resource staff as a new
organizational entity,
• Formation of four pilot TQM teams,
and
• Contracting for the consultant's services to get the project started.
The total quality management effort
initially was focused on operational effectiveness. The steering committee
included the divisional president, his
reporting staff, senior manufacturing
managers, and TQM resource staff
members who were drawn from man.
ufacturing, marketing, quality control,
research and development, and finance. The resource staff was given a
charter to facilitate the implementation of TQM /JIT within Sola.
Four pilot projects with the greatest
opportunity for savings were selected
from the manufacturing area, and each
one involved improving process yields
and product quality. In a dual -track implementation role, the consulting personnel concurrently facilitated quality improvement teams, beginning with the
four pilot teams, and provided training to
Sola employees in TQM /JIT techniques.
Special emphasis was placed on coaching the TQM resource staff who quickly
assumed the responsibility of educating
other employees in TQM /JIT techniques and facilitation of quality improvement teams.
To begin the process of cultural
change, management decided to provide TQM and JIT overview training to
a large number of employees. Overview /introduction classes totalling 20
hours were given to nearly every employee over a period of six months.
The pilot teams and TQM resource
staff were successfiil, and more teams
were formed in manufacturing, distribution, and administrative areas. The new
teams were assisted by the consultant
and TQM resource staff associates.
Members often worked in areas of interest to the individual team members, however, and were not focused in the areas
known to offer the most opportunity for
savings. In retrospect, it was clear that
many teams needed better direction,
which could have been provided by better cost -of -quality information.

CLASSIC COST OF QUALITY

T

he initial COQ study prepared
by the consultants used the
classic approach and identified,
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FIGURE 1/
DISTRIBUTION OF
REVENUE

of prevention, appraisal, internal and
external failure, management can observe whether continuous improvement activities are paying off.

COST-OF-QUALITY STUDY

Cost of Quality 20%
t}

Profits 20%

Expenses 60%

Through the process
of implementing
WCM, Sola Optical
developed a
powerful new
approach to cost-ofquality reporting.
through interviews with operating and
financial managers and employees,
costs of (poor) quality and classified
them into four categories: prevention,
appraisal, internal failure, and external
failure.' The purpose of the COQ report was to make management aware
of the magnitude of the cost and to provide a baseline against which the impact of future continuous improvement activities could be gauged.
The report demonstrated that relatively few dollars were spent on defect
prevention, that appraisal costs were
high (because our quality control department used final inspection to assure only good products were transferred to inventory), and that internal
failure costs were extremely high. External failure costs were shown to be
quite low, attributed to the high level
of quality inspections performed and
the corresponding high appraisal
costs.
TQM teaches that dollars spent in
preventive activities such as designing
product for manufacturability, training, and development of procedures
will be recovered manyfold through
reduced appraisal and failure costs. By
measuring over time the relative costs

he COQ study was successful
in alerting management to the
magnitude of the costs and was
a reasonable baseline against which to
measure future performance for the
site as a whole. It did not suggest specific actions that individual managers
and employees could take to make improvements. Therefore, quality improvement teams did not have the information necessary to focus on the
most important problems.
The lack of focus by some quality
improvement teams contributed to
loss of interest in the process by some
employees and frustration of both
management and quality improvement
team members at the slow progress toward achieving real quality improvements.

ACTIVITY-BASED APPROACH
method had to be devised to
ensure that operating managers and quality improvement
teams were focusing their activities appropriately in order to assure the success of the TQM /JIT implementation
effort. Gaining management's attention and commitment is a basic requirement of world -class manufacturing concepts. Management initially
supported the implementation of
TQM /JIT and accepted the original
cost -of -quality figures. A way was
needed, however, to get its buy -in and
support of specific quality improvement activities.
One of the limitations of traditional
COQ reporting is its failure to associate. costs with activities. Activitybased costing has shown that costs
cannot be controlled. Rather, one must
control activities that in turn cause
costs. Relating quality costs to activities greatly enhances the usefulness of
the cost -of -quality report.
The solution, in terms of cost -ofquality reporting, lies in applying techniques from world -class manufacturing, such as activity-based costing. JIT
and TQM, to the development of quality costs. TQM provides simple statistical tools, such as run sheets and Pareto charts, identifying the most
important problems. An activity-based
cost -of- quality report works like a Pareto analysis, showing the relative
35

FIGURE 21RIPPLE EFFECT OF RETURNED GOODS
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DEVELOPING AN ACTIVITY BASED COQ REPORT

Inspect
Repackage
Disposition
Paperwork

e identified eight steps (see

W

Table 1) in developing an activity-based COQ report.
1. Identify cost and service problem
areas:The first step in developing an
activity-based COQ report is to identify

Warehouse
Restock

Credit
Memos

the most important cost- or service -re-

Disputes

Forms
Mailing
Cash
'Only activities in shadowed boxes are rolled into
the costs of quality.

costs of the most important quality-related problems along with the respective cost drivers. JIT is a philosophy
promoting the elimination of waste.
Quality failures and all the activities
surrounding them fall within the definition of waste.

THE RIPPLE EFFECT
AND RIPPLE COSTS
t Sola Optical, we focus on "failures" in COQ reporting because we want to improve the
activities that lead to failures, the major contributor to cost of quality. Besides the direct cost of failures, such as
the cost of rejected product, we wanted to show the complexity the failure
itself added to our processes. Thus, we
coined the term "ripple effect," defined
36

ending with the activities associated
with issuing a credit memo. When
large returns occur, the very complex
production and inventory planning cycle is disrupted because of unplanned
inventory. Finally, the chart reminds
readers that there is a cost to the customer as well.
Inclusion of the ripple effect charts
in the COQ report provides readers
with a better understanding of their
operations. The use of these charts is
a powerful tool, drawing attention to
opportunities for improvement. Incorporating the ripple costs, along with
the direct cost of failures, in the COQ
provides the same effect.

App Iicatlon

as the activities resulting from a real or
potential failure. For example, the resources consumed reworking a defective product constitute the ripple effect, as do the activities associated
with inspecting a product even when
no defect actually exists. We also include in the cost of quality the "ripple
cost" (costs of the ripple effect). Results of interviews with managers, supervisors, leads, and workers identified ripple effects of returned goods
(see Figure 2).
An analysis of the chart shows that
credit memos issued for customer returns result in lost gross profit on the
sale. Shown next are the steps in returned goods processing (RGA processing), beginning with the receiving
department, followed by the returned
goods department and warehouse, and

lated problems. At Sola Optical, the division president and representatives
from marketing, manufacturing, materials, accounting, management information systems, and customer service
were asked to identify the five most important problems /opportunities in
terms of costs or customer satisfaction. Then a review of the initial COQ
report, prepared by the consultants,
was conducted to assure no important
costs included in it were omitted from
the list.
The list was edited to eliminate any

TABLE 1 /STEPS IN
DEVELOPING AN
ACTIVITY BASED COST
OF QUALITY REPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify cost and service
problem areas,
Summarize problems to a
manageable list.
Identify ripple effects.
Calculate ripple costs.
Condense the list again.
Summarize information for
presentation.
Review with managers and
steering committee.
Publish and present to
employees.
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ideas that were not related to COQ.
For example, one interviewee had
identified the need for employee development. But this was considered inappropriate for this purpose.
2. Condense problems to manageable
list:The list was summarized and
ranked according to the number of responses for each idea. Then a condensed list of ideas was developed
based on the number of responses and
knowledge of costs and cost of quality.
The ideas that remained on the list after this step were those for which data
could be collected and for which the
cost of quality would be high enough
to warrant further consideration.
Some ideas were judged too impractical to include. For example, the
cost associated with inaccurate finished goods' inventory records was
dropped because of the difficulty in
quantifying the costs.
Next, ripple charts were prepared
and reviewed with the original interviewees to ensure their accuracy.
Changes were incorporated into a final
copy of the ripple chart.
3. Calculate ripple costs:Several
principles guided the development of
costs, especially ripple costs. First, it is
important to recognize that the intent
of COQ reporting is to provide reasonably accurate information for use in allocating resources, not to develop a
complex cost accounting system. The
purpose of measurement is to tell the
organization whether it is heading in
the right direction.
Second, the information needs to
be absolutely credible. At Sola, we
wanted to avoid challenges to the
whole process based on disagreements over minor elements of cost.
The approach taken was to include only costs that were easily supportable.
Not all ripple activities shown on the
ripple charts are included in the cost.
The reported cost of quality, therefore,
is the minimum, and is in fact understated. But employees can recognize
that the ripple chart includes other activities that contribute to cost and system complexity.
Finally, we wanted to make monthly reporting very simple. Costs that are
readily available, such as the direct
cost of rejected product, would be included as calculated. Costs that are not
readily available, particularly those
combining cross - functional activities,
would be estimated on a per occurrence basis. When monthly COQ reports are prepared only the actual
number of occurrences need to be collected. Calculations then are based on
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

Cost- of-civatity charts are posted st sole Op*W for supervisors to review.

the per occurrence cost.
The development of yield -loss costs
serves as a good example of this process. Yield loss represents the costs
associated with product rejected. The
direct cost of product rejected was taken from the cost accounting system
and broken down by the major production processes. The cost of one major
ripple effect, the quality control department (i.e., inspection), also was available from the accounting system.
The remaining ripple costs, which
included disposing of product reject,
record keeping, and production costs
caused by a higher level of starts, were
estimated on a per reject basis. The estimated costs of these activities over a
six -month period were divided by the
number of reject lenses produced for
the same period. Ripple costs for the
six areas were calculated by the same
methodology.
4. Condense the list again: It may be
necessary to condense the list again if
the total costs of any of the potential areas are not significant enough to be included in the report, At Sola Optical, it
was our original intent to identify 10 of
the most significant COQ areas (more
would tend to de -focus management
attention) . At this point, our list was

condensed to six: yield loss (defective
product), mold (tooling) loss, employee turnover, injuries, finished goods
stockouts, and customer returns. Trvo
other cost areas, excess finished
goods' inventory and machine downtime, looked like strong candidates for
inclusion but required more research.
5. Summarize information for presentation:The goal of COQ reporting
is to present concise, usable information. Presenting too much detail is a
sure way to lose the interest of the audience. It is the responsibility of quality improvement teams to develop and
present their own detailed information.
The sequence of presentation
should be adapted to the business culture. At Sola Optical, we chose to
present overall costs first —shown in
total, then annualized as a percent of
sales and as a cost per employee —followed by the individual COQ areas.
Figure 3 shows an example of the total
costs chart.
Individual COQ area costs then are
shown together on similarly scaled
graphs so that relative value of the
costs is obvious. Then charts for each
of the COQ areas along with their respective ripple charts are presented.
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For each area, the total cost per
month, annualized cost, percent of the
appropriate overall level of activity
such as sales or production value, and
the activity cost driver are shown.
For each of the COQ areas, costs
are broken into direct and ripple costs
on the chart.
6. Review with managers and steering committee: The first presentation

was reviewed with key managers
whose acceptance was critical to the
success of the whole reporting process. ff at this late date any information
was to be challenged, it was better to
resolve the problem individually than
have the validity of the data undercut
in a formal presentation.
The next step was to present the
COQ report to the TQM steering com-

FIGURE XTOTAL COST OF QUALITY
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mittee, whose key members already had
been exposed to the information. 'Ibis
presentation was designed to generate
discussion regarding the use of the information so that management, through
quality improvement teams, could address these important problems.
7. Publish and present to employees:
After the initial report has been reviewed with the steering committee, it
is advisable to review it with as many
employees as possible so they understand its purpose and contents. Formal
presentations to quality improvement
teams and to the individual departments within the organization, along
with regularly distributed reports,
were methods used to improve employee understanding.
t3. Continuously improve the report:
The COQ report is an ever-changing and
improving report based on the needs of
the company. As quality improvement
teams achieve cost reductions, the specific cost areas being measured will
change. There is a continuing need to ensure resources are being applied to the
most important problems. The entire
process described here should be cony
pleted each year to ensure the best information is being provided.

A POWERFUL TOOL

25

t Sola Optical, the activitybased cost -of -quality report is a
powerful tool for managing
quality improvement activities. Quality
improvement teams are focused in the
most important areas with the ripple
effect concept being key to this method. Combining cross - functional costs
caused by a quality failure into a single
metric provides management the information needed to evaluate each
type of failure relative to others and focus resources on the most important
problems. The activity-based cost -ofquality approach can be applied easily
in any business environment.
■
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AUTOMATION5
Its accountants developed crucial data on a set of key indicators.
BY RAYMOND C. COLE, JR.,
AND H.LEE HALES
hen Monsanto's Fibers Division decided to automate
its Pensacola, Fla, plant in
1985, it used direct labor
savings as the main reason. Coordinated efforts in computer - integrated manufacturing (CIM), total quality management (TQM), and self- directed
work teams (SDWT) resulted in a 50%
increase in the plant's productivity
over its 1981 baseline. Management's
ability to estimate and then to measure
the productivity impact of these efforts
in specific areas was a key element in
the plant's success. Productivity
wasn't the only benefit Monsanto
found even larger savings in reduced
waste, lower inventories, increased
quality, and less indirect labor.
Because Monsanto was so successMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

ful in identifying the benefits from
automation, the Institute of Management Accountants decided to publish
a case study describing the process.
We at Coopers & Lybrand and the
group at Monsanto worked with IMA
on the project, which is excerpted here
from the research study, CIMJustshcation in the Process Industry: A Case
Study, published in 1990.

BACKGROUND
pened in 1953, Monsanto's Fibers Division Pensacola plant
produces nylon yarn for carpeting and tires. In 1984, it was facing serious marketing problems. Because of
a slumping housing industry, the market for carpet yarn was stagnant, and
the inroads made by steel belted radial
tires were reducing the overall demand for nylon tire yarn. Monsanto 6

0

so was producting fine denier yarn for
hosiery, nonwoven fiber for filters, and
artificial turf, none of which was doing
well. At the end of 1984, the manufacturing general m anager reported that

the division needed a 50% increase in
productivity over 1981 base year levels
by the end of 1988 in order to survive
the changing marketplace.
In early 1985, driven by this imperative, plant management began to institute a program to change the way it
did business. The need for a change in
order to survive was emphasized to all
employees. Management and employees alike accepted a three -part plan
emphasizing employee involvement,
value -added quality, and automation to
achieve the target goal. As part of a
long -range operating plan, manage-

ment decided to eliminate the fine denier yarn, nonwoven filter materials,
and the artificial turf businesses. Then
39

it placed overall strategic emphasis on
increasing quality and productivity.
Pensacola was charged with improving productivity 50% over the 1981
base year by 1989.
This productivity program focused
on employee involvement and quality
improvement supported by computers. Pensacola installed Fisher Control
Provox process control equipment, supervised by Digital Equipment Corporation VAX area controllers. Laboratory automation and a plant local area
network (LAN) helped the different
functional groups transfer and share
information. The Fibers Division also
instituted DEC's All -in -One system for
office automation. Together these systems resulted in significant productivity gains and sales increases.
The cost for these state -of -the-art
systems has been about $37 million
since 1985. Approximately 75% of this
amount was used to install the Provox
process control systems in the yarn
plant, the nylon intermediates facility,
and the powerhouse. More than 10% of
the cost was devoted to related computer projects, such as the LAN, personal computers, and departmental
computers. Another 10% was used to
implement and support the employee
involvement program. The remainder
was used for miscellaneous projects
and support. The investment in computers and process control equipment
represented about 5% of the total investment in production facilities and
approximately 1.5% of the gross revenues over the period of time when the
equipment was being installed.

THEIMPACTOFMONSANTO'S
EFFORTS
y the end of 1988 the Pensacola
plant had an ROI of more than
twice the target rate, Two key
items affecting this calculation directly
were increases in product value, which
provided sales volume increases, and
reductions in working capital.
First, Monsanto had to improve the
quality and value of its product, which,
in turn, would mean more satisfied
customers. By reducing process variability with the new automated controllers, Monsanto offers a more uniform
carpet yarn. This uniformity allows
Monsanto's customers to skip steps in
the carpet manufacturing process and
reduce their overall manufacturing
cost by an approximately 1%i -2%.
The Pensacola plant produces three
grades of fiber in the manufacturing
process: A Grade, the highest; B
40

Grade; and fiberstock, a waste material. Any material other than A Grade is
considered "off- grade." On two typical
lines, off -grade production was reduced by more than 30% after installation of the automated control systems.
A Grade production has increased by
more than 5 %. Each percentage point
increase in A Grade product at the
plant level represents a $900,000 increase in revenue with no associated
increase in cost, due solely to the difference in selling price between A
Grade and B Grade materials.
Monsanto lowered working capital
requirements by taking advantage of
the reduced process variation provided by the Provox installation. Less process variation reduces the probability
of work -in- process spoilage. Consequently, less safety stock is required.
The 1988 inventory of Product A, manufactured on a Provox- controlled line,
was turned over more than 18 times,
reflecting an inventory reduction of
more than 40% from 1987. The inventory of a comparable product, also produced at Pensacola but without automated process controls, was turned
over fewer than 10 times during the
same year.

and communications.
Process Control Automation. The
dramatic improvements produced by
automated controls in making carpet
yarn illustrate well the value of increased quality. Chemical dye uniformity is required for quality carpet
yarn —carpet manufacturers do not
want to produce carpeting that varies
in color from roll to roll. Color consistency is determined by the amount of
dye absorbed by the yarn during dyeing. To improve product quality, Pen
sacola concentrated on reducing variation in the processes that govern this
characteristic. Figure 1 shows process
control charts measuring the level of
dye penetration for one product. The
left side of this chart shows nonautomated supervision results, and the
right side shows the increased consistency resulting from automation.
Laboratory Automation. Laboratory
automation provides quick, accurate
test results for technical and production personnel. Many of Pensacola's
quality checks require complex organic chemical reactions, so it is vital to
the success of the chemical processes
that the information be accurate, repeatable, and timely. Pensacola installed microprocessor - controlled laboratory robots and other automated
equipment to meet these needs. The
subsequent increase in test result accuracy, repeatability, and timeliness
resulted in a 70% to 80% reduction in
the test results' standard deviations.
Communications. Connecting the
various plant activities on a LAN quickly facilitates feedback and information
sharing across the plant. Process parameter information can be sent to the
supervisory computer at the next pro-

ELEMENTSOFSUCCESS
his increase in quality also is a result of establishing a total quality
emphasis at the plants, motivating the workers through employee involvement teams, and empowering the
workers to improve their processes by
installing automation where appropriate. The automation efforts were focused in three areas: process control
automation, laboratory automation,
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1989

'o -L abor

production for one month. This resulted in somewhat lower
productivity Indices, than expected, for 1988.

onsanto's accounting personnel were instrumental in the
plant's ability to measure the
results of its efforts. They developed
historical financial data on a set of key
indicators of plant financial performance. These indicators are in two
forms: productivity indices and experience curves.
Productivity Indices. The Fibers Division bases its productivity indices on
raw materials, labor, capital, energy,
and maintenance. These indices measure performance relative to the base
year, 1981. Figure 2 shows the results
achieved in productivity from 1981 to
1989. Putting into perspective the productivity change from 1984, when the
decision to overhaul the plant was
made, to 1989: Raw material productivity is up more than 15 %; labor productivity is up more than 25%; capital productivity is up more than 35 %; energy
productivity is up 6 %; and maintenance
productivity is up 24%. Nylon fiber production is up 27% over the same period
of time. Overall productivity is up 25%
from 1984 and 50% from 1981.
Raw material productivity is a func-
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MEASURINGPRODUCTIVITY

1987

—Raw Materials

Overall Productivity Index:
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cessing step immediately. Because the
Pensacola plant is spread over a large
area and because Pensacola provides
materials to other Monsanto Chemical
Company plants, this immediacy is important to increasing processing and
quality.

1986

-o-Maintenance

tion of the actual yield versus theoretical yield for both the base and measured years. Essentially, the productivity index is the ratio of the efficiency
in the use of the major raw materials
in the base year to the efficiency in the
use of these materials in the year to be
evaluated.
Labor productivity is the ratio of labor cost per pound produced in the
measured year compared to the labor
cost per pound in 1981. Labor costs include contract labor costs plus overhead costs as well as salaries and wages, with adjustments made to arrive at
consistent measures for each year.
The measured year's labor rates are
adjusted to compensate for inflation by
using the appropriate deflator index. A
second adjustment is included to adjust for differences in the product mix
from 1981 to the current year.
Energy, maintenance, and supplies
productivity are measured as the ratio
of their cost per pound output in the
measured year compared to 1981.
These costs are adjusted for inflation
and wh ere appropriate for product mix

changes between 1981 and the measured year.
Capital productivity is somewhat
more complex. Again, the productivity
index is the ratio of the efficiency of
use of capital in the measured year versus that same efficiency in the 1981,
but it includes inventory values as well
as fixed assets, and the costs are adjusted for inflation. For fixed assets,
the calculation takes the replacement

value of the fixed assets in the year to
be measured and, using the appropriate deflator, adjusts this cost to 1981
dollars. The result is divided by the replacement cost of the 1981 fixed assets. Finally, this ratio of fixed assets
is adjusted for production volume
changes to provide the relative efficiency in the use of fixed assets for the
measured year versus the relative efficiency of the use of fixed assets in
1981.
Inventories are another significant
use of capital in the Monsanto Fibers
Division. Similar to the treatment of
fixed assets, first the average inventory value for the measured year is deflated to 1981 costs. The quotient of
measured year average inventory val-

ue (in 1981 dollars) and 1981 average
inventory value then is adjusted for the
ratio of measured year output (in
pounds) to 1981 output (in pounds).
The result is efficiency in the use of inventories for the measured year versus the efficiency of their use in 1981.
The summary measure of capital
productivity is a weighted average of
fixed asset productivity and inventory
productivity. The weight for fixed assets is based on the effective annual
depreciation of the measured year's
capital at replacement value. For inventory, the weight is based on the effective annual inventory carrying cost.
The overall productivity index is a
weighted average of the individual indices. The weights for raw materials,
labor, energy, and maintenance are
simply the fraction of the total base
represented by their cost from the income statement. The weight for capital
is the fraction of the total base represented by the effective annual depreciation and effective annual carrying
cost as defined in the previous paragraph.
The experience curves measure facilitates financial tracking and simplifies the budgeting process significantly. This technique uses "experience
curves" to track a small number of key
statistics at each facility. In most instances, these experience curves track
the same key indicators as the productivity indices. These statistics, usually
fewer than four or five for each process, provide the basis for estimating
90% to 95% of the total cost for a facility.
Maintaining these statistics for the
same processes at several facilities for
a number of years enables the accounting staff to analyze trends and determine what the expected conversion efficiencies should be for each process.
Once the man-hours of labor re41

quired, the units of energy, and the
pounds of raw material for each conversion process have been quantified,
the budgeting process is simplified.
Once the accountants estimate the
production volume, labor rate, energy
rate, and raw material unit costs, they
derive the budget from the expected
usage rates —the experience curves —
times their expected costs. Fibers Division management and staff personnel no longer have to visit each plant
site, gathering up extensive details, to
build the budget. Typically, the division accounting staff will prepare target budgets based upon the experience curves and staff estimates of
major costs such as labor rates and
raw material unit costs. These tentative budgets are sent to the plant for review and comment by the plant -level
operations and accounting personnel.
The results are plant operating, capital, and cash -flow budgets with significantly less effort than before.
'What if' analyses also are simplified. Once the key factors have been
put into the equation, sensitivity testing becomes merely a matter of changing the cost of a key variable rather
than requiring the entire budget to be
reforecast for each case. A 1988 fire at
the Pensacola plant halted production
for 30 days. Based on the experience
curves and productivity index data that
had been gathered, the accounting
staff quickly isolated, calculated, and
documented the financial impact of
this interruption.

WHATACCOUNTINGISSUES
AREINVOLVED?
ccounting team members must
address a number of issues
when they are determining productivity achievements:
■ Using net after -tax cash flows in the
justification process,
■ Recognizing labor savings that represent a reduction of less than a
whole person,
■ Accepting some projects that do not
have a quantifiable payback,
■ Quantifying operational improvements in financial terms,
■ Allowing estimates of increased
sales due to operational improvements, and
■ Considering inventory reductions
as cash flows to offset capital investments.
After -Tax Cash Flows.As part of our
case study, we developed a cost justifica42

tion model that uses after -tax cash flows
for justification rather than after -tax earnings, which requires adjustments for depreciation and the original investment,
Because depreciation reduces earnings,
it is not a true cash flow. Similarly, the initial investment is a cash -flow item that we
are recognizing in the year it is made.
There may be several schools of thought
regarding this issue, but we believe this
choice is appropriate.
Labor Savings Representing Less
Tian a Whole Person. Traditionally, ac-

countants have refused to recognize labor savings unless a specific job or position can be eliminated. Monsanto has a
more liberal view. It recognizes that
some projects may eliminate only part of
the responsibilities for any given job in
each area It also recognizes that these
savings add up and that overall personnel
requirements will decrease. Based upon
the plant's results, this approach appears
reasonable.
Projects with Little or No Quantifiable Payback. Again, accountants tradi-

tionally require all projects to meet
specific ROI criteria, yet some projects, such as LANs, are enablers, providing the infrastructure necessary for
other projects with more visible benefits to be put into place. This approach
of looking at the overall payback and
accepting some enabling projects
seems to be acceptable.
Operational Improvements Financial Quantification. This step requires

close cooperation among operations,
engineering, and accounting personnel. Traditionally, operations and engineering personnel have concentrated
on streamlining processes and operations. The ability to estimate the impact of these changes prior to implementation varies from company to
company or even among locations
within a company. Accounting personnel have been able to quantify these
changes in financial terms but usually
by observing the effects after the
changes have been implemented. For
more meaningful cost /benefits analyses, accountants must estimate these
changes better beforehand. Our experience indicates that this step requires
an in -depth understanding of the major
cost drivers in a business and in -place
mechanisms to track them.
Increased Sales Due to Operational
Improvements. This issue may be the

most controversial one arising from
our study. The business community
has seen the market impact of a reputation for good quality— witness the
market penetration of Japanese automobiles. It is very difficult, however, to

incorporate this concept into our decision making. Usually accountants allow estimates of revenue increases only if production is at capacity and the
plant anticipates that the project will
eliminate a bottleneck so effective capacity can increase.
For example, assuming that our facility is not producing at 100% capacity,
most business people would hesitate to
allow a cost/benefit analysis that assumed sales would increase if process
variability were reduced, thereby increasing the quality of the product Hesitancies usually increase when management realizes that this estimated revenue
increase represents a larger change/
benefit than all of the others considered.
Management's hesitancy to accept these
estimates can be reduced if it is able to
estimate and accept the probable busi
ness impact if the estimate is wrong and
if it is prepared to track changes quickly
and accurately. In other words, what is
the worst-caw scenario, and how soon
can it be detected?
This issue needs close attention.
Monsanto's results, and those we are
beginning to see at other companies,
indicate real opportunities to increase
sales with higher quality. These benefits can far outweigh any labor -cost reductions achieved.
Inventory Reductions Offsetting Cap-

ital Investments. Inventories are presumed to have much more liquidity
than capital investments. As reflected
in accounting practices, this presumption requires that we recognize them
differently. From a practical standpoint, though, we have observed significantly positive cash flows resulting
from inventory reductions related to
processing improvements. Monsanto
was able to take advantage of reduced
process variability by cutting finished
goods inventory levels for one product
by 409. Accountants must develop an
acceptable approach, other than just
ROI (P &L carrying cost) vs. ROI or
cash flow concept, to recognize the
cash -flow benefit of these inventory reductions.
The management accountant's role
in dealing with these issues and tasks
is important but not easy. Management accountants must be able to assist their companies to manage resources correctly so they can compete
in today's ever - changing marketplace.

FOURKEYSTOSUCCESS
n analyzing the overall results of
the Pensacola plant's efforts, Monsanto's accountants and other
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTiNG/JANUARY 1992

members of the management team
discovered four keys to success that
every company needs to emphasize
when implementing any kind of improvement program, especially one
that involves automation:
■ Develop an overall vision of the future—a long -term plan—and justify
the entire plan as a whole;
■ Analyze and define the key cost
drivers at each step of the production process;
■ Implement measurement techniques to track improvements and
their impact on operations; and
■ Concentrate on overall process and
quality improvement, not just direct
labor savings.
Develop a Vision of the Future. It is
imperative to develop an overall vision
of the future, a strategic vision that
provides direction for all improvement
activities: automation, just -in -time, total quality management, and self -directed work teams. Furthermore, this
strategic vision provides the framework to show how elements of the plan
work together for overall success.
Sometimes automation and /or other improvement plans are reactive—the plans respond to real or perceived technological threats from the
competition. Unfortunately, reactive
programs may not bring the best results. Operational improvement plans
should be determined by the business
strategy, responding to strengths and
weaknesses through an assessment of
the current manufacturing environment.
Define Key Cost Drivers. Analyzing
and defining key cost drivers at each step
of the production process combines the
expertise of accountants, operations personnel, and engineers. Operations per-

sonnel and engineers document what
they do and why, quantifying results in
operational terms. Accountants work
with them to place dollar values on these
steps and their results, translating these
operational terms into financial terms.
Once the baseline has been established,
the team can quantify, in both operational and funarlcial terms, the impact of any
changes.
Pensacola's accounting personnel
recognized that two or three factors
primarily determined the financial performance of their plants. For most major processes, the material costs were
the major expense. Other costs, such
as labor and energy use, were significant. Statistical analysis of these factors for similar operations throughout
the Fibers Division allowed for comparisons among plants. Trend analysis
facilitated goal setting, and realistic
target performance improvements
were identified at the process level.
Knowing the main cost drivers
helped the division in several ways: It
helped quantify productivity goals, reduced the time and effort required to
develop plant budgets, and helped
management and staff visualize automation's impact.
Implement Measurement Techniques. The Fibers Division developed

a comprehensive financial tracking
procedure to monitor key performance indicators across all factories.
These techniques —used to evaluate
performance based on raw materials
consumption, capital investment, energy usage, labor consumption, and
maintenance costs— enabled management to track and evaluate the impact
of operational changes. By making
weighted averages, based on the relative cost impact of each category, management could determine the relative
importance of changes to any given pa-

rameter.
The ability to track these performance indices provided a clear method of judging plant personnel performance, improvement in projects'
results, and the effects of external
events, such as materials price changes, on the business unit's financial performance.
Concentrate on Process Improvement and Quality. It also is important to

consider the benefits from overall process and quality improvement, not just
direct labor savings. Monsanto's experience confirms current findings in cost
management that the quantification of in.
tangibles, such as quality improvement,
outweigh direct labor savings. These
"soft savings" are a major factor in
achieving increased quality and reduced
inventory investment goals.
Because inventories typically are
viewed as short-term assets, some companies are reluctant to include inventory
reductions in benefit calculations. Pena
cola's experience indicates that there can
be significant positive cash -flow effects
from inventory reduction. Reducing
working capital requirements increases
overall ROI, with all other factors remaining constant.
If companies use these long -term
goals as a guide in justifying automation processes, they will be in a better
position to achieve success with any
project they want to undertake.
■
H. Lee Hales is national director of
manufacturing systems for Coopers &
Lybrand's U.S. management consulting

Practice. He also leads the firm's Atlanta -based Center of Excellence, which coordinates and provides worldwide CIM
services. Mr. Hales writes extensively in
the field; his book, CIMPLAN, is an internationally recognized primer on
manufacturing systems planning.
Raymond C Cole, Jr., P.E., is an Atlanta -based consultant specializing in
manufacturing and distribution technology. Formerly with Lockheed Aeronautical Systems and Coopers & Lybrand, he has more than 20 years'
experience in technology application,

working with a number of Fortune 100
companies. He has served as a member
of the board of trustees and as director
of both the Manufacturing Systems and
Aerospace & Defense Divisions of the Institute of Industrial Engineers (11E).

A training session at Monsanto.
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Smart.

• Smart price: $1999111*
• Gives you the best font scaling and
graphic output fromover 5000 different
software applications.
• Offers 17 scalable plus 26 bitmapped
fonts, standard.
• 2 megabytes of memoryfor full -page
graphics.
• Optional second paper tray for second
sheets, alternate letterhead.
• 5 -year printheadwarranty, (Plus 1 year
parts/labor on entire printer.)

NotSoSmart.

• Not-so-smartprice:$2395'1*

• Only supports font scaling and graphics
froma few hundredsoftware applications
without expensive brain surgery.
• Thebestitcanmanagewithoutoostlyaddonsis8salableand14bitmappedfonts.
* 1 megis all youget, standard. Cant even
remember one full page of graphics.
• Noplacetoadda secondtray.Youre
stuckwithonlyonekindofpaper at a time
• Standard1 -year warranty. Not sosmart

And, since the Okidata OL830 autoWhat makes Okidata's new OL830 a
smarter choice for your accounting firm matically switches between both major
, ; printer emulations —Adobe's®
thana LaserJet III?
PostScript"and HP®LaserJet—it's
Awholelistofhigh-IQfeatures—
ready to deliver superb output and
more typefaces and fonts for betterdazzlinggraphics fromjust about any
looking documents, more standard
memory for full -page graphics, and FnrroRy software package, present or future,
the industry's longest printhead war- c "01" DOS or Windows'All rightout of the
ranty. An optional second paper tray "°°� .°"«>� ' box, including Printer Control Panel"
fits underneath, for high- volume or letter- auto-switchingsoftwarefromLaserTools®.
head /second sheet printing. And Okidata's And all for a suggested retail price that's
Tax Cartridgeoffers line drawand tax -spe- hundreds of dollars less than the LaserJet
cific graphics characters that are fully com- III, No wonder PC Magazine just gave the
Okidata OL830 their Editors' Choice
patiblewith IRSopticalscanners.

award, naming it the best inexpensive
printer ofits typeavailable.
Most important, the Okidata OL830
comeswiththeOkidataOK! —ourpersonal
pledgethatyour newOkidata machine will
provide notJust adequate performance but
exceptionalperformance
—notmerelygoodvalue,
K]!
but outstanding value.
For more information, or the name of an
Okidata dealer in your
area, please call us at
1(800)OKI-DATA.
OWTA OK!

K
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Wedon'tjustdesignittowork.Wedesignittoworkwonders:
•Mmu6eturtr's suggesedtaail Price. Deakr potxs may.ity. HP andLaserJetareReg, TM.'s of flewim PukardInc. Adobc andPtwScdpt arcR%T.M:sof AdobeSystemsInc.PrinmrUnunl Pmel rs aT.M. andI urToolsisa Reg T.M.
ofIacaoo aCure.PCMagazine is aRe& T.M.andthe PC MaguiricEditors'Choicelog) is aT.M. ot'Li(f•6arirPublishing. WindowsisaTM.of Mscmwfr Cutp.(Hidam isaRegT.M. andOkidauOK!isaT.M. of(NCIF.lectric Industry
Co., LTD. "R'c don'tjmt deign itto work. N'e design itto workwanders." isa T.M. dOKI Amctica Inc.
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SOFTWAREPACKAGEREVE
IW
n this issue, MANAGEMF.'NTACCOUNTING® is again presenting re-

views of a number of different software packages that may be of interest to
management accountants —a couple of

spreadsheet packages, a general accounting package, and some specialized
applications. The reviews, written by
Professionals in the business world, discuss best use for each package, hardware

needed, ease of installation and use, and
features intended especially for the financial professional.

Forfurther information on any of the
packages, circle the number on the postcard or call the telephone number supplied in each review.

SPREADSHEETS
u©ttro Pro 3.0. The release of
Quattro Pro 3.0 provided accountants with one of the most
powerful electronic spreadsheet packages available and currently the best
presentation graphics built into any
electronic spreadsheet.
The first thought when considering
the purchase of any software is the program's hardware requirements. Borland has kept Quattro Pro's requirements very modest. It needs only 512K
of RAM and a hard disk with 5MB of
available space. It works with almost
all types of monitors including monochrome, CGA. EGA, and VGA This
fact is especially important for those
accountants who still are using the old
8088 microprocessors and small storage capacity hard drives.
Though Quattro Pro's hardware requirements are modest, it can take advantage of more sophisticated computer configurations. The program can
utilize up to 8MB of expanded memory
and can gain increased speed in its calculations with the addition of a math
coprocessor. An additional benefit of
an advanced computer system is the
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What
You Get) mode that functions only
with an EGA or VGA video display.
Quattro Pro was introduced by Borland in 1989 and since then has established a strong position among electronic spreadsheets. It explodes with
integrated features that Lotus 1 -2 -3
version 3.1 cannot reproduce without
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

expensive add -ins. These features include banner and sideways printing;
linear regression programming for
projecting income and outcome optimization, given a set of constraints;
compression of files to fit in as little as
5% of the disk space they normally
would consume; and a formula back solve function that allows calculation
of a formula backwards, starting with
the desired result and solving for a
variable that produces that result.
The nucleus of Quattro Pro 3.0 is a
robust full- featured spreadsheet that
can contain up to 256 columns and
8,192 rows. If enough computer memory is available, Quattro Pro can have
up to 32 different spreadsheets open at
a time and can link all of them as needed. This ability can be useful when
parts of a project are assigned to different members of the staff. It also helps
to solve the problem of low memory on
older computers because users can
work with several smaller spreadsheets rather than one large one.
Quattro Pro's command menu operates like Lotus 1 -2 -3's menu. Some
commands are almost identical so converting from Lotus 1 -2 -3 to Quattro Pro
is simple. The program reads most Lotus 1 -2 -3 files for easy access and conversion. In addition, dBASE, Reflex,
and Paradox database data can be
loaded directly into a spreadsheet.
Part of the muscle of Quattro Pro is
the collection of 114 different functions, which include mathematical, financial, statistical, logical, string, and
database operations. Each function
contains excellent documentation and
an example of its use. Closely allied
with the function commands is a fully
compatible Lotus 1 -2 -3 macro-programming language. It allows the recording of keystroke macros that can
be stored in individual spreadsheets or
in a detached macro library for use
with multiple spreadsheets.
The most impressive component of
Quattro Pro 3.0 is its dazzling graphics
capabilities. The WYSIWYG feature
makes sizing a spreadsheet a breeze,
though there is a minor annoyance
when using that function. When
switching to that mode the screen
blinks a couple of times before displaying the spreadsheet. In addition, if
more than one spreadsheet is open the

WYSIWYG command runs through all
of the open spreadsheets in
WYSIWYG mode before going to the
current spreadsheet. This irritation i
minor, but it does deserve mention.
One of the print features has a
WYSIWYG function called "print to
fit," which uses the printer's graphic
mode to shrink the print block to fit a
a page. A word of caution. If the pri m
block is too large, the results will be ,
unreadably small.
The program gives the accountant
with artistic leanings the ability to inlay
graphs right in the spreadsheets. Quattro Pro has incorporated a wide variety
of graphs including the line, pie, bar,
stacked bar, rotated bar. X -Y area, high low, and column graphs. An additional
feature is the "fast graph" option. It creates an almost instant graph from the existing spreadsheet. Although such a "fast
graph" rarely will be a finished product,
it does give a quick view of how the data
in the spreadsheet will appear when
graphed.
Borland provides a thorough, clear,
and well organized manual for Quattro
Pro and also provides free technical
support. The price of the package is
$495 for new users; $129.95 for users
of Lotus 1 -2 -3, Lotus Symphony, Excel,
SuperCalc, or any Borland product;
and $99.95 for users of previous Quattro versions. For more information,
write or phone Borland International,
1800 Green Hills Rd., Scotts Valley, CA
95066.0001; (408) 438 -8400.
Joseph bane
Asheville, North Carolina

Circle No. 35
M/1 is a relational spreadsheet
that can provide a financial manager with reports that integrate
more information in a more timely
fashion than many similar software
products. TM /1 assists users in financial analysis, reporting, and planning.
It maintains a multidimensional database in one area of the program while
allowing data manipulation and viewing in report format through the
spreadsheet area of the program.
Installation as a single -user program is fairly easy.'rM /1 can run on
a network as a single user program. A

ent worksheet, and "file combines" are
no longer required. By using the various element names in the worksheet,
the user easily can produce a report
that shows data based on one sales territory or an entire consolidated region,
without having to add multiple spreadsheets on top of one another and without ever leaving the original worksheet.
Financial analysis, reporting, and
budgeting are made easier as a history
is created in the database. Comparisons then can be made from year to
year or location to location.
From a presentation standpoint, a
drawback of TM/1 is the fact that it
does not have any WYSIWYG capabilities. However, to make up for this
shortcoming, TM /1 does have excellent import and export capabilities. It is
simple to import a spreadsheet designed in TM /1 to Lotus 1 -2 -3 so that
printing enhancements can be added.
TM /1 can import ASCII, dBase, .DIF,
.WKS, and .WKI files. Uploading and
downloading to and from a mainframe
is also a major advantage.
TM /1 can create fine, bar, stacked
bar, scatter, area, and pie graphs, but
these graphs are quite crude in design.
Again, a suggestion would be to export
the data into another program.
Hardware requirements include an
IBM PC, AT, PS /2, or compatible with
DOS 2.2 or greater and a hard disk
drive. Memory requirements are 320K
or greater, but more memory may be
needed based on the application that
will be run. The graphics capability of
the program requires CGA or EGA or
a Hercules card.
The product is available directly
from Sinper Corporation, 31 Mountain
Blvd., Bldg. N, Warren, NJ 07060. The
price for the single user version is
$795. The Spreadsheet Connector is
available for $995, but a copy of TM /1
also must be purchased for each user
who will access the program. Additional information can be obtained by calling (201) 755-9880.
Bernice R. Killory, CMA,CPA, MBA
Sun First National BankofPolk County
Winter Haven, Florida
Circle No. 36

GENERAL
ACCOUNTING
BCC Real Time Accounting.
Are you looking for a way to handle complicated corporate finan-

cial reporting in -house or to expand client services? Whether you are in the
corporate world or public accounting,
consider Real -Tune Accounting from
Universal Business Computing Company (UBCC).
"Real -time" means that relevant financial data are on line at all times, in
active memory. Changes you make in
one module, such as a depreciation expense entry in the G /L, ripple throughout all related modules instantly.
Flexibility and reporting power are
important to our practice. We focus on
privately held businesses that do not
have full -time controllers on staff. We
now have about 400 clients, ranging
from medical practices and retail druggists to building contractors. At
present we are running a 13- station
Novell network with UBCC software.
Previously, we used CPAid general
ledger for writeup and financial statement processing. While we continue to
use CPAid for in -house tax prep, we
have found UBCC's general ledger
much easier to use and more flexible.
Setting up new clients with UBCC
is quick and easy —it takes about five
minutes. While nearly any client accounting package allows you to copy a
chart of accounts to another client,
UBCC goes a step further. You can establish a global chart of accounts for
"cookie - cutter" clients in the same industry, then link each client's reports
to the master. Changes in the master
will "ripple" through all the clients who
share the same account structure.
The same sort of flexibility applies
to financial statement structure, which
is readily customized. For example,
one of our clients is a retailer who sells
laser disks. His store carries about 40
product lines, each with a different
cost. Before we started using UBCC, a
true financial statement wasn't possible. Using UBCC, we set up a separate
inventory account in the G/L for each
product line. The system "knows" to
apply the correct cost of sales percentage to each account separately, reconcile, round, and total. Because it's all
done in real time, we now have a running inventory figure that's as close to
book as possible.
In another case, a local hair stylist
has eight salons, each a separate corporation. To complicate matters further, a series of intercompany loans
and transfers are involved. To streamline processing, we set up a single G/L
in UBCC that handles all eight companies, treating each one as a separate location or profit center. With UBCC, w
agWate balance she
C o g
;

network version of the program is
available, called the Spreadsheet Connector. It is more difficult to install due
to the internal security and audit trail
capabilities within the program. A
good working knowledge of DOS and
of the network is necessary to set up
the Spreadsheet Connector properly.
TM /1 comprises three major areas:
dimensions, tables, and worksheets.
Dimensions form the foundation to
which the data are to be added. Dimensions are made up of individual elements and use names that the user is
familiar with, such as a product name
or location. Calculated values also can
be created, which add the data of two
or more elements together. Sales regions could be defined by designating
which individual territories make up a
specific region. If an element is added
or deleted, the associated database, or
table, is updated automatically.
The second area of TM /1 is called
tables; it is the area where the data are
stored. Tables are created by combining various dimensions, up to a maximum of eight per table. Once the dimensions are chosen, a database is
formed. The user then can manually
input data directly to the table or use
a worksheet. Calculated elements are
shown in a different color, and no input
is allowed to them so as to preserve the
calculated definition.
Data have to be entered only once
in any given table. If the same data are
required in more than one table, a
looping function can be used to duplicate the data. The table allows the user
to view sales data easily by a key field
such as year and then with a few keystrokes switch to viewing sales of a single product by another key field such
as location.
lice spreadsheet portion of the program is where reports are created. The
basic format of the worksheet is similar to other spreadsheet programs. It
is set up in column and row format and
allows the use of formulas and the typing of text. Editing of worksheet design is accomplished by using common spreadsheet commands, such as
move, copy, delete.
The difference between TM /1 and
other spreadsheet programs is that
multiple spreadsheets pull the same
data from one location. Formulas are
written within the worksheet, which
searches and finds the necessary data
in the tables area of the program. By
changing the text in one cell, each applicable formula will retrieve the new
data. The user does not have to input
the same data manually in each differ-
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and income statementforeach corporation, produce comparatives, and consolidate to see the full picture.
Another example of "creative" use
of UBCC's general ledger applies to a
landscaper client. Like most small contractors, this client was interested primarily in knowing his gross profit per
job. We set up a mini job costing system using decimals in the chart of accounts in a unique way.
For example, "301.0190" reflects
January sales income, while
"401.0190" is labor and "402.0190" is
materials. Subtracting the 400 accounts from the 300 accounts yields
gross profit. We then set up the financial report to subtract to the right, so
that Column 1 shows income, less Columns 24 for labor, materials, etc., and
Column 5 shows gross profit. Although UBCC has a full job cost system, this approach lets us give small
contractors the information they need.
We can even give them percentage of
completion using the G/L module.
UBCC's new Unified Payroll module is becoming an integral part of our
practice. It features MICR encoding of
blank checks, using a standard HP LaserJet printer and standard toner cartridge. With MICR encoding, we do
not have to inventory separate check
stock for each bank or bank account.
We also can imprint a signature or logo
automatically, and we now make direct
deposits using the built-in electronic
funds transfer capability. Another advantage is full integration with the general ledger, depreciation, and bank
reconciliation modules, making it
much easier to reconcile payroll at the
end of the period.
If there's one area that's weak in
UBCC it's the documentation, although we understand that documentation is being updated at present.
However, no matter how good the
manuals or tutorials are, there's just no
substitute for actually working with
switching to another software veithe
software day -to -day. We recomm
that any practitioner considering
ask for the names ofother firms o
porations currently using the soft
Then invest the time and money
ally to send an employee to work
for four to six weeks just to learn the
Shortcuts.
UBCC Real -Time Accounting will
run on any XT or compatible microcomputer with 512K RAM and a20MB
hard disk or on almost any minicomputer, as well as on most networks.
The package, including G /L, A /R,
bank reconciliation, payroll, and deMANAGEMF.NTA000UNTING /JANUARY 1992

preciation, costs $7,395 for a single user. The network version starts at
$12,395. Individual modules start at
$795 for the single -user version. For
more infonnation, contact UBCC, 522
S. Northwest Hwy.,Barrington, IL
60010; (800) 762 -8222.

Ronald L Noll, CPA
Noll & Company, Inc.
Malvern, Pennsylvania
Circle No. 37

Parson-Bishop's proven, systematic
program pays off —in faster collections,
better cash flow and impressive savings.
Results guaranteed. Proven resultssince
1973. Call our clients in 24 states.
For full info rmation, write or call:
1 -800-543.0468 (Ohio: 513-561-5560).
Parson-Bishop Services, Inc.
7870 Camargo Road, Cincinnati, OH 45243

Attn: Mktg. Dept. M -A

SPECIALIZED
APPLICATIONS
imeslips III. A bookkeeping, accounting, or legal firm that bills
for its time may find that time and
billing software programs are very expensive and that not all packages lend
themselves to adding or editing data.
Timeslips III tracks time and expenses, creates the invoices, works as
an accounts receivable program, and
generates reports and graphics that
help you see what types of activities
and which employees are most productive. All this information is generated when you or your employees create "slips" during the day. 'I imeslips
show the client's name, what type of
activity, how much time was spent,
who did the work, and how the client
was charged — hourly or a flat rate.
The manual is fairly easy to read
and understand. The first section gives
you a basic introduction to what the

Parson-Bishop
Services, In
Services,
nc.
c.
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program can do and includes an explanation of the billing cycle. The second
section, "How To," is probably the
most useful part of the manual. I found
this section gave me the quick references I needed because I'm like other
folks —I don't like to read manuals.
Section Three isthe tutorial, which
was almost too simple. It leads you
through the program as though you
have not used a computer before.
The initial setup of the program is
very easy. Simply decide who are the
users or timekeepers responsible for
tracking their time and what type of
service or expense you want to track,
then gather general information for
your clients such as name, address,
and phone number. You can always
add to your list or make changes later.
Next, edit the client information ar-

Timeslips III generates graphs that help you see which activities and employees are most
productive.
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ea for your company. Edit the setup if
you want the program to use expanded

memory, and indicate the type of
screen you are using and where the data files are located.
Now to the features. TSReport can
create the Detail Report, the User
Summary Report, the Client Summary
Report, the Accounts Receivable Report, the Clients Funds Report, and the
History Report You also can print a list
of clients, with addresses, phone numbers, and notes; labels; user - defined
reports; and graph -style reports.
TSTimer is the program that actually creates the timeslip. The top part

of the screen is devoted to which user,
client, and activity are being billed.
The next section is for the descriptive
notes, which can be up to 2,000 characters long. The section below that includes a reference block, the dates included, time estimated, and the time
actually spent on this particular time slip. If you goof when you enter this
slip don't despair —all of it is changeable up to the time of billing. All this
information is contained in the top twothirds of the screen, and the menu is
on the bottom.
If you have multiple computers that
are not networked, you can create
timeslips on other computer(s) and
bring them together on one machine
to create the bills and worksheets.
TSRemote lets you import and export
clients and slips, so you can use TSRemote on your laptop and transfer the

information to your main computer.
Timeslips Accounting Link (TAL) is
a program that allows you to transfer
your accounts receivable information
to the general ledger of the most popular accounting packages such as
Computer Associates BPI & ACCPAC,
Peachtree, Great Plains, ACTT, Advanced Accounting, Business Works,
Champion, One -Write Plus, Platinum,
Macola, and many more. TAL transfers only to the general ledger via the
general journal entries. This negates
the use of your accounts receivable
module in the accounting package.
TAL also forces you to have writeups
and writedowns in your transfer. Personally, I don't like being forced to put

in accounts that I feel are not necessary. Timeslips Corporation is still improving this product so maybe they
will integrate better in the future.
The billing cycle for Timeslips III is
rather simple. Throughout the month
you enter timeslips with comments,
new customers, and payments. When
you decide to do the billing process
you print worksheets and check them
for accuracy. Next, print DRAFT bills
and check them without finalizing
them. Finalize is a step that puts the
slips into concrete. Once you are sure
the bills are perfect, print and finalize
them. Make sure you do a backup BEFORE you start the billing process, for
Murphy's Law is sure to show if you
don't. After you finalize your bills, print
the p rod uctivity reports, graphs,

charts, and so on. Last in the billing cycle is the archive and purge step. An
chive the slips for this billing cycle.
Purge the archived slips and start the
process over again.
All things considered, Timeslips III
is worth the money. It does save time
in the billing process, especially for
those persons who don't have time to
do their accounting ledgers and don't
have the cash flow to farm it out_
The software runs on an IBM or
compatible microcomputer with 384K
RAM and, for the single -user version,
DOS 2.1 or higher. The network version requires DOS 3.1 or higher. The
single -user version costs $299.95 and
the network version, $699.95. A version is also available for the Macintosh
computer. For more information, contact Timeslips Corporation, 239 Western Ave., Essex, MA, (800) 285 -0999.
Ronald R. McCallister, CNE
President, Business Computer Advice,
Inc. and Small Business Solutions, Inc.
Larisa G. Slezak, CPA
President, Accounting Placement, Inc.
Tacoma, Washington
Circle No. 38
ELEMATE Call Accounting
Software. Call accounting software such as TELEMATE, developed by Complementary Solutions,
Inc. (CSI), can help accountants control telecommunications costs by gathering and compiling data about telephone usage.
TELEMATE operates on any IBM
or IBM- compatible personal computer
with a fixed disk and MS-DOS 3.0 or
higher. The software is self - installable
and works with virtually any phone
system. Because it is memory resident, TELEMATE collects calls in the
background while the PC is being
(used for other applications. For every

LOMB of hard disk memory, TELEMATE can collect 70,000 call records.
With more than 70 standard reports, TELEMATE offers a wealth of
information to help companies isolate
phone abuse. For example, the Comprehensive Extension Summary, a report that shows the 10 most frequently
dialed numbers, 10 longest, and 10
most expensive calls for a specific exitension, is a quick, easy way to spot ex-

TELEMATE Call Accounting Software prepares reports that help companies control tele-

cessive personal calls, unauthorized
long- distance calls, and other forms of
1phone abuse. User - defined alert codes
` uch as "vendor," "customer," "comietitor," or "personal" can be pro-

phone usage.
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Alert Number Reports so call destinations can be identified at a glance.
Other TELEMATE reports can
help businesses compare the cast of
various long- distance carriers and
choose the most cost effective. TELEMATE One provides flat cost- per -minute rates. TELEMATE T`wo calculates
the cost of AT &T. MCI, U.S. Sprint,
and Canadian Direct Distance Dial
(DDD) calls based on the user's state
tariff table. The Cost Comparison Report in TELEMA17E Three uses actual
call detail to compare AT&T, MCI, and
U.S. Sprint WATS tariffs and identify
the least -cost carrier based on user
calling patterns. CSI programs local
rates into TELEMATE Three, so these
costs are 100% accurate. With TELEMATE Two, local rates are user -programmed, so tariff accuracy depends
upon user accuracy.
Traffic analysis reports show how
many calls are being routed through
each trunk (main telephone circuit).
These reports can be used to determine when additional trunks are required to carry heavy volume or when
money can be saved by eliminating underused trunks.
TELEMATE supports batch report-

division. For each credit card call, the
credit card detail report lists the originating phone number and city, cost,
duration, and TELEMATE processing
date. A su mm ary report displays the
cost o f each calf by extension, project,

at $995, and optional modules range
from $650 to $1,145. Prices include
telephone installation support plus one
year of technical support and tariff updates. After the fir-st year, support can
be purchased on an annual basis start-

department, and division.
If your phone service carriers provide automatic number identification
(AND on incoming calls, you also can
take advantage of the ANI feature in
TELEMATE Plus. With AN 1, each
TELEM.ATE Plus report shows the

ing at $250.
For more information, contact CSI,
4470 Chamblee- Dunwoody Rd„ Suite
200, Atlanta, GA 30338; (404) 454 -8033.

originating phone number for every in-

coming call.
Basic TELEMATE software starts

Ronald L White
Principal, Tice Janelle Company
Atlanta, Georgia
Circle No. 39

A1(
To

1 ing, a feature that allows u sers to p rogram th e sy stem to initiate an d ex e-

cute an unlimited number of reports at
one tim e. You can program repo rts to
run at nigh t so yo ur com puter is free
for other app lication s durin g the day.
As a date - driven, user- defined system,
TELEMA'I'E p rocesses daily so re-

ports can be rim any time without
lengthy setup procedures. The report
option screen, a standard feature, lets
the user specify virtually any combination of selection criteria for any report.
TELEMATE Plus, an enh anced ver.
sion of the software, learn s th e user's

schedule, automatically running specified reports on preprogrammed dates. I
times, and reporting periods. The systern also will remember to adjust reporting p eriod d ates with each ru n.

TELEMATE Plus can run reports daily, weekly, bimonthly, or to coincide
with the phone bill's arrival. Account
code reports can be programmed by
department name, numeric code, or
account name to allocate calls by department, project, or client for cost. accounting and charge -back purposes.
TELEMATL Plus makes it possible
to add calling card data to internal telecommunications records. The system
automatically imports raw calling card
data from a long- distance carrier -supplied diskette and allocates costs to the
appropriate extension, department, or
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

over, they would choose Lawson accounting software again. it
seems they appreciate ongoing support services like our end user
and technical training, our toll -free Helpline and our Client
Satisfaction Representatives. They also appreciate being able
to migrate Lawson applications from existing to new hardware
without paying additional licensing fees.
Our mainframe-class accounting software incorporates
general ledger, project accounting, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, payroll and fixed assets. With software that nuts on
IBM6 midrange, IBM mainframe and UNIX®
systems, including Hewlett- Packard, Unisys,,
IBMIAIX® Sequent and Digital.
If you need software for your growing
business, there's a 97% chance Lawson will
meet your expectations, too.
For a tree accourltirrg soft ,areI
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orest and Trees. As an airplane
descends through the clouds on a
final approach, the pilot constantly
checks the instrument panel. In the
same way, a successful business manager must constantly check performance indicators.
Increasingly, managers need to extract pertinent managerial data from a
large volume of printouts, reports, and
output developed by a variety of financial accounting programs, databases,
and spreadsheets. Traditional microcomputer executive information systems (EIS) link only to related computer accounting programs and display
preprogrammed accounting data.
Mainframe EIS products are frequently expensive and not user friendly. Forest and Trees, a product developed by
Channel Computing, Inc., breaks that
pattern, providing a reasonably priced
and user - friendly program capable of
extracting data from a variety of sources and displaying whatever information management considers key to
business success.
Forest and Trees can extract data
from numerous spreadsheets (Lotus V
2 0, Quattro, Excel V 2 &3), databases
(dBase, Paradox, Btrieve, Oracle,
R:Base, AS /400, SQLBase, DB2, SQL
Server, Q&A, DataEase), and ASCII
flat files. This list may not be all- inclusive, as other interfaces are in development, but it certainly indicates the impressive ability of Forest and Trees to
span a multitude of programs and extract critical data. A Windows version
also is available.
Forest and Trees is able to query
microcomputer spreadsheets and databases and remote mini- and mainframe computers. A structured query
language (SQL) is used, and the extracted data are arrayed in an electronic instrument panel of key indicators,
warning lights, and audio alarms that
will update automatically at intervals
specified by the user.
When you turn on your computer
screen in a Forest and Trees environment, you immediately see a matrix
displaying the top 12 vital signs you
have selected for your business. The
Forest and Trees matrix can contain
up to 208 key indicators (views) and
will display 12 of these on a standard
microcomputer video terminal. The
matrix is actually three - dimensional in
that a selected indicator can be examined in greater detail and the components of that indicator also can be presented on the screen. Notes, graphs,
charts, and a history of past queries
can be developed and retrieved.

On this first screen a selected view
can be protected from casual observation on the screen (it will not show),
and the entire program or a confidential view can be password protected. If
a particular indicator is below budget
or expectations, a yellow or red light
can be programmed to appear as a
warning, or you can select an audible
alarm that will sound if an indicator
reaches a specified level.
Once views have been built, users
should have no difficulty using Forest
and Trees. On -line help and an easy -touse menu structure supported by either function keys or a mouse make
the program immediately accessible to
novice users. Query building requires
a little more computer expertise and
planning but is still easily learned.
A critical step in building Forest
and Trees views requires identification
of the key data you wish to be monitored. Obviously, a manager of sales
and marketing will have a different list
of key indicators than the personnel director or the vice president for finance.
In a Forest and Trees application, you
can tailor your own data display.
Almost all of the time spent on this
program is used in identifying and
building views and related queries.
Once this process is complete, users of
the views will be able to rapidly examine several levels of detail that include
their selected key indicators.
Forest and Trees software comes
with detailed documentation and includes both a user's guide and a tutorial. Channel Computing provides rapid toil -free support for the product.
Installation of the program requires
350K of RAM and about IMB of hard
disk memory. Retail prices include a
standard edition at $495, a client server
edition at $1,495, and network node
packages for $395 each. For more information contact Channel Computing, Inc., 53 Main Street, Newmarket,
NH 03857; (800) 289-0053.
George A. Harmer, CPA
Knight Yale & Gregory
Tacoma, Washington
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ANtastic. If you are avoiding networking because you have heard
that networks are complex and
expensive, it's time to reconsider.
LANtastic, a peer -to -peer network, allows you to share hard disks, floppy
drives, or other peripherals on any
node. Peer - to-peer networks have a big
advantage over client /server networks

MNtastie offers
three typesof mail.
because they do not require a dedicated server, thereby saving thousands of
dollars. Networks composed of &
ent /server configurations also limit
you to sharing information and resources attached to the server. With a
peer -to -peer network any resource on
the network can be shared by any
work station. LANtastic can support
CD -ROM drives and its disk - caching
system speeds networking functions.
Besides being inexpensive, LAN tastic is easy to install and easy to use.
Hardware installation instructions are
well written and illustrated. The software installation is menu driven. The
network software allows either menu
driven or command lines access. Using the command lines you can set up
batch files to start the network, accept
log -in and passwords, and configure
the system resources.
LANtastic offers a variety of security features. Simple networks can run
without network security or you can
set up log -in password access. To create temporary accounts, you can limit
users by assigning them an expiration
date.
The Access Control List is a list set
up on a server that defines the access
privileges of the users or groups for
any network resource. Access to individual files, subdirectories, and directories can be limited. If you do not define specific privileges for the users or
groups the Access Control List for the
network resources is enforced. Defining additional account privileges allows the user to have special types of
access such as read access, write access, making a directory, deleting
files, deleting directories, renaming
files, and physical access privileges.
Audit trails may be used for tracking billable time as well as security
functions. You can record the length of
time a user was on the network, the
number of characters sent to the printer, types of access the users perform,
and successful and unsuccessful log
attempts.
LANPUP is a memory- resident p
gram that allows you to bring up the
NET function in any application, alto
ing you to log in and out of servers, rodirect resources, manage the printer
queue, and send or receive electronic
mail. LANPUP uses only 5K of RAM ,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

grams to perform network functions.
LANtastic features three types of
mail: electronic mail, chat, and voice
chat- The electronic mail allows you to
leave messages for intended recipients
even if they are not using their computer. This feature can be used as a tickler
file, reminding you of important tasks
or appointments.
Chat allows you to have an onscreen conversation with another user. It is similar to mail, but it displays
messages and responses in real time.
Using the voice chat feature is similar to telephoning another node, This
feature requires the installation of
LANtastic voice cards in both the
sending and receiving computers. A
pop-up message will appear to let the
receiving user know you wish to chat
with him.
LANtastic is all the manufacturer
promotes it to be asy to install, easy
to use, and full of features. Technical
support is thorough and the technicians go to great lengths to make certain they resolve any problems. This is
a truly great little network.
A 2 Mbps (megabits per second)
starter kit retails for $499 and a 10
Mbps starter kit retails for $699. The
starter kits contain everything you
need for a two-node network, The
Ethernet kit (10 Mbps) also can be
used for a NetWare configuration if
you choose to upgrade your network
later.
For more information contact Artisoft Inc., Artisoft Plaza, 575 E. River
Rd., Tucson, AZ 85704, (602) 293 -6363,
Gay S. Walton
MOSAIC — Diversified Business Services, Los Osos, California
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he Medical Manager Version 7,
distributed by Systems Plus, Inc.,
is a medical practice management system used by both large and
small medical practices. It runs under
a variety of operating systems, including CCI Concurrent DOS, XENIX,
UNIX, PC DOS, and Novell networks.
Multiple users can perform identical
functions simultaneously.
Medical practice management software must be able to input charges and
print statements for patients yet must be
able to bill a third -party insurance carrier
for the services. The Medical Manager
can process both HCFA and U1382 -based
forms, as well as custom formats. The
Medical Manager ties independent print
formats for printing an insurance claim
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

form to each insurance company. Many
insurance companies can use the same
print format, or each can have its own so
that the proper information can be printed automatically on different insurance
claim forms.
In addition to printing a patient's insurance claim form, the program has
a optional module to prepare electronic HCFA and UB82 claims for transmission either directly to the carrier or
through clearing houses. The Medical
Manager uses the same format file approach as paper claims, which does
not limit it to a single vendor or clearing house for electronic claims. One of
the strongest features of the electronic
claims module is the ability to check
claims for incomplete or incorrect data
prior to submission, reducing time
spent resubmitting incomplete claims.
An electronic remittance system is also available as an optional module that
will allow a practice to retrieve payment information electronically from
an insurance carrier and, once the payment is received in the mail, automatically post payments to patient accounts,
The procedures and diagnosis entered update a patient's financial and
procedure history, The Medical Manager maintains an audit trail of billings,
payments, and adjustments and can
print an accounts receivable subsidiary by patient or insurance company.
Patient statements and bills also use
the format file system, so that different
patients can receive different types of
statements and patient bills. At the end
of the day, the daily close is performed.
It prints a cash reconciliation and a daily report that acts as a day sheet. In addition, the program can post charge
and receipt information to an external
general ledger.
The program is able to produce a
wealth of summarized or detailed reports including reports on master files,
patient demographic and insurance information, financial activity reports,
special notices such as birthday notes,
and marketing reports such as a referring doctor analysis that shows the
number of patients, fees generated,
and outstanding accounts receivable
for each referrring physician. to addition to the standard reports, a separate
multifile report generator is available
as an optional module.
Clinical History, a highly flexible
medical records system, stores patient
information in a customized, user -defined format. The 99 different user -d
finable clinical history types in
prescribed drug history, allergy histo

ry, postoperative complications, and
credit and collection historyA data merge programming language is an option to the system that
allows for enhancements to the program tailored to the individual practice. An example of the use of the data
merge language would be the automatic printing of a treatment program for
a patient and the automatic scheduling
of patient recall notices when a certain
diagnosis was entered for that patient.
Data merge also enables the communication of the program with other
computer systems. For example, patient demographic information might
be retrieved from a hospital computer
for automatic new patient setup in The
Medical Manager.
The Medical Manager has a good
user interface. Patients can be retrieved by name, social security number, or account number. The program
follows a menuing system; however,
menus can be bypassed between different parts of the program through direct chaining commands and programmed function keys. The manual
is laid out according to the main menu
and is thorough, Utilities are included
with the program to analyze data integrity and diagnose errors.
The price of The Medical Manager
starts at $5,500 for the basic DOS package. For more information contact Systems Plus, Inc., 500 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043; (800) 222 -7701.
John Reed, CPA
Ched Miller & Associates, P.A.
Ft. Myers, Florida
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Start Your
Own Practiee!
Comprehensive makes it happen. Prime territories Are
available for qualified acalumants to own a Comprehensive
franchise offering accounting services to the dynamic, growing
small and medium -sue business marketplace.
Comprehensive's proven system is the result of21years in
nationwide franchising. Training, equipment, software and
marketing support are provided. Applicants should have a net
worth of 5100,000 with St0A00liquid. Write or call today:

1-800-323-9000

C OM P R E H E I J S 1 V E '
BUSINESS

SERVICES,

1925 Palomar Oaks Way, Attn
CA 92008

I NC.
Suite 105. Carlsbad,

Name:
Address:
City /State/ZIP
Telephone:

time to call:
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1992 STUDENT CASE COMPETITION
Case: Genesis Manufacturing, Inc.
Topic: Implementing Activity-Based Cost (ABC) Management within Genesis:
■ Identification of complexity issues during past 20 years,
■ Activity and Driver discovery for the selected departments,
■ Organizational and Human Resources issues that may exist with the shift to an activity-based cost approach.

Genesis Manufacturing, Inc., is a large firm involved in the
manufacture and distribution of automotive components for
the original equipment (new vehicle) and aftermarket (repair
market) distribution channels. Recent years have seen a continual deterioration in profit performance necessitating a critical reassessment of the existing cost /pricing mechanisms. The
CEO recently read about activity -based cost management being
implemented in manufacturing concerns and has expressed an

interest in implementing this process within Genesis.
The Corporate Controller is in the process of preparing a
presentation to the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors outlining the scope of this engagement and the potential
impact of the initiative.

PRODUCTION CONTROL
The Production Control Department is located in the New
York manufacturing facility. This department consists of a
department head, nine (9) salaried, and four (4) hourly
personnel. The following title and headcount distribution
exists within this organizational unit:
Salaried Personnel•
Production Control Manager

GENESIS
MANUFACTURING, INC.

FACT SHEET

PLATING
The plating department receives parts or components
from various manufacturing plants. Plating is performed
based upon customer requirements or engineering
specHications. A wide variety of plating processes are
available to be performed:
Tin
Phosphate Cost
Chrome
Pickling
Zinc

Black Oxide

Molten Sodium Dichromate
All parts are washed prior to plating. If required, the parts
also can be tumbled. The plating department also has a
waste treatment facility in order to satisfy EPA standards.
it is understood that the waste treatment is mandated
due to the chrome plating operation.
Plating Financial Data
Account DescriD.
Amount
Actual Direct Labor —Run $ 133,049
48,912
Salaries—General
283
Hourly Overtime
4,109
Shift Premium/Other
4,642
Holiday Pay
5,157
Vacation Pay
23,102
IL -Lost Time
519,600
Paints and Chemicals
12,120
Indirect Material —Mist
600
Office Supplies
876
Coveralls and Gloves
16,500
Production Supplies
1,500
Perishable Tools
27,468
Factory Equipment
21,504
Purchased Maintenance
129,000
Refuse Disposal
210,684
Deprec —Mach and Equip
131,843
AIIoc—Fringe Benefits
Total Plating
$1,290,949

I FACT SHEET

GENESIS
MANUFACTURING, INC.

1

Master Production Scheduler

1

Production Planner

4

Material Coordinator Manager

1

Customer Relation Reps.

3

Hourly:
Material Coordinators
Total

4
14

Production Planners are responsible for the planning and
coordination of the production schedules for all
manufacturing departments. The Master Production
Scheduler coordinates the scheduling done by all
manufacturing plants of the company. The Master
Scheduler determines the framework that the production
planners work within. The material coordinators are
responsible for the movement of materials from
storerooms and the movement of parts from the
production departments to the storerooms. The customer
relation representatives are responsible for maintaining
the current status of orders, mainly from their "Big 3"
customers —GM, Ford, and Chrysler.
Production Control Financial Data
Account Descrin.
Amount
Salaries — General
$ 357,344
9,000
Salaries— Overtime
1,406
Hourly Overtime
96,174
IL— General Services
980
Employee Training
980
Indirect Material —Mist
Indirect Matl. —P &S Shop
980
1,200
Office Supplies
2,400
Temporary Help
Dues and Memberships
1,080
22,200
Travel
Meals
1,200
26,268
Deprec —Mach and Equip
3,132
Deprec— Furniture & Fix
105,672
Alloc —Salary Fringe Ben
Total Production Control $ 630,016
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COMPANYBACKGROUND
enesis Manufacturing is recognized as a leading supplier of signal flashers and thermostats for the auto
industry. Established in 1921 in the state of New York,
Genesis quickly became known as a leading supplier of quality products and has enjoyed a history of price leadership.

During the past 10 years, however, Genesis has experienced
a continual decline in profitability resulting from the growing competition from high - quality, low -cost, offshore (Japan,
Taiwan, etc.) manufacturers. Jim Beam, the CEO, has been
especially disturbed by the seeming inability of the financial
organization to provide the analysis that will assist in the determination of what actions are appropriate in order to re-

GENESIS MANUFACTURING, INC.

FACT SHEET

AFTERMARKET SALES & MARKETING (AFM)
Genesis customers in the aftermarket are classified into
two (2) primary categories:
1. Mass Marketers (MM)
2, Warehouse Distributors (WD)

Sales
$12,950

Commission

%

4,260
7,430
7,480
$13,660

CS Reps -WD
CS Reps -MM
Sales Reps -WD
Sales Reps -MM

1
6
12
24

1
1
1

%

50 - f
50
I
50 - I

33

15 15 37

51

4 17 28

Advertis ing: Expenses are mainly for publication
advertising and direct mailing to support and promote the
the aftermarket products,
Printed Materlal: Calalogs used by customers in
facilitating placement of orders.
Rebates: Incentives for the warehouse distribution
market exclusively. Some discrete rebates are granted to
J C Penney. Used as promotional incentives.
Travel%Only for sales reps and administrative executives
Generally used for the sales and marketing efforts of the
department.
Premiums: As with rebates, premiums are incentives
primarily for the warehouse distribution market.
Performance Bonus: The V.P. and directors are each
expected to attain a 20% bonus participation level. The
Mass Market sales reps are given a bonus based upon
the achievement of sales goals. The budget anticipates a
bonus of $127,000.
i es: All other expenses were considered to
Other Exe ens
be associated with the Warehouse Distribution Market,
with 89% of these expenses related to the marketing and
11% related to the customer service efforts.
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5

JCP

Printed Material
Rebates

43

15

0
11

0
7

28
24

95

0

5

47

0
20

0

Travel

14

9

10

Premiums
Other Exp.

97

0

0

3

0

0

0

0
0

100

Salaries -- General
738,997
Salaries -Overtime
6,000
Performance Bonus
127,500
Postage
2,200
Export Expense
600
Office Supplies
4,800
Office Equipment
2,400
Temporary Help
1,000
Purch Adv Exp/Media
402,000
Trade Shows
70,000
Rebates
612,000
Printed Forms Handling SE 150,000
Printed Forms - Vendor
185,000
Point of Purchase
42,000
Premiums
157,500
Consumer Rebates
36,000
Coop Premium /Ad Specials
19,992
Photographic Serv.
36,000
Purch Advert Exp /Ad Prod
200,000
Purch Advert Exp /Dir Mail
36,000
Misc Purchased Sery
50,000
Telephone
9,300
Advertising
763,852
Dues and Memberships
12,500
Rental Expense
80,000
Vehicles
8,400
Travel
402,000
Meals
89,600
Relocation
5,000
Commissions
1,650,001
Commissions - Foreign
334,808
Commission s-Trico Intnl
150,000
Deprec -Mach and Equip
2,760
Deprec- Furniture Fix
7,524
Deprec- Vehicles
2,796
General Insurance
12,210
Alloc -Hriy Fringe Benefits
132,648
Total Aftermarket

$

1

50

114,000
50
30,000
50
46,000 100
244,000
119,000 100
230,000

MM
KM WM J_U
$

ilu

Secretary

WM

2

er_rrtarket Financial

5

Salaries 31 Y Q
96,000

KM

70

$

$

$

$

5
5
3

Time Spent

1
2

M
Advertising

6

Employees and Salaries:

VP Sales -AFM
Sales Directors

is

&

Mass Marketers:
Customers
K -Mart (KM)
Walmart (WM)
Sears (S)
JC Penney (JCP)
Warehouse Distrlb.

Matrix for Expenses:

6,543,388
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GENESIS
MANUFACTURING, INC.
ORGANIZATION CHART

James Beam
President

Administrative
Assistant

VP Human
Resources

365

Exec VP
Product Mgmt.

Director
Recruiting

VP Product
Development

Director
Law

Director
Benefits

VP Marketing

Director
MIS

VP Sales

Exec VP
Operations

VP
Manufacturing

VP
Engineering

VP Qua!!ty
Assurance

Director
Strategic
Planning

MANUFACTURINGANDSALES
enesis serves customers throughout the United
States. It manufactures automotive components in
four facilities located in New York, Ohio, Texas, and
Mexico. The New York facility is attached to the corporate
headquarters in a facility occupied by Genesis since its in54

ception in 1921. Nearly 2,300 production workers and firstfine supervisors are employed in the four facilities. An additional 778 people are employed by Genesis.
As can be seen in the comparative income statements,
Genesis has enjoyed an outstanding growth rate during the
past 20 years. Product lines have grown from just 635 in
1965, to over 9,000 in 1990. This product line extension has
been one of the successful strategic efforts of the management group during the company's recent history.
While manufacturing is performed in each of the four fa-

GENESIS
MANUFACTURING, INC.

FACT SHEET

im

im

RELEVANT DATA
9,023
Number of Products
1,598
Number of Customers
398
Number of Raw Materials
Number of
Manufacturing Sites
4
Number of Salaried
778
Nonfactory Employees
Number of Hourly
Employees First -Line
2,287
Supervisors

4,125
482
113

973
187

2

1

295

102

968

498

76

&

turn the organization to a more profitable state.
Genesis always has employed a standard cost system and
uses direct labor as the basis for overhead assignment to
product cost. The annual physical inventory has been consistently "on track" with the inventory costing system, which
appears to confirm the accuracy of these standards (adjustments have been relatively small).
Over the past few years, a number of initiatives have been
undertaken in an effort to improve profitability. Genesis has
invested in semi- automated equipment, cellular technology,
and total quality control (TQQ throughout its facilities. With
regard to quality, Genesis has long been recognized as one
of the best in the industry. To reduce cost, the firm established a "low cost" facility in Mexico, just across the border
from Brownsville, Texas. This facility, now seven years old,
has demanded a significant amount of management involvement during its formative period.
Mr. Beam now is faced with the first year of losses in the
proud history of Genesis and is struggling with the necessity
of cutting costs across the board. Intuitively he knows that
an across - the -board cut is not fair to all operating units, but
he knows that it will reduce the expense level.

Production
workers first
line Supervisors

2 300

_

Controller

249

&

42

im

VP Finance
Administration
&

122
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GENESIS MANUFACTURING, INC.

FACT SHEET

cilities, all materials management, sales and marketing, and
administrative services are performed in the corporate headquarters. Genesis uses "state of the art" computer systems
in the management of materials (material requirement planning), engineering design (computer -aided design/computer-aided manufacturing), and interoffice communications
(electronic mail, etc.).
Genesis's management is organized along a traditional hierarchical structure, and its nonunion environment has been
recognized as exceptional in the industry. Traditionally,
company performance has been evaluated by product line
using standard cost data for product cost with manufacturing variances distributed based upon standard hours earned
versus actual. In addition, all nonmanufacturing costs have
been allocated based upon the sales volume.
The company recently instituted (1988) a major "cost reduction" effort by establishing target improvement goals for
all operations. This " Target on Excellence" (TOE) is focused
on involving the line supervisors and their immediate work
force in the search for cost reduction opportunities. Participation can provide compensation if the operating unit meets
or exceeds its annual TOE target.

CASEREQUIREMENTS
s the Controller of Genesis, you and your staff have
been asked to prepare a 20-minute video presentation
for the Genesis Board of Directors regarding the potential application of activity-based costing. You know that
all areas of the organization are being looked at for expense
reductions, so your presentation must demonstrate the application of this tool on total cost.
Your presentation should include a general overview of the
technique as well as an assessment of the potential benefits and
issues that may have to be addressed by this initiative.
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167,515
76,018
8,342
35,086
119,446
48,069

27.2

%

1970

100.0

$

100.0

$

o

1980

28.6

653
298
110
56
339
1,456

100.963

100.0

46,544
6,179
17,647
70,370
30,593

30.3

(78)
102
98
68
413
603

46,613
423

27.8

29,990
398

29.7

25.8

46,190

27.6

29,592

29.3

1.7

36,284
9,906
3,037

5.9

15,942
13,650
4,382

13.5

1.0

6,869

4.1

9,268

9.2

$

26.2

$

$

$

.1.m
Net Sales
385,192
Standard Cost of Sales:
Material
179,711
Direct Labor
15,667
Overhead
84,896
Total
280,274
Standard Gross Margin
104,918
Adjustments [(favorable) /unfavorable]:
Purchase Price Var.
1,555
Scrap
853
Direct Labor
254
Inventory Adjustment
(156)
Overhead Abs. Var.
1,476
Total Adj.
3,982
Net Manufacturing Margin
100,936
Plant Project Expenses
1,598
Net Operating Margin
99,338
Sales, General Admin. Expense
92,643
Net Pretax Income
6,695
Tax Provision
2,715
Net Income
3,980

%

COMPARATIVE INCOME STATEMENTS (000)

For this presentation, you have chosen a cross section of
departments within Genesis to use as a basis for demonstrating the application of this process. Your focus is to compare
and contrast the implications of traditional cost management
with activity-based cost management for these departments.
It is important to review how the two methodologies manage the cost data and how this potential change would impact on the behavior of the management group. Also discuss
the cultural implications implicit in a move to activity-based
cost management for the Genesis organization.
The following schedules have been provided by your staff
as part of the documentation for purposes of this presentation:
Fact Sheets and Departmental Financial Data (Plating, Produolion Control, Aftermarket Sales); Functional Organization Chart
with staff head count; Comparative Income Statements (1990,
1980, 1970); Relevant Data to this analysis.
Recommended reading:
Callie Berliner,and James A. Brimson, eds., Cost Management for Today's Advanced Manufacturing, HBS Press, Boston, 1988.
James A. Brimson, Activity Accounting. • An Activity -Based
Costing Approach,John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1991.
H. Thomas Johnson, and Robert S. Kaplan, Relevance
Lost. The Rise and Fall of Management Accounting, HBS
Press, Boston, 1987.
Patrick J. Keating, and Stephen F. Jablonsky, Changing
Roles of Financial Management, Financial Executive Research Foundation, Morristown, NJ., 1990.
The deadline for entering the 1992 Student Case Competition is March 15, 1992. For complete rules, contact Hadassah Baum, director, academic relations, at (201) 573 -6306. ■
John Campi, a member of the Committee on Academic Relations, prepared this case.
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Do Nonprofits Use
Management Accounting
Properly.?
The procedures could be better, managers say.
BYKENNETH L.PAIGE
hat types of management accounting information do managers of nonprofit groups—especially voluntary health, welfare, and community service organizations —need to carry out
their activities? Are management accounting procedures being used correctly and effectively? To find out, we conducted
a survey in which we assessed managers' perceptions of the
use of management accounting information techniques and
procedures within their nonprofit organizations.
As background we cited a popular text by Charles Horngren and Gary Sundem,' which delineates three types of accounting information: scorekeeping, attention directing, and
problem solving. We felt these types of information were
pertinent to nonprofit operations. We wanted to identify areas where nonprofit managers felt their management accounting information needs were being least satisfied. This
knowledge could help accountants to do a better job of fulfilling management's information needs.
Storekeeping information is obtained from basic accounting data required to keep track of resource flows within the
organization and between the organization and outsiders.
Such data may be used to determine costs, keep track of revenues, and the like. Management accounting practices used
to analyze information at the storekeeping level include
cost - finding procedures, use of cost centers, use of the accrual basis of accounting, identifying direct and indirect program costs, identifying costs by behavior, and others.
Cost finding illustrates further how a storekeeping practice may be used in a nonprofit organization. Cost finding
refers to finding the cost of each particular type of client -contact service provided. It involves the assignment of all relevant costs (both direct and indirect) to final contact services
(e.g., cost per episode, cost per case, cost per hour of treatment etc., in the health care area). Cost - finding information
may be used for rate setting, cost control, program evaluation, and other purposes. Storekeeping practices are related
to operating activities. For purposes of this study, these practices were combined with other practices relating to a common body of knowledge for management accounting.
Attention-directing information is used by management to
help identify and control potential financial problem areas.
The accounting information practices employed here would
include use of responsibility accounting; use of a master
budget; use of flexible budgeting; use of program budgets
versus line -item budgets; use of performance reports comparing actual results to planned results for each program;
56

use of standard costs; distinguishing among engineered, discretionary, and committed costs for control purposes; and
use of key performance indicators. These practices are useful in helping control costs in nonprofit organizations.
Problem solving information frequently is derived from
techniques employing incremental analysis. These techniques facilitate nonroutine decision making, such as whether to add or drop programs or whether to lease or buy equipment and facilities. The management accounting practices
used in generating this type of accounting information include use of breakeven analysis, use of differential costs and
revenues for nonroutine operating decisions, use of the contribution approach in evaluating financial performance of
programs, and use of capital budgeting techniques, among
others. 'These practices are related to planning and nonroutine decision making.
ABOUT THE STUDY
e analyzed the perceptions of 24 managers from six
community mental health and mental retardation
centers located in Pennsylvania. We chose these
centers to study because in 1983 the National Institute of
Mental Health published guidelines for this type of organization in the area of management accounting. Therefore, we
thought officers and volunteers with these organizations
were likely to be more familiar with management accounting
concepts than would managers in some other nonprofits.
The organizations selected had operating budgets ranging
from $3 to $4 million. Professional staff including part time
and volunteers averaged 124 people. Government was the
major source of funding, supplemented by fee - for - service
and third -party insurance payments. To the extent that other
nonprofit organizations using volunteers exhibit similar
characteristics, the results are relevant to them.
We selected as our subjects administrators holding the
positions of executive director, program director, and chief
accounting officer because they significantly influence
and /or are influenced significantly by the accounting practices in their organizations. A measure of the perceived deficiency in the use of each practice by his /her organization
was calculated for each manager as described next. Each
manager also rated the importance of each practice and
ranked it based on the measure of perceived deficiency.
To measure the perceived deficiencies in management
accounting information practices used in her /his organization, each manager was given a list of relevant practices to
rate. A series of three questions was asked for each practice

W
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on the list, and the managers answered the questions on a
seven -point rating scale as follows:
none

little

1
2
(minimum)

very average good
little
amount
3
4
5

great
amount
6

maximum
amount
7
(maximum)

more difficult for the respondent to manipulate this measure
to what he thinks he ought to say versus what he actually
feels. Porter also states that this method yields a more accurate measure than would be obtained by a single question.
SURVEY RESULTS

able 1 shows the mean values of the scores reported
for the five management accounting practices relating to operating activities and the common body of
USE OF RESPONSIBILITY ACCOUNTING
knowledge —the scorekeeping activities. A particularly in(a) To what extent is it being used now?
teresting statistic is that identifying costs by behavior is
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ranked as the practice most deficient in use. Although it was
(b) To what extent should it be used?
ranked least important in this category, its importance score
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
of 5.59 was substantially above average on the rating scale.
(c) How important is its use?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
The practice of identifying direct and indirect program costs
is ranked second highest in both perceived deficiency and
The perceived deficiency for each item can be calculated
importance for this group of practices.
by subtracting the rating for part "a" from the rating for part
Note that a negative deficiency score was reported for the
"b." The resulting score provides an indirect measure deuse of cost centers and that it was ranked first in importance
rived from answering both part "a" and part "b." Francia and
for this category, probably because the major funding
Strawser' used this technique to identify problem areas in
source, the county government, had required all the comfinancial reporting practices. The technique was developed
munity mental health centers to start reporting costs by cost
by Porters in order to measure perceived deficiencies in
center during the preceding year. During a follow -up interneed fulfillment of employees. According to Porter, it is
view, some managers indicated that although cost center in- formation was very important, there
was too much emphasis on this type of
information in the organization.
TIPRALMCTS ELATED TO OPERATiNO Table 2 contains the results of the
ACTIVITIES & THE COMMON BODY OF KNOWLED
attention- directing category. Of the
(MEAN VALUES OF THE REPORTED SCORES)
eight techniques classified under planning and control, three were rated as
Deficiency
Importance
having relatively high use deficiencies.
Identifying costs by behavior
1.54
5.59
They were flexible budgeting, stanIdentifying direct and indirect
dard costs, and distinguishing among
program costs
.92
6.29
engineered, discretionary, and committed costs. It is interesting that while
Cost finding
.50
5.83
they had the greatest deficiency
Use of the accrual basis of accounting
.25
6.13
scores in this category, they also were
Use of cost centers
–.04
6.50
rated as being the least important.
Conversely,
the use of program budNote: The higher the average mean value, the greater the use /information defici
gets and master budgets had the lowand the importance,
est information deficiency scores in
this category, but both of them had relatively high importance scores.
Table 3 analyzes those practices reTABLE 2/PRACTICES RELATED TO PLANNING & '
lated to planning and nonroutine deciCONTROL (MEAN VALUES OF THE REPORTED SCORES)
sion making. The area reflecting the
Deficiency
greatest deficiency was the use of capUse of flexible budgeting
1.25
ital budgeting techniques, but the
managers didn't perceive that techUse of standard costs
1.25
nique to be very important. The techDistinguishing among engineered,
nique considered the least deficient
discretionary, and committed costs
1.21
was the use of the contribution apUse of performance reports comparing
proach to evaluting financial perforactual results with planned results
mance of programs. The most imporfor each program
1.13
tant practice in this category was the
Use of key performance indicators
.79
use of differential costs and revenues
for nonroutine operating decisions.
Use of responsibility accounting
.71
Taking the three categories togethUse of program budgets
er, those practices related to planning
(versus line -item budgets)
.50
and nonroutine decision making had
Use of a master budget
.46
the overall highest deficiency score.
Those
practices related to planning
Note: The higher the average mean value, the greater the use /information deficiency
and control had the next highest defiand the importance.
ciency score, and those practices relatA typical questionnaire item might appear as:
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ed to the common body of knowledge
had the lowest score.
Table 4 gives the perceived deficiency ranking by all managers for every accounting information practice in
the survey. Identifying cost by behavior and use of capital budgeting techniques were ranked first and second,
respectively, as most deficient in use.
The use of cost centers and the use of
accrual accounting information were
rated least deficient. In the area of importance, the use of cost centers was
rated most important, and next were
the use of performance reports comparing actual to planned results for
each program and the identifying of direct and indirect program costs. The
use of capital budgeting techniques
was ranked last in importance, and distinguishing among engineered, discretionary, and committed costs for control purposes was ranked next to last.
When the rankings of the practices by
each manager group were compared, no
statistically significant, relationship was
found between the way the executive directors and the program directors answered the questions about the accounting information. There were significant
similarities, however, in the rankings between the executive directors and the
chief accounting officers and between
the chief accounting officers and the program directors. Executive directors perceived the greatest information practice
deficiency to be in the use of the contribution margin approach to evaluate the
financial performance of programs, while
program directors said the greatest information practice deficiency was in the use
of capital budgeting techniques.
Despite these differences in perception, managers can use this study to examine areas where management accounting practices are being underused
and take steps to help their organizations
improve. They must make sure management accounting techniques are being
used correctiy and effectively. Only then
can an organization know it is functioning well and forge ahead with planning
for the future.
■

TABLE XPRACTICES RELATED TO PLANNING &
NONROUTINE DECISION MAKING
(MEAN VALUES OF THE REPORTED SCORES)
Deficiency
Importance
Use of capital budgeting techniques
1.33
3.83
Use of breakeven analysis
1.25
5.50
The use of differential costs and
revenues for nonroutine operating
decisions
1.21
5.83
Use of contribution approach in
evaluating financial performance
of programs
1.00
5.58
Note: The higher the average mean value, the greater the usefinformation deficiency
and the importance.

TABLE 4 1OVERALL RANKING OF PRACTICES BY ALL
MANAGERS
Deficlency
Importance
Rank
Identifying costs by behavior
Use of capital budgeting techniques
Use of flexible budgeting
Use of breakeven anaylsis
Use of standard costs
Use of differential costs and revenues
for nonroutine operating decisions
Distinguishing among engineered,
discretionary, and committed costs
for control purposes
Use of performance reports comparing
actual results to planned results for
each program
Use of contribution approach in
evaluating financial performance of
programs
Identifying direct and indirect
program costs
Use of key performance indicators
Use of responsibility accounting
Use of program budgets
(versus line -item budgets)
Cost finding
Use of a master budget
Use of the accrual basis of accounting
Use of cost centers

Rank
11.5
17
15
13
14

4
4
4

6.5

6.5

16

6.5

8

2

9

11.5
3
5
10

10
11
12
13.5
13.5
15
16
17

8
6.5
9
4

Kenneth L Paige is an assistant pro- Il
fessor ofaccounting at Duquesne Uni- I
versity in Pittsburgh, Pa. A CPA, he
holds a Ph. D. degree from the University of Pittsburgh. He may
be contacted at (412) 434 -6271.
' CharlesT. Horngren and GarySundem,Introduction to Management Accounting,
8th edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ., 19%, pp. 2 -22.
°AJ. Francis and R.H. Strawser, "Perceptions of Financial Reporting Practices by
AccountingEducators: An Empirical Study,"The Accounting Review, Vol. 46, No.
2, 1971,pp.380-384.
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Porter, "Job Attitudes in Management: Perceived Deficiencies in Need Fulfillment as aFunction of Job Level,"Journal ofApplied Psychology, December 1962,
p. 378.
'The Spearman rank-ordercorrelation coefficient was calculated to measure the
degreeof association between the rankings assigned by the different manager
groups. Tests of significance wereconducted at the 5% level.
'LW.
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AIREXPRESSCOSTSSLASHEDFORMEMBERS
WITHNEWAIRBORNEEXPRESSAGREEMENT
he IMA, by leveraging its collective buying
power, has negotiated an agreement with Airborne Express that will reduce overnight express shipping costs for members by up to
44%. An $8.75 rate (8 oz. overnight letter) including
flexible, free pick -up, is available to all members.
Those members who average five or more overnight shipments per day qualify for an even lower
rate, saving up to 55%.
Through Airborne, the world's fastest growing air
express company, member's businesses have access to discount levels normally reserved for high
volume shippers.
Businesses today understand how important fast,
dependable service is to their customers. That is
why air express has grown into a $12- billion industry. Although a high level of services is the most important element to the majority of our shippers, all
companies want to hold the line on their costs, too.
That's why the program has been successful. By

HowIMA
members
rate with us.
4
It4

AIRBORNE EXPRESS
OVERNIGHT EE'l'lER"

75
vs.

5

OTHER NWOR CARRIER
OVERNIGHT LETTER

•8 oz. letter Express. Shipments within contiguous U.S. and Puerto ltico.
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combining their resources, the IMA members can
take advantage of a more affordable shipping program—with the strongest emphasis on service.
The Airborne program is a great benefit for growing businesses —the savings from shipping a few letters or other vital documents helps pay for your annual membership dues.
Airborne Express provides free pick -up and next
morning door - to-door delivery of time- sensitive documents, letters, and small packages to virtually every city in the United States. Airborne also services
183 countries worldwide, more than any other express company. Headquartered in Seattle, Airborne
Express is corporate America's preferred carrier.
To participate in the IMA's Airborne Express program, members must sign up by calling 1- 800 -2892776 and tell the operator they are a member of
IMA. They will then be assigned an account number
and receive a starter kit within one week.

Even lower rates
available to members
averaging 5 or more
overnight shipments per
day. Call now for details!

For a free,
no obligation
supply kit
Call:
1 -800- 289 -2776
AIRBOR14E
E RESS.

ETHICS
NEILHOLMES,EDITOR

SOFTWARE PIRACY
have received questions on the ethics hotline concerning software piracy. The persons raising these
questions have concluded correctly
that there is an ethical conflict created
within their organization through the
copying of software but have not been
armed with the necessary information
to convince senior management of the
seriousness of the problem.
Articles in ComputerWorld have described surprise audits conducted at
several different companies by the
Software Publishers Association
(SPA). With offices in Washington,
D.C., and Paris, SPA is the principal
trade group of the PC software industry. It has more than 750 members
who represent virtually all of the leading software publishers in the business, consumer, and education software markets. The SPA's copyright
protection fund coordinates the industry's anti- piracy efforts, which include
litigation, legislation, and education.
The information was provided by SPA
THE LAW
The copyright law is clear. The copyright holder is given certain exclusive
rights, including the right to make and
distribute copies. Title 17 of the U.S.
Code states that "it is illegal to make
or distribute copies of copyrighted material without authorization "(Section
106). The only exception is the users'
right to make a backup copy for archival purposes (Section 117).
Software creates unique problems
because it is so easy to duplicate, and
the copy is usually as good as the orig
inal. This fact, however, does not legitimize piracy. The copyright law makes
no distinction between duplicating
software for sale or for free distribution. The law protects the exclusive
60

rights of the copyright holder and does
not give users the right to copy software unless a backup copy is not provided by the manufacturer. Unauthorized duplication of software is a
federal crime. Penalties include fines
of as much as $100,000 and jail terms
of up to five years. Although software
is a new medium of intellectual property, its protection is grounded in the
long -established rules that govern other more familiar media, such as
records, books, and films.
In an effort to control piracy, some
software publishers use technical
means to copy protect their software,
which prevents or restricts the user's
ability to make copies. These copy protection efforts have been matched by
the efforts of firms that manufacture
products (code breakers) that circumvent copy protection systems. The result is like a technological arms race
with no winners.
Because Congress did not envision
the growth of this subindustry of code
breakers, they are not mentioned in
the Copyright Act. There is no distinction in the law between copy protected
and unprotected software. The duplication of either is a violation of the
Copyright Act.
USE OF SOFTWARE BY
SCHOOLS
Educational institutions are not exempt from the copyright laws. To the
contrary, because of their unique position of influence, schools must remain
committed to upholding the copyright
laws.
Some people claim that software
publishers should allow schools to
copy programs because it is the only
way some school systems can afford to
provide enough software for their students. However, software is no different from any other product or service
required by a school. Schools purchase books, audiovisual equipment,
and classroom furniture, and they pay
a fair price for them. Newer and better
software can be developed only if the
software development team receives a
fair price for its efforts.
Many software firms offer special
sales arrangements to schools. They
include discounts for additional copies
of programs, reduced -price lab packs
(a quantity of programs sold together),
and site - license agreements (an arrangement that allows a school to copy
for a specific location at a fixed price).
Schools should make every effort to
uphold the law because it is by their

example that students will learn respect for intellectual property.
CORPORATE USERS
In the corporate workplace, "softhning" is characterized by two common
incidents: Extra copies of software are
made for employees to take home, and
extra copies are made for the office.
Both situations mean more computers
can run more copies of the software
than were purchased.
Unless a special arrangement has
been made between the corporate user and the publisher, the user should
follow the one software package /one
computer rule. This means that an
equivalent number of software packages should be purchased for every
piece of hardware in use. By buying as
many programs as it will need, a company removes the incentive for employees to make unauthorized copies.
Adhering to this rule will pay off in the
long run because a firm that illegally
duplicates software exposes itself to
tremendous liability. Another option
that has proven successful is for firms
to enter into special site- licensing purchase agreements with publishers.
These agreements compensate the
publishers for the "lost sales" they
might have made on a piece -by -piece
basis. At the same time, they eliminate
the possibility that copyright violations
will occur.
Many software applications are sold
in "Local Area Network" (LAN) versions. If your company has a LAN, be
sure to follow the publisher's guidelines in the use of software on the LAN.
It is a violation of the copyright laws
and most license agreements to place
a single -copy version on a LAN for simultaneous access to more than one
user.
Finally, it has been found that when
companies sign a policy statement stating their intention to ensure employee
compliance with copyright regulations, the risk of software piracy is reduced.
The SPA has a variety of materials
about the legal use of software. A Self Audit Kit is available and describes
procedures appropriate for ensuring
that a business or organization is "software legal."
To obtain these materials, call the
SPA at (202) 452 -1600, or send a written request to SPA, Suite 700, 1730 M
Street N.W., Washington, DC 20036.
Neil E.Holmes is the chairman of the
IMA Committee on Ethics.
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IMA TAKES ACTION TO FIGHT
THE EVER - RISING COST OF
MEDICAL INSURANCE

5 Good Reasons Why Your Firm Should Consider Joining
the IMA- Sponsored Small Employer Group Benefit Plan
Now it makes more sense than ever to
consider the IMA Small Employer
Group Benefit Plan. With today's
constant increases in the cost of health
care, it is critical that insurance plans
and rates are monitored at all times. The
IMA, as they do in many other areas of
your professional needs, does this for
you. It can eliminate the guessing that
you would have in shopping for a
product in which you are not an expert.
This Plan is reviewed constantly by
IMA to assure that the members are
receiving necessary benefits at reasonable cost. The program is available for
firms of fewer than 25 employees in
which an IMA member is an owner or
principal. This is what's offered...

package that responds best to your
firm's insurance needs and budget.
3. Widespread Acceptance
Since originally offered, this IMA Sponsored Program continues to attract
many of your fellow Institute members
because of the well - designed benefits
and highly competitive rates.
4. Convenient Enrollment Procedure
Everything is handled through the mail
to save you time and money. You make
up your own mind with no sales pressure. (And you can join up even if yours
is a one - employee business and that one
employee is yov.)

The Small Employer Plan is designed
for firms. The other plans in the IMA
Group Insurance Program are designed
for individual members.
• For information on the following Insurance Plans, call 1- 800 -424 -9883.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disability Income
Excess Major Medical
In- Hospital
High -Limit Accident
Medicare Supplement
Long -Term Care

• For information on the Term Life Insurance Plan, call 1-800-225-6758.

1. A Full Line -Up of Vital Coverages

2. Flexibility
The Program's many options give you
much leeway in designing a benefits

Simply call the Small Employer Plan
Administrator for your free IMA Group
Benefits Kit. Then fill out and return the
Quote Request Form enclosed in the kit.
You'll receive a no -cost, no- obligation
Customized Quotation listing the monthly
rates for the coverages you've selected.
• Call toll -free: 1 -800-666-5303, any
business day from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30
p.m., Eastern Time.

am

5. No Obligation
$1,000,000 Comprehensive Major
Medical... Dental benefits of $1,000 per
person, per year... up to $30,000 of
Group Term Life Insurance and $60,000
if death is due to a covered accident...
Up to $300 of Weekly Disability
Income... and up to $2,500 of Term Life
Insurance for each family dependent.

U
GOINGTHEDISTANCE

ANew
Monograph
Publication:
WORLD-CLASS
ACCOUNTING
FOR

WORLD-CLASS
MANUFACTURING
Many new cost concepts have surfaced in the last
three or four years — total quality control, just -intime, activity -based costing, and new techniques in performance measurement and investment. At the same
time, management needs have changed, and previous
approaches to cost accounting may no longer suffice to
meet them.
Until now there has been no current synthesis of the
published work in these new areas of cost and management, but IMA has now brought out a highly
organized single- source reference guide, World -Class
Accounting for World -Class Manufacturing. The volume

WORLD -CLASS
ACCOUNTING
WORLD -CLASS
M ANUFACTURING

$3125

contains 24 key articles selected from Management
Accounting. These articles are written by noted professionals and practitioners and cover a wide range of
subjects, from factory automation to activity accounting to product costing. IMA members should find this
book a useful guide in their efforts to improve cost
management practices in their firms.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
Man

to:
Institute or Management Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Phone: 1- 800.8584427
In New Jersey: 1- 201 -575 -6278
Montvale, N J 07645-1760
Please send me
Nhrld -Class Accounting for World -Class Manufacturing
®31.25 each.
Total books:

Total price:
Less 20% (if applicable):*

Charge to my credit card

All orders under $25
must be prepaid.

artc\ a

Visa #
Payments must be
drawn on a U.S. bank.
Mastercard #

Interbank #

N.J. residents, please add 7% sales tax:
Shipping & handling charge:
TOTAL:
All items are shipped by UPS.
*IMA members are entitled to a 20% discount.
Special quantity discount for members: 10 or more copies
$20 each (no further discounts allowed).
Member #
E) Nonmember; please send me membership information.
This coupon may be photocopied.

Signature

Name (please print or type)
Company (if part of shipping address)
Address (do not use PO. Box Number)
City. State, Zip

MA -192

expense.

SHMPING AND HANDLING
AllorderswithinthecontinentalUnitedStatesaresent byUnitedParcelService
(UPS). Youshouldreceivedeliverywithinoneweek.Minimum shipping&handling
chargepershipmentis$3.00 for 1.3items:$5.00 for 4 -10items;SI0.00for 11.20
items;and $15 for 21 ormoreitems.OvernightviaFederalExpressor2ndDay
Pleasecallformore
Delivery (Blue Label) via UPS isavailablearYour

Expiration Date

information.
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TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

RALPHL. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGERH.HERMANSON, EDITORS

PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING
EDUCATION -BACK

TO THE FUTURE?
BYGROVERL.PORTER

"'

he majority of accounting faculty were proud to be "teachers"
of professional accounting
when I was an undergraduate student.
In those days (1954 -56), the majority of
teachers were capable of bridging the
gap between accounting theory and
practice because they had relevant
professional (management, not -forprofit, public) accounting experience.
In addition, they also had appropriate
credentials such as an MBA and CPA
for teaching in professional accounting
programs. More important, the faculty
then was "educated and socialized into
the profession.
Over the past four decades, however, fewer and fewer faculty in colleges
(schools) of business administration
have been interested in being "teachers" of professional accounting because "researchers" receive the lion's
share of the rewards. Thus, according
to Fortune,"Business education has
become largely irrelevant to business
practice.'2 Likewise, "...the `health' of
accounting education is poor."-3 There
are various diagnoses, of course, regarding the causes of and cures for
this diseased condition.
THE DECLINE OF
PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
While there is enough blame to go
around, I agree with William Weis'
that the primary culprit in the decline
of professional accounting education is
the accreditation agency [American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business ( AACSB) j. The AACSB has
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1992

placed too much emphasis on academic research and too little emphasis on
teaching and professional service. The
AACSB also has placed emphasis on
faculty having a Ph.D. or DBA degree
at the expense of faculty having professional certificates such as a CPA,
CMA, or CIA and relevant professional
accounting experience. In addition,
the AACSB has placed too much emphasis on arcane theories and too little
emphasis on real world practices in the
curriculum required to meet accreditation standards. In fairness to AACSB,
however, the recent revision of their
accreditation standards may have a
positive influence on professional accounting education.,
THE REVITALIZATION OF
PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
The creation of the Accounting Education Change Commission (AECC) is a
strong indication of the desire and
need to revitalize professional accounting education." The AECC was formed
to be a catalyst for improvements in
the education of accountants.
Some of the issues that must be resolved to assure the revitalization of
professional accounting education are:
1. The balance among the three pillars of higher education: teaching,
research, and professional service;
2. The balance among the credentials
required of faculty teaching in professional accounting programs; and
3. The education of management accountants being the same as the
education of public accountants.
TEACHING VS. RESEARCH
The "publish or perish" mandate for
promotion and tenure has created an
environment that gives short shrift to
virtually all nonresearch aspects of the
educational process. Therefore, sufficient incentives must be provided to
create an environment that rewards
faculty for giving attention to teaching
and service. An expanded view of
scholarship would lead to an improved
faculty reward system by placing other
types of scholarly activities (teaching,
service) on an equal footing with research.
The prestigious Carnegie Foundation' has called for an expanded definition of faculty scholarship consisting
of the following four components:
1. The discovery of new knowledge,

2. The integration of knowledge,
3. The application of knowledge, and
4. The communication of knowledge.
This expanded definition of scholarship recognizes that knowledge is acquired through research, through synthesis, through practice, and through
teaching.
The AECC recommendation for "a
redirected focus for higher education
giving priority to teaching", goes a
step further than the Carnegie Foundation recommendation. Yet a survey
by the Carnegie Foundation" revealed
that this is the current state of mind of
the majority of the nation's professors:
1. Should teaching be the primary
concern for promotion of faculty?
Percent saying yes

62% All faculty,
21% Research university,
41% Ph.D: granting university,
76% liberal arts colleges.
2. Does the pressure to publish reduce the quality of teaching at your
university?
Percent saying yes

35% All faculty,
53% Research university,
54% Ph.D.-granting university,
22% liberal arts colleges.
It may not be advisable for a state
university to emphasize only teaching
or just research as goals because its
reputation or the students could suffer.
Schools (departments) of accounting
should strive for a balance among
teaching, research, and service within
the school rather than expecting such
balance to exist within individuals.
Thus, the individual faculty member
should be encouraged to do what
he /she does best from among the
three pillars of higher education under
a management by objectives contract.
Furthermore, higher education institutions should allow greater flexibility
for professors through "creative contracts" that would allow faculty members to avoid burnout by shifting from
one scholarly focus to another over a
three- to five -year period.
BALANCING CREDENTLAIS
What are the qualities a faculty member should possess in order to teach in
a professional accounting program? As
is true of faculty in all business disciplines, "the most important qualities
are personal and professional integrity, a sense of community responsibility, intellectual imagination, genuine
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interest in students, capacity to communicate ideas effectively in oral
and /or written form, thorough
grounding in at least one broad area of
learning, understanding of background subjects relevant to the individual's area of special competence,
and close familiarity with current research developments." 10
The AACSB in the 1950s considered terminal credentials in accounting to include "the doctoral degree in
economics or business; (or) the master's degree in economics or business
together with the CPA certificate. "''
A few years later, however, the
AACSB changed its accreditation standards to specify that "the terminal credential in all business disciplines including accounting is the doctoral
degree."" In deciding to change the
emphasis from professional (CPA,
CMA, CIA) certificates and relevant
practical experience, I believe that the
AACSB did serious damage to professional accounting education,
Many accountants in academe and
practice believe the best faculty mix in
a school of accounting is:
• The majority (75 %) of the faculty
should hold a professional (CPA,
CMA, CIA) certificate.
• The majority (75 %) of the faculty
should have relevant professional
(management, not - for - profit, public) accounting experience.
• All (100%) of the faculty should hold
at least a master's degree in accounting.
• A reasonable number (50%) of the
faculty should hold a doctoral
(Ph.D., DBA) degree in accounting.
• The majority (75 %) of the faculty
should participate in professional
service activities.
• A reasonable number (50%) of the
faculty should publish to varying
degrees in appropriate practitioner
and /or academic accounting journals.
With such a faculty mix, the administrator of the school of accounting
could develop and /or continue to offer
a professional accounting program in
an effective and efficient manner.
More important, the graduates of such
a program would be better prepared to
succeed in professional accounting
than would graduates of current accounting programs.
CMA VS. CPA
Should students planning to become
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management accountants take the
same program as those planning to become public accountants? In a word,
"NO!"
There are more similarities than
dissimilarities in form and content between the programs officially recommended by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
for public accountants13 and by the Institute of Management Accountants
(IMA) for management accountants."
Yet, as the chairman of the Subcommittee on Management Accounting
Curriculum of the IMA Committee on
Education that labored more than
three years in preparing the Education
for Careers in Management Accounting
statement, I know that the program
that finally was published was not the
same program originally recommended by the Subcommittee.
The majority of the members of the
Subcommittee on Management Accounting Curriculum and a substantial
number of the members of the Committee thought that the program recommended by IMA should have been
a 150 -hour program. Yet, it was abundantly clear that the politics in IMA at
the time were such that to have recommended just a 150 -hour program
would have resulted in no statement
being approved on management accounting education. So, we decided
that half a loaf is better than none and
recommended both a 120 -hour program and a 150 -hour program with the
caveat that IMA "encourages completion of the 150 -hour model pro"16
gram....
likewise, the content of the recommended programs for management accountants is more akin to the program
recommended for public accountants
than preferred by the Subcommittee.
Again, to have recommended a program with more other professional
courses — computer science, industrial
engineering, management science —and fewer accounting courses— auditing, financial accounting,
tax —would have resulted in no statement being approved on management
accounting education. So, we decided
that the approval of a less than perfect
management accounting program
would be better than no program being recommended by the IMA.
At a later time, perhaps, a successor
committee will be able to get an ideal
management accounting program approved by the IMA. The fact that "the
completion of a 150 -hour program will
be a requirement to sit for the CMA examination effective in the year 2000"

should encourage the IMA to recommend an enhanced program. In the interim, I believe that the programs in
Education for Careers in Management
Accountingare at least a "bold step" in
the right direction.
If the changes necessary for accounting education to reach its zenith
are to be accomplished, the major
stakeholders must be convinced that
the shift in emphasis recommended by
the AECC is vital to the future of accounting education. The support of action plans by the accounting profession will assist the AECC in making
accounting education relevant to accounting practice.
I strongly encourage all members
of the accounting profession, therefore, to support the AECC in forging
needed changes in accounting education. With unity of purpose in the accounting profession, professional accounting education can progress
"back to the future!"
■
Grover L. Porter, Ph.D., CPA, is professorofaccounting at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. He is a member of
the IMA Committee on Research and a
former memberofthe IMA Committee
on Education and the IMA Committee
on Publications. He may be reached at
(205) 895 -6571.
'Alan Deutschman, "The Trouble With MBAs,"Fortune,July 29,1991, p. 79.
'Ibid., p. 68.
'Ralph L Benke, Jr., 'The `Health' of Accounting
Education," in Mary BallWashingtonForum Series
in Accounting Education, Pensacola, Fla., University
of west Florida, 1988, p. 54.
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'Jean Evangelaut: "Business - School Accrediting
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Wash., AECC, September 1990.
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our most important asset: people.
Randal Stone
Assistant Vice President
Roche Biomedical Laboratories, Inc.

UNDERSTANDINGAND MANAGINGSALESANDUSETAX
Robert J. Fields, Commerce Clearing
House, 4025 West Peterson Ave., Chica-

ELAINE GOLDMAN,EDITOR

HIGHROLLERS: INSIDETHE
SAVINGSANDLOANDEBACLE
Martin E. Lowy, Praeger Publishers,
One Madison Ave., New York, NY
10010, (203) 226 -3571, 1991, 321

pp. —Will we ever know all the facts behind the savings & loan debacle? Author Lowy explains that the general belief is that the crisis began in 1978 but
that it probably really began in 1966
when spending on the Great Society
programs and the Vietnam War triggered an increase in inflation. The
1985 -86 crash in oil prices, the 1986
Tax Act, and sloppy underwriting practices by S&Ls that did not understand
ADC (acquisition, development, and
construction) loans were some of the
factors that made the situation more
expensive.
If all weak S&Ls had been liquidated at the end of 1981 when interest
rates were at their highest point, the
loss would have been about $100 billion ($140 billion in 1990 dollars). The
amount would have been less than half
that a year later after rates had come
down. Supervisory inaction by the
FHLBB and Congress's interference
and unwillingness to recognize the
problem, however, appear to be the
factors that concealed the tragedy and
increased the ultimate cost to the taxpayers.
Lowy explains, without unnecessary complexity, how insured S&Ls
fail by describing the differences between GAAP and RAP (Regulatory Accounting Principles) accounting. He
even shows the reader why an insolvent S&L can never recover beyond a
certain level of negative net worth.
Leaders of the accounting profession
are criticized for issuing guides and
guidelines that were vague, unduly
subtle, and diffuse. Worse yet, independent auditors did not require their
S&L clients to establish loan loss reserves, the rationale being that historically, S&Ls had almost no losses
on their traditional single - family lendM A N A L i E M E N -1-A(;000rTING /JANUARY 1992

ing. The auditors didn't seem to realize
either that commercial lending was an
entirely different type of lending business.
Lowy states that the boom of the
1980s was fueled by loans on real estate and LBOs. Then he postulates that
perhaps there really wasn't a boom at
all. Perhaps, he continues, we just borrowed the money from ourselves by
creating an artificially large supply of
money that had to chase risky deals.
Such comments are particularly poignant (and troubling) given the nation's current economic situation.
William J. Rogers
Controller
Radiation Therapy Oncology Centers

FUNDAMENTALSOF
EMPLOYEEBENEFIT
PROGRAMS, 4TH ED.
Employee Benefit Research Institute,
2121 K St. NW, Suite 600, Washington,
DC 20037, (202) 659-0670,1990,355

pp. —The Employee Benefit Research
Institute (EBRI) has produced an effective, easy - to-read primer on the ever- changing area of employee benefits
that would be of interest to managers
at all levels of experience. Divided into
two main segments, "Private Sector"
and "Public Sector," the book explores
not only the definitions and descriptions of various benefits packages, but
also the reasoning and legislative history leading to their formation.
Topics covered include 401K, pension, dental, vision, social security,
IRAs, and a multitude of other areas of
which every business person should
be aware.
The format of the book is extremely
well thought out Each chapter stands
alone, which means the book can be
used as a learning tool as well as an effective reference manual.
I highly recommend that every
manager read this book to become
more familiar with the areas affecting

go, IL 60646, (312) 583 -8500, 1991,
178 pp.— Nowadays every controller
in a multistate environment is confronted by the need to coordinate general ledger accounting with the requirements for documenting and
reporting sales and use taxes. One recent survey reported in the financial
press found that 82% of multistate business had been audited in the last year
by an average of three states. Surveyed firms that took the effort to negotiate with state sales tax auditors averaged a 39% reduction in their final
assessment. Proper documentation
was the critical factor in successful negotiations. The most common issues
involved in these audits were lack of an
exemption certificate, improper interpretation of the law, and improper taxation or rate.
The book is not intended to be a
how -to book or a synopsis of a sales
and use tax subscription service (reporter), so do not look for filled -out examples of registration certificates, exemption certificates, or direct payment
permits. (CCH publishes All -State
Sales Tax Reporter or State Tax Reporters for the current minutiae of the applicable laws in the 6,500 -plus taxing
jurisdictions.) Because it focuses on
general management issues this book
offers a welcome addition to the scanty
literature on state sales and use taxes.
BUSINESSVALUATIONSOFTWARE
Menu-driven Lotus 1 -2 -3 template,
and "stand- alone"provideslow, medium
and high valuesof eight common
valuation methods-41 graphs -51 ratios.
Only$195.00 4,000+ sold. Free info!
BUSINESSPLANNINGSOFTWARE
Eight financial models for business plans,
raising venture capital, leveraged buyouts,
and budget cash flowplanning. Used with
Lotus 1-2 -3, Excel, SuperCalc5, etc.
Great value! 12,800+sold. Free into!
CALL:1. 800.777.4920
or
(714)759.8987
ILAR Systems,Inc., 334 BaywoodDrive
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Circle No. 15
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The second section, "Management
of the Sales and Use Tax Function,"
was particularly informative. The author provides an apt warning by cautioning, "The tax practitioner should
view the entire matter of documentation with the fear of coming down with
amnesia tomorrow." Any accounting
manager could benefit by reading just
four chapters: Chapter XII, Registration; Chapter XIV, Handling Audits;
Chapter XV, Data Processing Opportunities; and Chapter XVIII, Record Retention.
The section on statistical testing describes in general the main methodologies for block and random sampling. What is needed is a section on
how to contest a determination based
on sample transactions. As noted, an
error discovered in a sample is extrapolated to the entire population. Thus,
its effect on assessment is many times
larger than the size of the error alone.
Moreover, the auditee is faced with the
truly formidable task of reviewing all
transactions in order to rebill the sales
tax assessment to the purchasers.
This book's one fault is that it leaves
the reader thirsting for more information. I wanted full descriptions of the
Tax Executives Institute, the Council
on State Taxation, the Institute of
Property Taxation, and the Federation
of Tax Administrators. Likewise we
are not offered any descriptions of
available tax rate services, return preparation software, or spreadsheet layouts.
Nonetheless, if you have never
delved into this area of taxation, start
with this book.
Herbert L. Jensen, CMA, Ph.D.
California State University

Fullerton, Calif.

THELAWOFELECTRONICCOMMERCEEDI FAX AND E -MAIL:
TECHNOLOGY, Pk00F, AND
LIABILITY
Benjamin Wright, Little, Brown and
Company, 200 West St., Waltham, MA

02154, (800) 343 -9204, 1991, 432
pp. -It's a revolution! A revolution
against paper! Just why is it that we
hate paper? Why do we long for its demise? Why do we so look forward to
the paperless environment predicted
by our futurists? Because paper is expensive and cumbersome. It occupies
too much space and is difficult to process. Paper documents can be altered,
forged, misdirected, and misassem66

bled. If they aren't lost at the post office they certainly will disappear under
that giant growth on our desks that we
often refer to as the "in- basket."
Business transactions were conducted first by telegraph more than a
century ago, but this paperless commerce has remained dormant during
the interim. Electronic messaging is
the phenomenon that now is exploding
out of its nascent form to become a
powerful force in today's global business environment. Electronic communication saturates the business world,
and a mastery of this efficacious commerce is a critical success factor for today's financial managers.
Just how will those of us who cut
our teeth on wooden pencils and 28column ledger books adjust to this
new commerce? Surely there are hidden pitfalls in this method. How do we
ensure that our documents will be
signed properly and executed legally?
How can we know we have a binding,
authentic record? If several messages
are exchanged, which is the operative
communication?
Benjamin Wright's excellent work,
The Law of Electronic Commerce, focuses on the legal issues faced by individuals who manage or work with
electronic data interchange (EDI) or
electronic funds transfer (EFT). One
advantage of the old ink and pulp was
that over the past few hundred years
most of the legal issues have been
worked out. Old habits die hard, and,
despite the advantages of a paperless
environment, most of us would prefer
to continue doing business the same
old way. Like it or not, though, our offices are being propelled into the paperless age at the speed of an electron.
Surprisingly, the major stumbling
blocks are not the technical problems —most have been resolved —but
the legal issues raised when electronic
messages become contracts and other
binding business transactions.
The theme of this book is that electronic communication, if implemented
intelligently, "can confidently be used
for legal transactions." "Business law,"
Wright states, "should not, and largely
will not, stand in the way of this revolution."
Early in the book Wright leads the
reader through a basic explanation of
the common technologies involved in
electronic messaging and their risks
and controls. Later he deals with general proof issues. If a business law
course and a couple of appearances in
traffic court are the extent of your legal
training, then this part of the book is

for you. Wright gently explains two
critical legal areas that must be considered when establishing the authentication of an electronic agreement —the
hearsay rule and the best evidence
rule. A knowledge of what evidence is
permissible in a courtroom is essential
when you are negotiating an electronic
transaction agreement between trading partners.
In the final three parts of his book
Wright focuses on internal control,
electronic contracts, and network services. Although he cites legal cases in
support of each argument, he avoids
the legal mumbo-jumbo that most of
us find completely unintelligible.
Wright concludes with a very helpful set of appendices that include "Suggestions for Using a Fax Machine for
Legal Purposes," a "Sample Electronic
Trading Letter," and a "Terms Agreement."
This book does not furnish legal advice and will not replace a skilled attorney, but it can help managers and accountants to deal effectively with the
complex issues involved in electronic
business transactions.
Gary B. Jordan, CMA
Middlebury, Conn.

THENEWCORPORATE
FRONTIER: THE BIGMOVETO
SMALLTOWN,USA
David A. Heenan, McGraw -Hill, Inc.,
West 19th Street, New York, 10011,

1991, 262pp. —In this fascinating
book, the author, chairman and CEO
of Theo H. Davies & Co., Ltd., one of
Hawaii's original "Big Five" companies, focuses on the growing migration
by major companies to the smaller,
more remote townships from the traditional big-city locales of big business.
Heenan's central theme is what he
calls the "down shifting of America."
Basing his thesis on interviews with
scores of executives in towns throughout the country, he argues that "command has shifted from, and will continue to shift from, the center (traditional,
monolithic headquarters) to the periphery (so -called mini headquarters
and small- to-medium -sized communities)." The book points out that quality
of life is the driving force for corporate
migration: Americans seek more
space, affordable housing, better public schools, less crime, and less congestion and pollution.
Lou Bisgay
IMA
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EDITOR

CAM-1DEVELOPMENTS
BY THOMAS P. KLAMMER AND
DONALD K. CLANCY
he CAM -I Cost Management System (CMS) Program meets quarterly to be updated on cost management research, to initiate new
research, to share progress in changing cost management systems, and to
hear presentations by individuals actively involved with cost management.
The fourth quarter meeting was held
in Orlando on December 10-11, 1991,
and was packed with intensive work by
the active committees and informative
presentations.
Opening Presentation. In "Continual
Process Improvement: An Activity -Based
Management Approach at Honeywell,
Inc. -- Commercial Flight Systems," Peter Lenhardt presented the progress that
his group had made on activity -based
management and some of the difficulties
of implementation that were encountered. He emphasized simplifying accounting systems, strengthening process improvement information, and
reporting product costs periodically. Of
particular note was using activity-based
management for planning rather than for
after- the -fact measurement Finally, the
approach was consistent with GAAP financial and regulatory reports.
Interest Work Groups. The remainder of the opening day was devoted to
work group meetings. Members of the
Activity-Based Management Group,
chaired by Bob Bonsack of EDS, were
updated on progress by three commitMAARULME1 4 1-ALLU U N IIN U / J AN U ARY 1 9 9 2

tees: Activity Analysis, Integration of
ABC, and Implementation Experience.
Then Alan Stratton and Hoai Ta of National Semiconductor reported on
their pilot project at the Salt Lake
plank Micro activities, measures, and
costs for one production area and one
administrative area were demonstrated along with samples of activities and
costs that were eliminated. Later the
group's committees participated in
brainstorming sessions.
The Investment Management
Group, chaired by Frank Reynolds
from Eastman Kodak, focused on completion of an investment management
book. A series of new research initiatives linking phases of the investment
management process were discussed.
Plans were developed for a journeyman project: benchmark visits designed to gather and pool information
about how investment decisions are
made at different stages of the product
life cycle.
The Performance Management
Group, chaired by Jack Meyer of Proctor and Gamble, heard a report by
John Zieler of Rockwell, Collins on the
performance measurement of suppliers. Of primary concern were (1) timeliness of delivery and (2) nonconformance and quality problems after
materials get to production. The costs
of each supplier's materials are adjusted upward for problems and each supplier receives a monthly report of performance.
Technical Program. The Wednesday program featured a series of presentations built around the theme of
lean processes. Daniel Roos of M.I.T.
led off with a presentation on "Me Machine That Changed the World,"
which was a world -wide study of the
auto industry. The study basically concludes that there is a fundamentally
different way of manufacturing, identified as "Lean Production." Quality and
productivity go together as things are
done faster and with less resources.
The primary difference is in how organizations are structured and managed,
not in the technology per se.
Abbie Griffin of the University of
Chicago then reported on "New Product Development — Getting it Right"
This was a detailed study on the development of 167 new products in six
companies with special emphasis on
measurement problems. Basic questions involved: What's a new product,
measurement across industry and
product types, and product development styles. Early results indicate that
there is a strong relationship between

the number of parts and technologies
changed and the performance of product development. If the market research is done early in the process,
then time is saved later and the new
products are more likely to be successful. Abbie concludes that (1) early market research must go to the design
team, (2) fewer complete redesigns
should be allowed, (3) formal management approvals should be eliminated
because of time pressure, and (4) a
schedule should be formalized and enforced.
The afternoon session started with
"Supplier Relationships: A New Competitive Edge" by Robert Hall of Indiana University. The practical objective
of a company should be to become
each supplier's preferred customer by
providing concise feedback, demanding performance, and helping the supplier improve with all customers. It is
critical that there be dependability,
trust, communication, and improvement in the customer- supplier relationship. He also pointed out that the
financial system used today doesn't
build this relationship.
The regular program ended with a
brief presentation by Roger Nagel of
the Iacocca Institute (associated with
Lehigh University) on "Agile Manufacturing —The 21st Century Vision."
This is a major initiative to generate an
industry vision for improving American competitiveness in the next century. As the distinctions among manufacturing, service, and information
companies blur, the competitive edge
goes to those desirable companies
who have developed a skill base of
workers, nonrigid management structures, joint venture facility, and flexible
technologies.
Final Note. CAM -I is providing the
sponsor companies with a wide window view on what is being done to improve and change management. The
focus is continually being broadened
and modified. For instance, a quality
customer /quality supplier program
was initiated with its first meeting immediately following the CMS program. If your firm is interested in
learning more about CAM -I, contact
CMS program directors Mike Roberts
or Pete Zampino in Arlington, Tex., at
(817) 860.1654.
Thomas P. Klammer and Donald K.
Clancy are professors ofaccounting at
the UniversityofNorth Texas and Texas
Tech University, respectively.
Patrick L. Romano, CMA, is director
IMA
of research.
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CASENEWS
he Cost Accounting Standards
Board is beginning to occupy
more and more of the attention of
MIA's Management Accounting Practices Committee. MAP recently submitted comment letters regarding two
CASB staff discussion papers —one
dealing with changing capital asset values resulting from mergers and other
business combinations and the other
concerning costs of fully funded defined benefit pension plans. Anyone
wishing to receive a copy of the IMA
comments should write to Ms. Lorraine Lupinski at the IMA, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.
At its next meeting, the MAP Committee will address another CASB staff
discussion paper, "Establishment of
Cost Accounting Standards for Educational Institutions." Currently, educational institutions are required to comply with existing rules, regulations,

8 -page listing of open
positions in all areas of
accounting and finance.

The most extensive
and current list of
unadvertised
jobs on the market!
For your free sample
issue send your stamped
self - addressed envelope to:
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SMA REMINDER
f you mussed the early reminder in September, the table below lists the volumes of Statements on Management Accounting that are currently available
by calling Prentice Hall, toll -free, at 1-800 -524 -2844.The original volume is a
hard- covered edition containing 18 SMAs. Supplement 1 is a 1991 paperback that
includes six additional SMAs, the most recent ones issued. The glossary is a pocket -sized version of SMA 2A, one of the six SMAs included in Supplement 1.
Title
Code
84553 -7
61156-6
54460 -1

Name
Supplement 1
Original volume
Both of the above
Pocket -sized glossary

and standards only when work under
the contract is performed by a Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC) operated by the
institution. Federal contracts awarded
to educational institutions are otherwise exempt from cost accounting
standard coverage, as are any subcontracts awarded under such exempt
contracts. CASB is now considering
rescission of that blanket exemption.
The proposed CASB changes
would subject educational institutions
receiving negotiated contract awards
in excess of specified thresholds, other than for work to be performed by an
FFRDC, to certain new and existing
CASB rules, regulations, and standards. The existing cost accounting requirements for contracts placed with
FFRDCs would remain unchanged.

FASOISSUESFINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTSDM
he Financial Accounting Standards Board issued a Discussion
Memorandum that requests comments on issues related to recognition
and measurement of financial instruments. Work already is under way on
some of the issues, including possible
measurement of marketable debt and
equity securities at current market
prices, impairment of loans, and hedging.
All entities might be affected by the
Discussion Memorandum, which addresses a wide variety of financial instruments. The DM is a preliminary
part of a comprehensive project begun
in 1986 in response to concerns about
the adequacy of financial reporting regarding financial instruments in light
of developments in the financial markets. The project is divided into three
parts —disclosure, recognition and
measurement, and distinguishing be-

IMA
Member Price

Nonmember
Price

$31.46
44.96
71.96

$34.95
49.95
79.95
9.95

8.96

tween liabilities and equity. Statement
105, issued in 1990, focuses on various
forms of disclosures. A DM on distinguishing between liabilities and equity
also was issued in 1990.
Comments on this DM are requested by the FASB by May 31, 1992. Interested parties may obtain one copy
of the DM without charge until that
date by writing to FASB Order Department, 401 Merritt 7, P.O. Box 5116,
Norwalk, CT 06856 -5116,

FASOMAJORPROJECTS
ere is a quick look at FASB's
plans regarding other major projects.
Impairment ofAssets —an Exposure
draft should be issued by June 30,
1992.
Accounting for Income Taxes —the
Board plans to issue in first quarter
1992 the final statement that supersedes Statement 96.
Consolidation and Related Mat-

ters —theDiscussion Memorandum on
new basis of accounting should have
been issued by year -end 1991, with a
comment period extending to July
1992, as is true also of the DM, "Consolidation Policy and Procedures,"
which was issued earlier.
Present -Value
Measurements —a
task force meeting in first quarter 1992
will decide the next steps for the project.
Not for - Profit Organizations —the
Board has concluded that a statement
on accounting for contributions should
not be issued before exposing for comment the tentative conclusions
reached with regard to financial statement display.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, management accounting practices.
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. t „ Financial Accounting
Research System TM
The first personal computer -based product from the FASB. Using advanced search and retrieval software
from Folio Corporation, this annual service provides efficient and effective access to all the necessary
accounting literature. The Financial Accounting Research System includes:
• Original Pronouncements
FASB Statements, Interpretations , Technical Bulletins, concepts
Statements; ARBs 43 -51; ,APB Opinions and State ments; AICPA
Accounting Inte rpretations and Terminology Bulletins.

Fin,
Accowan
march
System TM g
Sr n d rd , a n. h l
M

• Current Text

Da F

14

Integration of financial accounting and reporting standards
arranged by topic for General and Industry Standards.

01J. CcrparqIicn f)n wn , F'ollo
* ved, t.'41h ,
s' #y PeWUMIM br r y� W4 tir,n w d iv ri
h'n

• EITF Abstracts
Full text of abstracts of issues considered by the Emerging Issues
Task Force with the EITF topical index and list of key terms.

Foti o

• Implementation Guides

0

Questions and answers from FASB staff Special Reports and
other published implementation guidance.

• Comprehensive Topical Index
Combined topical index to all of the above.

Updates will be issued approximately four times a year, as appropriate, to ensure that the database contains the
latest FASB pronouncements and abstracts of EITF issues.
Easy and flexible to use — literature can be accessed through word searches, tables of contents, or topical index
references that link to the appropriate section of the accounting literature.
System Requirements

Demonstration Copy Available
To help you evaluate the Financial Accounting Research System,
a demonstration disk has been developed. Using selected sections
from the FASB literature included in the full version, this disk
with accompanying documentation outlines the primary features
and allows actual searches of FASB documents. The purchase
price will be credited toward purchase of the full version.

IBM' PC, XT, AT, PS /2, or 100% compatible
512K RAM minimum
DOS 3.0 (or higher)
Hard disk drive (complete system requires 10MB)
Monochrome or color monitor
(color recommended due to shading
techniques used in some of the literature)

To order the Financial Accounting Research System with one year of updates, or the Demonstration Copy,
return the form below. Please specify disk preference. All orders must be prepaid.
Mail to: Financial Accounting Standards Board, FARS, P.O. Box 30816, Hartford, CT 06150
Financial .Accounting Research System
Annual

Demonstration

Service

Copy

Mein bers• /Academe $448

$25

Others

$25

Disk preference
(check one):

$560

I -i Full Version — Please send
copy(s) of the Financial Accounting Research
System which includes one year of updates.
D Demonstration Copy—Please send
Enclo sed is my c heck fo r $

copy(s).
payable to F AS B.

(Connecticut ord ers please add 6 0b sales tax.)

31/2" HD (1.44MB)
31/2" DD (720KB)
Name

Title

51/4" HD (1.2MB)
51/4" DD (360KB)
Firm /Affiliation

*Members of the Financial Accounting Foundation.
Foreign orders add 50010 surcharge —for Canada, Mexico,
and U.S. possessions, domestic prices apply.
Additional discounts and network pricing are also available.
For further information telephone (203) 847-0700, Ext. 575.

MA

Street Address (No P.O. Box Numbers)

City /State/ Zip

Phone: Area Code/ Number

ASSOCIATION
NEWS
KENNETH AURICHIO, EDITOR

IMA MEMBER
DONATES
$1 MILLION
TO ALMAMATER
Lafe P. Fox, Cleveland
Chapter, has donated $1
million to endow a professorship at Duke University's Fuqua School of Business in Durham, N.C. Mr.
Fox is a 1937 graduate from
Duke and former president
of the Institute of Management Accountants (formerly National Association of
Accountants). His gift will
establish the L. Palmer Fox
Professorship in Management Accounting.

average call costs about
$6.70. The 900 - SUM -MARY
number also contains a feature that allows callers to
skip over listings.
The service is operated
by Professional Communications, Inc., in Ann Arbor,
Mich. It has developed key
contacts throughout the nation to identify open job opportunities suitable for IMA
members.
Professional Communications also seeks open positions directly from IMA
members. Members can list
an open accounting position
free by calling (313) 6620250 and identifying themselves as an IMA member.

JOBSAVAILABLE
BYPHONE

EMERITUSLIFE
ASSOCIATES(ELAs)

The IMA has introduced a
new telephone job listing service to benefit members either seeking employment or
looking to fill an opening. The
phone number, 1-900-SUMMARY (1- 900.786. 6279), contains hundreds of current
openings at all levels.
The listings available
provide a contact name and
an address or phone number. The phone call costs
$1.95 for the first minute
and 95G for each additional
minute. In order to minimize the time spent on the
phone, callers will be asked
to restrict their search to
the location, salary, and area of interest to them. The

Geneva L. Allen,
Indiana East.
Carl L. Bauer,
Milwaukee.
Donald F. Carroll,
Cleveland.
Jack L. Chawner,
Cleveland.
Joan M. Curtin,
Merrimack Valley.
Edward T. Curtis,
New Jersey Meadowlands.
Arnold J. DiPietro,
Waterbury.
Frank B. Ensign, Jr.,
North San Diego County.
L. Vinson Freeman, Jr.,
St. Louis.
John A. Geelhoed,
Grand Rapids.
Donald T. Glick,

70

After endowing an accounting chair at Duke University, Late Fox
(1.) is presented a real chair by Dean Thomas F. Keller.

Elkhart Area.
Glenn L, Goodwin,
Grand Rapids.
Donald C. Jensen,
Cleveland.
Ronald B. Johnson,
Fox River Valley.
Patrick S. Kemp,
Salem Area.
Charles W. Lauritsen,
Lake Superior.
Vincent N. Lepidi,
Westmoreland County.
Grady H. Manson, Jr.,
Member -at- Large, USA.
Arlene M. Mentzer,
Canton.
L.R. Metcalf,
Houston.
Harry E. Parr, Jr.,
Canton.
Richard D. Peters,
St. Paul.
Robert H. Raymond,
Nebraska Cornhusker.

Max Stricks,

New York.
Sabina Tabin,
New York.
Charles W. Walker,
Piedmont Greensboro.

Stanley C. Whitten,
Peninsula -Palo Alto.
Herman J. Wiley,
Cleveland.

IN MEMORIAM
A.W. Acker, ELA, 78,
Cleveland, 1978.
Neil IL Alexander, ELA,
73, Fort Worth, 1980.
Carleton D. Barlow, ELA,
67, Calumet, 1956.
William T. Barnes, ELA,
76, Washington, 1977.
Arlington B. Beck, EI A,
70, Member -at- Large, USA,
1954.
Albert L. Bell, ELA, 77,
Lancaster, 1979.
Rae M. Bennett, ELA, 73,
Mid- Florida, 1918.
George N. Benoit, ELA,
Springfield, 1961.
B.A. Brady, ELA, 77,
Washington, 1977.
Francis J. Bundschuh,
ELA, 70, Hartford, 1969.
L.I. Burr, ELA, 70,
Salt Lake Area, 1980.
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1992 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

&

February 12 -15: Executive Committee /National
Board, Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.
February 21: Controllers' Roundtable, Sterling Suites,
San Francisco, Calif.
February 24 -25: Accounting for Service Industries, Orlando Airport Marriott, Orlando, Fla.
February 27 -28: Implementing ABC, Orlando Airport
Marriott, Orlando, Fla.
March 12: MAP, Stouffer Cotton Woods Resort, Scottsdale, Ariz.
March 16 -18: Professional Education Program, OMNI
Tampa Westshore, Tampa, Fla.
March 26 -27: Implementing ABC, Hyatt Regency, St.
Louis, Mo.
April 13 -14: Bar Coding EDI, Hyatt Regency, New
Orleans, La.
April 13 -15: Professional Education Program, Sheraton
Palace, San Francisco, Calif.
April 21.24: Implementing ABC, The Mirage, Las Vegas, Nev.
April 23 -24: 6th Annual Cost Conference, The Mirage,
Las Vegas, Nev.
May 11 -12: Cost /Controllers' Roundtables, The Lafayette, Boston, Mass.
May 20 -22: Professional Education Program, Sheraton
Plaza. Chicago, Ill.
June 19 -20: Executive Committee /National Board,
Marriott Marquis, Atlanta, Ga.
June 21 -24: Annual Conference, Marriott Marquis, Atlanta, Ga.
John C. Calhoun, ELA,
68, St. Louis, 1953,
John W. Christie, EIA,
Los Angeles, 1971.
Henry L. Clayton, ELA,
64, Elmira Area, 1961.
Sidney L. Cohen, ELA, 74,
Boston, 1945.
Harold L. Cox, EIA, 83,
Sangamon Valley, 1975,
Clifford E. Craver, ELA,
81, Hampton Roads, 1981.
Harry E. Crosby, EIA, 79,
Lancaster, 1974.
C.F. Cushing, ELA, 80,
New Haven, 1979.
V.A. De Puy, ELA,
Grand Rapids, 1962.
Harry J. DeBoer, EIA, 79,
Wichita, 1978.
Rodney F. Dirkes, EIA,
Long Island, 1988.
P. Frederick Dryer, ELA,
Washington, 1966.
Joseph J. Ehrlich, EIA,
Chicago, 1970.
Frank Eisenberger, ELA,
Pittsburgh, 1960,
Stuart Emelander, EI.A,
73, Grand Rapids, 1981.
H.G. Filby, ELA,

Member -at- Large,
1974.
George E. Fischer,
ELA, Pittsburgh, 1962.
Hollis P. Fowler,
EIA, 73, New Hampshire, 1979.
H.A. Furlong, ELA,
69, Hartford, 1983.
R. Gilman, EIA, 65,
San Fernando Valley,
1951.
Joseph L. Golucci,
ELA, 76, New York,
1983.
Nicholas Graban,
EIA, 58, Columbus,
1962,
Raymond E. Graichen, ELA, 69, Member-at- Large, USA,
1983.
J.H. Guthrie, ELA,
70, Blue Grass Area,
1953,
John F. Hall, ELA,
Milwaukee, 1969.
Rick S. Harper, ELA,
57, San Diego,
1968.
John Hinnen, Jr.,
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EIA, 66, Central Illinois,
1982.
Thomas A. Howard, ELA,
72, Piedmont Greensboro,
1954.
John W. Huber, ELA, 83,
Indianapolis, 1944.
Milton Hudders, ELA,
New York, 1969.
Albert J. Irving, ELA, Buffalo, 1973.
William J. Jackson, 48,
Rochester, 1984.
Tracy C. Jensen,
Alaskan, 1984.
Arthur J. Johnson, ELA,
Waterbury, 1972.
Frank Judd, ELA,
Louisville, 1973.
Henry H. Kadler, EIA,
Kansas City, 1971,
Richard Kangas, EIA, 75,
Oakland County, 1982.
P.W. Kaye, ELA,
Member -at- Large, USA,
1974.
Raymond L. King, 41,
Cleveland Fast, 1986.
Fred C. Klarman, ELA, 78,
Elmira Area, 1979.
R. M. Klein, 52, Greater
Youngstown Area, 1977.

Edward P. Klingenmeier,
ELA, Buffalo,1972.
G.F. Krahm, ELA, 61,
New York, 1964.
Eugene J. Kraynick, 36,
Pennsylvania Northeast,
1986.
Edward W. Krueger, ELA,
Chicago, 1969.
Delbert L. Kupfer, ELA,
Battle Creek, 1970.
C. R. Kurtz, ELA, 82,
Delmarva, 1974.
Kenneth E. Lannan, 55,
Philadelphia, 1972.
Francis X. Leary, EIA, 76,
Orange County, 1982.
William J. Lengell, ELA,
77, Milwaukee, 1982.
Clarence M. Leonard,
EIA, 69, Lima, 1983.
Elmer V. lindstrom, ELA,
83, Jamestown - Warren,
1979.
Thomas J. Lynch, EIA, 83,
New York, 1975.
Russell K. MacKenzie,
ELA, Saginaw Valley, 1972.
William Mandelik, EIA,
73, Rochester, 1978.
James M. Marsden, 36,
Richmond, 1984.

MakeanOfferThatCan't
Be Refused .. .
Accountants for the Public Interest (API) is the national nonprofit
organization whose mission is to encourage accountants to
volunteer their time to nonprofits, small businesses and individuals
through 14 Affiliates.
Join with established accounting
professionals, retired accountants,
new accounting graduates and
accounting students to provide
direct or advisory service. A few
hours, a few days — choose your
own time commitment.

...Volunteer
To make an offer, contact:
Accountants for The Public Interest
101214th St., N.W., Suite 906
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 347.1668

M
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Accountants for the Public Interest

1
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SERVICE
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small business.
Grants /loans to 5500,000. Free
recorded message: 707448-0330.
(OR7)

EMPLOYEE OR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR SOFT
WARE. This powerful CPA developed, easy to use software
guides you through the issues in
the IRS's hottest enforcement area. Evaluates Common Law, Statutory Employee, Statutory Independent Contractor and Safe
Haven Independent Contractor
relationships using an expert system knowledge base of over 500
cases. Only $89 with a MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. Advisor
Software Corporation, 4421
Ocean Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34242.
Call (800) 237 -8400 Extension
442 for MC/VISA orders or additional information.

AT&T 8 0 0
DISCOUNT.
"FREE" Mail copy of latest bill.
Business card with SASE: Agency Services/UPA-337P—LF—
NJ- 07424.
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CMAREVIEW
Start making money for YOURSELF with the c ompany Success Magazine calls the "Number One Accounting Franchise
in America "' (March, 1991) Build
your own highly successful accounting practice with Padgett's:
•
•
•
•

Intensive 4-week training
Client mar keting systems
Yearly tax seminar stsupport
Streamlined ac counting
system
• On -going field support
• Owner manuals & muc h
more.
Call 1-800. 323.7292; In CA,
collect (916) 966 -2348 for further detai lsl

NEW ENGLAND CMA REVIEW will present classes in Boston starting on March 4, 1992.
For information, call Professor
John Slipkowsky, CMA, CPA,
(508) 685 -6681.

JOBHUNTING
SECRETS

Secrets of Job Hunting in the
Accounting Profession. Concise, comprehensive manual describing the essentials of finding
work in the accounting field.
Sample letters and resumes included. Written by a CPA who
Your success is our success. I has been there. Send $18.00 to
DWC, P.O. Box 1592, El Toro,
California, 92630.

Rates: $2.00 per word. 15word minimum. Abbreviations,
ZIP codes, and phone numbers
count as one word each, All
classified advertising must be
Prepaid
Noncommissionable.

Copy: All advertising must be
submitted in typewritten, double- spaced form. No telephone
orders accepted.
Box Number. Write Doryne
Gerstein at MANAGEMENT Ac.
COUNTINGt?i.

ing Date: Deadline for
is the first day of the
i preceding publication
72

Display Classified: Onetwelfth page (one column x 2
3/8 ") is available at $555.

MANUSCRIPTS
WANTED
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING® is looking for manuscripts to fulfill its 1992 editorial objectives. Topics cover a
wide range of subjects. We are
particularly interested in:
• Office telecommunications
(March),
• CMA issues (April),
• Improving manufacturing efficiency (May),
• Career advancement Uune),
• Cash management Ouly),
• Controlling travel and entertainment expenses (August),

Payments:Payment in U.S.
funds must accompany each order. Mail copy to Doryne Gerstein, MANAGEMENTACCOUNTINGe, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, W 07645 -1760.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject advertisements for MAN-

• Cost management issues
(September),
• Human resources (October),
• Performance measurement
(October),
• Financial statement preparation (November), and
• Tax issues (December).
Articles written for a particular
issue should be submitted at
least three months in advance.
Of course, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® is interested in
your ideas and welcomes articles on any topic in management accounting. We will carefully review and consider all
submissions.

Up to 50 words FREE * to
companies that are looking
for employees who hold
CMA certificates and so
specify in advertisement.
*Up to six insertions,

AGEMENTACCOUNTING@

Classified.
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use? Supports multiple locations? Maybe create meaningful ad -hoc
iports? How about status projections as far forward as 20497 All cal ,ilated at the instant the asset is entered?
How about convenience features like drop -down menus and pop? lists, extensive help screens for virtually every field, an d a well
ritten user manual!
Hasken's Fixed Asset Management System is designed to keep you

�

dard.repol1wh flexible formats
Dptional SQL Report Wrl
r
custom creations.
"C" language for speed and performance.
Built -in Report Editor. Unlimited number of short years
Hardwa re is only c apa city limita tion

It doesn't cost you a cent to see how Fixed Asset Management Software from E. F. Haskell will automate and simplify the depreciation
process, You can run the evaluation program (single version only) up
to 30 days using your own assets or the sample data included. If it
meets your requirements, just pay the invoice. If It doesn't, lust send it
back.

- to•da te with c urre nt de pre c ia tion la w. T he re a re both s ingle us e r

id "true" network versions. Look at some of these important
iatures:
AMT and ACE fully supported. Documental .
viers all depreation tax laws since 1971 in chronolonical order..7iia sets of books

Let me evaluate your Fixed Asset Management System for thirty (30) days on my own computer. If it meets my needs, I will pay the invoice if I'm not satisfied , I can return the system
within 30 days and risk nothing! My disk size is
51/4 " 0
31/2 '
LD 0
HDF
Name

!
/0 O -

G

Date

Address

T32.368s

City

of 7

Cir cle No . 2

State

Zap

Phone (
)
FAX:[
)
Please circle:
Cash
C.O.D.
Bill Me
VISA
MasterCard
If credit card: Card *
Expires
IBM or IBM-compatible 286 or 386 hardware with 640K* memor y and hard disk is recommended

(fi02) 2T1 -2534
A X :
(602) '2 34- 3644

for opt imal operat ion. DO S 3 .1 o r highe r i s re com mended.
*Addi ti onal RAM and e xpanded m em or y manage r may be re quir ed i f us ing TSRs, network, et

Network Version a $ 995 00
* Users
Just send automated slideshow disk and 26 reasons why Haskell 's Fixed Asset System is the
my organization.

single User system®$695.00

'

— onn for

_ _

I

Firm

E. F. Haskell
Associates
1110 E. Mi s s o u ri ,
#760
Phoenix , AZ 85014 -2706

TfiE POWER OF
INFORMATION
When it comes to salary information in the accounting, finance, information
systems and banking professions, there's nothing more powerful than the
1992 Robert Half and Accountemps Salary Guide. And this year, we've added valuable
sections on competitive strategies for hiring and retaining top talent. With the Guide,
you can tap into the resources of the world's largest accounting and financial
personnel service — with 150 offices and more than 40 years of experience.

Get the jump on your competition.
Call your local Robert Half' or
Accoun temps' office for your FREE
copy or complete this coupon today.

Robert Half International Inc.
P.O. Box 33597
Kansas City, MO 64120
Please send me a complimentary copy of your 1492 SALARY GUIDE.
Name _
T itle —

B E R T

Firm —

em

accoun

Address
City /S tate /Zip

s

Telephone (

)

0 1991. RoKIrt Half International Inc.

Circle No. 1
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